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Abstract 

Most interaction with computers today takes place in a two dimensional environ

ment. Even when using three dimensional graphics applications, input is often still restricted 

to two dimensions. Many believe that the use of three dimensional input devices will alle

viate this restriction and allow for a much more natural human-machine dialog. 

This thesis seeks to establish how factors dealing with visual feedback and task struc

ture affect the ability to perform interactive tasks in a three dimensional virtual environment. 

The factors investigated were stereoscopic vision, motion parallax, stimulus arrangement 

and stimulus complexity. Four tasks were studied. These tasks were: point location, dock

ing, line tracing and curve tracing. A l l the tasks used a six degree of freedom input device 

to control a pointer in a three dimensional virtual environment. 

Four experiments corresponding to the four tasks were conducted to investigate these 

factors. Among other things the results showed the following. Stereoscopic vision provided 

a strong benefit to positioning-based tasks, but this benefit was weakened in the case of trac

ing tasks. Motion parallax via head-tracking often had no effect upon task performance and 

where an effect was found it was often detrimental. The position of stimuli influenced per

formance across all of the tasks. The orientation of stimuli influenced performance in the 

task in which it was varied. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Interacting in a three dimensional environment with a two dimensional input device imposes 

many limitations on users. Researchers believed that the advent of three dimensional input 

devices would alleviate many of these problems and allow for a much more natural human-

machine dialog. This thesis seeks to establish how a few factors dealing with visual feedback 

and task structure affect the ability to perform interactive tasks in a three dimensional vir

tual environment. The factors investigated were stereoscopic vision,motion parallax, stim

ulus arrangement and stimulus complexity. The tasks used a 6 D O F input device to control 

a pointer in a three dimensional virtual environment. 

Stereoscopic vision was found to provide a strong benefit to positioning based tasks, 

but this benefit was weakened in the case of tracing tasks. Motion parallax via head-tracking 

often had no effect upon task performance and where an effect was found it was often detri

mental. The position and orientation of stimuli were found to influence performance across 

a range of tasks. In the case of stereoscopic vision these results are generally consistent with 

many earlier studies. The results for motion parallax contradict the beliefs of most practi

tioners and the findings of several other research studies. 
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Before launching into the details of the thesis the historical thread that lead to this 

point is briefly reviewed. 

1.1 Historical Perspective 

Most interaction with computers today takes place in a two dimensional (2D) environment: 

the desktop mouse moves on a flat 2D surface; the cursor that it controls moves on a 2D 

computer display. Aside from changes of the input device (e.g. trackball, tablet, light-pen, 

etc.), the nature of the human-computer interface is characterized as being primarily two 

dimensional. For much of the software that is in widespread use today - word-processors, 

spreadsheets and databases - this 2D environment is sufficient. But three dimensional (3D) 

computer graphics has brought a new class of software where users try to build models or 

interact in virtual environments (VEs) that possess three dimensions like the world that sur

rounds us. 

The "modern era" in interactive computer graphics can be said to have begun with 

Ivan Sutherland's "Sketchpad" system in the 1960s [91]. Sketchpad only operated in two 

dimensions, but it allowed interactive specification of points and constraints. Following 

quickly on Sutherland's work, Johnson [59] extended Sketchpad to function in three dimen

sions. Unfortunately, viewing and interaction were still constrained to the 2D surface of a 

computer display. 

Sutherland sought to eliminate one of these constraints a few years later when he 

developed a head mounted display [92] to allow stereoscopic viewing of simulated objects. 

Vickers [97] developed a system for interacting in 3D using the head mounted display and 

a wand interface that would allow interactive specification of points in 3D space. Clark 

[30] used a similar system to develop a package for designing surfaces in three dimensions. 

Clark, and many others who followed, felt that the design of three dimensional surfaces is 
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best done in three dimensions. 

Still, until fairly recently, most interaction in computerized 3D virtual environments 

has required users to work through simpler 2D input devices. Input devices capable of sup

porting direct 3D interaction such as Vicker's Wand [97] and magnetic trackers from Pol-

hemus [78] were first developed in the late 1970's. These devices were too costly or too 

fragile to be used outside of a controlled research environment. These restrictions limited 

the dispersion of 3D input devices into the research and user communities. 

With the proliferation of faster computers came the possibility of real-time interac

tion within a reasonably sophisticated 3D visual environment. This spawned research in 

many areas, most notably the fields of virtual reality (VR) and virtual environments (VEs). 

This in turn has sparked renewed interest in three dimensional input. 

Some of the devices that were developed to sense position in 3D also sensed ori

entation. This allowed researchers to jump from devices with two degrees of freedom to 

devices with a total of six degrees of freedom (6DOF). Most of the early studies of 3D input 

sought to determine what sorts of interactive techniques could be developed with devices 

containing higher degrees of freedom. Zimmerman et al. [113] attached a 6 D O F sensor to 

a C y b e r g l o v e ™ to allow more naturalistic input. Ware and Osborne [103] developed tech

niques for manipulating the eye point using a 6 D O F device. Relatively little effort was spent 

evaluating human factors aspects of these devices. However, there were a few studies [93] 

[81] that demonstrated the potential benefit of 3D devices over 2D devices. 

Recently researchers have begun to focus more attention upon the human factors of 

3D input, 3D interaction and the 3D environment. However, very little is known about hu

man input capabilities in simulated three dimensional environments. Most researchers now 

feel that while three dimensional (six degree of freedom) input devices may remove some 

of the restrictions of two dimensional input, some problems will remain and new problems 
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will be introduced. At a panel on "Three Dimensional Interaction" held at S I G G R A P H '94, 

Dan Venolia stated that three dimensional interaction is hard because two dimensional inter

action is hard. At the same panel Andries Van Dam told the audience that real interaction in 

three dimensions is hard, so interacting with a computerized three dimensional environment 

will also be hard. 

Six degree of freedom input devices capable of sensing three position and three ori

entation degrees of freedom are becoming more easily available. Nonetheless, it is still rare 

to find 6 D O F input devices in use today with the exception of research labs and high-end 

industrial facilities. The research described here looks forward to the day when these de

vices are a standard component in interactive 3D computer graphic applications. To aid in 

the development of new interactive 3D applications it is important to understand the quality 

of the interaction these devices afford and what effects task structure and visual feedback 

have upon that interaction quality. 

This thesis seeks to determine the effect of stereoscopic vision, motion parallax, 

stimulus arrangement and stimulus complexity upon hand-based interaction that uses a 6DOF 

input device to control a pointer in a 3D virtual environment. Results of the research showed 

that: 

• stereoscopic vision was found to provide a strong benefit for positioning-based tasks, 

but this benefit was weakened in the case of tracing tasks 

• motion parallax via head-tracking often had no effect upon task performance and where 

an effect was found it was often detrimental 

• the position and orientation of stimuli were found to influence performance across a 

range of tasks 

In the case of stereoscopic vision these results are generally consistent with many earlier 
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studies. The results for motion parallax contradict the beliefs of most practitioners and the 

findings of several other research studies. The methodical investigation of stimulus arrange

ment and complexity has not been previously reported in the literature. 

1.2 Three Dimensional Interaction Terminology 

As already indicated, the study of interaction in three dimensions commonly occurs in the 

context of six degree of freedom interaction. It is important to distinguish between the di

mensionality in which the interaction takes place and the number of degrees of freedom 

that are available for manipulation. It is also important to distinguish between different de

grees of freedom and the techniques through which degrees of freedom are controlled. Thus, 

before going any further, it is beneficial to establish some basic terminology and common 

ground for the discussion that follows. 

1.2.1 Location 

Input that takes place in three real-world dimensions has six degrees of f r e e d o m ( 6 D O F ) . I 

will use the term six degree of freedom input to describe the input that takes place in a three 

dimensional interactive environment. 

When describing the components of a six degree of freedom input space I will use the 

terms position, orientation, translation and rotation. Position refers to the current location 

of an object in space, typically expressed as coordinates in a Cartesian system. Orientation 

refers to the current revolution of the object, often expressed as Euler rotations around each 

of the three Cartesian axes. Translation is the process of changing the position of an object. 

Rotation is the process of changing the orientation of an object. On occasion the term po

sition is used to refer to both the position and orientation of an object. When the sense of 

the word position is not clear from the context, the term general position is used to indicate 
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both the position and orientation of an object. 

1.2.2 Coordinates 

In order to specify the position and orientation of an object a coordinate frame is essential. 

Throughout this work a Cartesian coordinate system will be used. The X-axis is horizontal 

to the left and right with positive values to the right of the origin. The Y-axis is vertical and 

positive values are up from the origin. The Z-axis is backward and forward with positive 

values going toward the user from the origin. Rotation about each of the Cartesian axes is 

specified in in this right-handed1 coordinate system. Figure 1.1 illustrates the coordinate 

system. The terms pitch, yaw and roll or elevation, azimuth and roll are sometimes used to 

specify rotations about the X , Y and Z axes respectively. 

Specification of position in 3D is straightforward because there is no potential for 

crossover between the axes of the object and those of the world coordinate system. Orienta

tion is more troublesome because it is possible to rotate axes in the object's reference frame 

onto different axes in the world reference frame. In addition, the order of rotations is impor

tant because applying rotations about the three axes in different orders will produce different 

results. The general convention used throughout the thesis is to apply rotations in X , Y, Z 

order. 

Quaternions are an alternate means of specifying and manipulating rotations, but 

they are less intuitive. Quaternions were discovered by Hamilton in 1844 [51] and applied 

to the task of describing rotations by Cayley in 1845 [25]. Quaternions were first brought to 

the attention of the computer graphics community by Shoemake in 1985 [85], but they were 

used in the aerospace community as early as 1970 [47]. A detailed description of quater-

1 To determine the direction of positive rotation in a right- or left-handed system, the thumb of the 
corresponding hand is pointed in the positive direction along the axis in question and the curl of the 
fingers indicates the direction of positive rotation. Alternately, when viewed from the positive end 
of an axis looking toward the origin, a positive rotation proceeds in a counter-clockwise direction. 
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Figure 1.1: The arrangement of the r ight-handed Cartesian coordinate system that 

is used throughout the thesis. Arrows indicate the positive direction of each axis or 

positive rotations as appropriate. As the circles illustrating posit ive rotations may 

be ambiguous, the arrowhead should a lways be considered to be at the front most 

(closest to the reader) part of the circle. 

nions from a mathematical perspective can be found in Altmann [4]. Rotations are specified 

by unit quaternions because these have a straightforward geometric interpretation. Briefly, 

a unit quaternion is four-element vector in which the first element represents the cosine of 

half the angle of rotation and the second, third and fourth elements are the components of a 

vector in three dimensions about which the rotation takes place. 

1.2.3 Input and Output Devices 

The terms control and display are commonly used in the study of human motor control and 

I will use them in their generally accepted form. A control is the physical object, such as a 

mouse, joystick, or knob, that is used to specify input. The term display is used to describe 

the virtual object that moves in response to the control, providing feedback to the user. In 
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the field of computing, the term display is more commonly associated with the computer 

screen rather than the visual content. For this reason terms such as tracker and cursor are 

often used to avoid this ambiguity. In this chapter I will use the term tracker to refer to the 

object on the display (screen) whose position and orientation is acted upon by the control. In 

later chapters, when discussing the studies that were carried out, I will use the terms physical 

pointer to refer to the control and virtual pointerto refer to the display. These terms are more 

common in the virtual environment literature and have clear meanings for subjects. 

Input devices (controls) come in different forms, each presenting its own set of con

trol dynamics. Zhai and Milgram put forward a rough sensing-based taxonomy for classi

fying input devices in three dimensional interaction tasks [108]. In their taxonomy input 

controls can be categorized along three abstract axes. The three axes are: 

• Integration: separated vs. integrated 

• Mapping: position vs. rate 

• Sensing: isotonic vs. isometric 

A n integrated control combines the manipulation of multiple degrees of freedom 

into a single physical control object. In the case of a separable control there may be a distinct 

physical control object for each degree of freedom. 

A control-display mapping is the process by which the position 2 of the tracker on the 

display is altered by operations performed with the control. Poulton [77] describes several 

different types of control-display mappings that have been developed. A position control 

is one in which changes to the position of the control map directly to changes in the posi

tion of the tracker. The precise amount of change may be modulated by a gain factor that 

2Unless an explicit distinction is made, position in the remainder of this section is general position 
and thus refers to both position and orientation. 
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can be linear or non-linear. Poulton also refers to a position control as a zero order control. 

Mathematically, the relationship between the control and the display can be expressed by 

the equation, 

where D(t) represents the position of the tracker on the display at time t, F is an arbitrary 

gain function (usually monotonic and often continuous), and C(t) is the position ofthe con

trol at time t. 

With a rate control, movement of the control is used to adjust the velocity of the 

tracker. A linear or non-linear gain factor can also be applied in this setting. The position of 

the tracker changes according to its current velocity setting. Rate control is also referred to 

as first order control, and is expressed as 

where F and C (t) are the same as before and D' (t) is the rate of change in the position of the 

tracker. In this case D(t), the position of the tracker on the display, is given by integrating 

over time from an initial tracker position 

Higher order controls have been developed, but in practice it has been found that 

their operation becomes increasingly difficult. In an acceleration control or second order 

control, the control alters the acceleration of the tracker. The position of the tracker changes 

according to the velocity, and the velocity changes according to the acceleration, so that a 

double integral is required. Position control is the most direct control-display mapping. At 

any given time t, D(t) can be determined from C(t) and F. Velocity control and accelera

tion control are less direct, requiring some knowledge of the history of the control to deter

mine the display. 

D(t) = F(C(t)) 

D'(t) = F(C(t)) 
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In the preceding discussion, D(t) and C(t) are both six-valued functions, one for 

each degree of freedom, and F is a vector of gain functions, one for each degree of free

dom. Although, it is conceivable that the gain function used for position is different from 

that of orientation, it would be unusual for the three position degrees of freedom or the three 

orientation degrees of freedom to have different gain functions. 

A n isotonic control3 is one with little or no resistance to movement. Isotonic con

trollers with a broad range of movement are commonly used as both rate and position con

trollers. TTie Ascension Bird™ [7] and the Polhemus Fastrak™ [76] are examples of com

mercially available isotonic controllers. 

A n isometric control4 is one that provides resistance to movement. It is possible to 

use an isometric controller for both position and rate control, but rate control is much more 

common. A n example of a commercially available isometric controller is the SpaceBa l l™ . 

Isometric position controllers map force to position. They are sometimes difficult 

to use because they typically have a restricted range of motion and position control requires 

a constant force to be applied for the tracker to remain stationary anywhere other than the 

"home" position. Isometric rate controllers map force to velocity. Manipulations are thus 

often brief and benefit from the availability of a self-centering capability in the device. Zhai 

and Milgram [108] tested the four combinations of sensing (isometric or isotonic) and map

ping (position or rate) and found that isometric position controllers provided the poorest per

formance. In the same study they found that isometric rate controllers and isotonic position 

controllers provided the best performance. 

This thesis deals with isotonic position controllers because of their superior perfor

mance and more natural correspondence with free hand movement in an open environment. 

3isotonica4/. ...2 Physiol, (of muscle action) taking place with normal contraction. [3] 
4isometricadj. ...2 Physiol, (of muscle action) developing tension while the muscle is prevented 

from contracting. [3] 
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The control-display transformation is simple, thus placing the smallest possible cognitive 

burden upon the user to determine how the the display will react in response to manipula

tion of the control. The goal is to leave the user with as much cognitive processing capacity 

as possible to deal with the other factors when performing the assigned task. 

1.2.4 Viewing 

The perception of objects in the real world takes advantage of many pieces of visual infor

mation to enhance our perception of depth. Wickens, Todd and Seidler [106] provide a broad 

overview of a large number of depth cues that have been identified in the human visual sys

tem. Designers of 3D graphics applications generally make use of some set of these depth 

cues to enhance depth perception in synthesized displays. Depth cues can be subdivided into 

two principal categories, monocular and binocular. Monocular5 cues do not rely upon the 

availabity of two distinct images in the visual system. Binocular*' cues are cues that rely 

upon the presentation of two disparate images to each eye. 

Monocular Depth Cues 

There are two principal projection techniques used for viewing three dimensional images, 

orthographic and perspective. Both of these techniques are commonly used and each has its 

advantages and disadvantages. 

A n orthographic projection is a "projection of a single view of an object on a draw

ing surface that is perpendicular to both the view and the lines of projection" [105]. The 

implication of using an orthographic projection technique is that the size of an object on the 

display does not change as a function of its distance from the viewer. This allows accurate 

comparisons of distances and sizes regardless of the position of the object in the environ-

5 monocular adj. with or for one eye. [3] 
6binocular adj. adapted for or using both eyes. [3] 
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ment. A n orthographic projection does not convey any depth information to the viewer. Or

thographic projection is sometimes referred to as a parallel projection. 

A perspective projection is "the technique or process of representing on a plane or 

curved surface the spatial relation of objects as they might appear to the eye" [105]. The im

plication of using a perspective projection is that the size of an object changes based upon its 

distance from the viewer. As objects get further away from the viewer they become smaller 

and as objects get closer to the viewer they become larger. It is important to note that in or

der to judge depth the viewer must have some knowledge about the true size of the object. 

Perspective projection is sometimes referred to as polar projection, a technique that makes 

use of linear perspective. 

A variety of depth information can be generated from movement of either the viewer 

or of an object. Motion perspective is a depth cue that arises from the change in the appear

ance of objects as the observer moves. Motion parallax is a special case of motion perspec

tive based upon side to side movement of the viewer's head. Objects at different distances 

from the observer's fixation point are perceived to move at different rates. Another motion 

based depth cue is the kinetic depth effect. The kinetic depth effect is perception of 3D struc

ture from the movement (typically rotation) of the object itself. The kinetic depth effect is 

also referred to as "structure from motion." 

I will use the terms fixed viewpoint and head-tracked viewpoint to distinguish be

tween the two primary motion-based depth cues. A fixed viewpoint display is one in which a 

default viewpoint is selected and there is no change in the rendering of the scene based upon 

changes in the position of the head of the viewer. A head-tracked display is one in which 

the rendering of the scene is adjusted based upon the estimated position of the viewer's eyes 

making motion parallax available. In the case of a monoscopic display the midpoint between 

the eyes is used to generate the scene in a head-tracked display. 
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Occlusion is a powerful monocular depth cue. Occlusion or interposition are the 

names given to the effect of objects nearer to the viewer blocking the view of objects that 

are farther away along the line of sight. Early computer graphics systems displayed objects 

by showing only the wireframes of their polygonal edges. No occlusion was present and this 

allowed surfaces (shown as outlines) behind other surfaces to be seen, sparking many efforts 

in the development of hidden-line removal algorithms. The problem of correctly computing 

occluding objects still exists with the use of solid shaded images. The most common solution 

employed is the Z-buffer algorithm. In a sense the Z-buffer algorithm mimics the physical 

occlusion process, only allowing the pieces of an object that are closer to the viewpoint to 

be displayed. 

Binocular Depth Cues 

The mechanics of the visual system provide a variety of additional depth cues that includes 

stereopsis, vergence and accommodation. "Stereopsis7 is the perception of depth based on 

retinal disparity from the presence of horizontally separated eyes" [74]. Disparity is the dif

ference between both eyes in the projection of the image of an object onto the retina relative 

to the projection of the fixation point. Vergence is a proprioceptive muscular cue that is de

rived from the rotation of the eyes that is necessary to fuse the two disparate images [106]. 

Accommodation is another proprioceptive muscular cue that is based upon the adjustment 

of the lens in order to bring an object into focus upon the retina [106]. Binocular fusion is 

the process within the visual system that combines two disparate retinal images into a single 

image with depth. 

Several elements combine in the perception of images containing binocular dispar

ity. The following brief description of the elements involved in the perception of disparity 

7stereopsis n. the perception of depth produced by combining the visual images from both eyes; 
binocular vision. 
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Figure 1.2: Elements of the binocular vision sys tem. The eyes are fixating on the 

point F with corresponding points on the left and right retina of f and f , respectively. 

All points lying on the horopter (A) produce the same amount of disparity relative to 

F. Points in front or behind (B) the horopter produce different amounts of disparity 

relative to F. Panum's fusional area represents the zone for which the visual system 

can fuse the disparate retinal images. The point B outside Panum's area would not 

be successful ly fused. (Adapted f rom Patterson and Martin [74]) 

information is derived from Patterson and Martin's survey paper [74]. The fixation point 

is the location in space to which the eyes have adjusted so that there is no relative retinal 

disparity between the two images for objects at that point. The longitudinal horopter is a 

curved line through the fixation point for which objects present equal amounts of disparity 

in the images for both eyes. The region in front and behind the horopter for which images 

can be successfully fused is known as Panum's fusional area. Figure 1.2 illustrates these el

ements. Items in front of the horopter have crossed disparity and items behind the horopter 

have uncrossed disparity. 

When viewing images on a computer display it is assumed that vergence and ac

commodation act so as to place the fixation point at the surface of the display. Disparity 
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information is generated based on this assumption. Items behind the surface of the display 

have uncrossed disparity and those in front of the display have crossed disparity. 

I will use the terms monoscopic (mono) and stereoscopic (stereo) to distinguish be

tween two types of computer display. A monoscopic display is one where no disparity in

formation is present. A stereoscopic display is one that contains disparity information. In 

both cases, other depth cues may or may not be present. 

1.3 Research Questions 

The goal of a great deal of work in the field of human-computer interaction (HCI) is to under

stand what obstacles people are faced with when using computers. A variety of approaches 

are used to study interface techniques in H C I . In one approach, two or more interface tech

niques are compared to see which one allows better performance. A second approach is to 

study a particular input technique and determine how a particular set of factors affect per

formance. By understanding these factors, it is often possible to reduce or eliminate their 

effect. In this research I have followed the second approach, where a specific input tech

nique is systematically perturbed by a set of factors in order to develop an understanding of 

the influence of those factors. 

This research addresses questions such as: 

• How accurately can we perform three or six degree of freedom input tasks in a simu

lated three dimensional environment? 

• How does the type of visual feedback provided by the user interface affect the user's 

response time or accuracy in performing a task? 

• Does operating in certain regions of the input space (e.g. near vs. far) affect perfor

mance? 
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• Are the dimensions such as top-to-bottom, left-to-right and front-to-back equivalent? 

• How does incorporating an orientation component in the task influence performance? 

• How does the total number of degrees of freedom under control affect performance? 

1.4 Effectiveness 

Most studies of interaction tasks focus on speed or accuracy as the primary measures of 

"goodness" for the interface. Speed is the catch-all term used to describe any of the poten

tial measurements that involve time. In some cases researchers do measure and analyze the 

speed of movement, but more commonly they study task completion time, the elapsed time 

from the beginning to the end of the task. Similarly, accuracy is the catch-all term for any 

measure of error in the performed task. The measure of error can be the number of mistakes 

made, or the distance between a desired location in space and the location actually achieved. 

A n interaction technique that allows an operation to be performed in less time or with 

fewer errors than some other technique is considered to be the better of the two. Unfortu

nately, this can sometimes leave us with an incomplete picture of the difficulties associated 

with a task, especially if there are speed-accuracy tradeoffs. 

I use the term effectiveness to refer to a collection of measures that are used to evalu

ate and compare input techniques. As an aid in understanding effectiveness, I have adapted 

the following maxims of effective input based upon Grice's [46] maxims of conversation 8. 

1. speed - the input action can be performed quickly 

2. accuracy - the input action matches what is required 

3. conciseness - the input action contains only the information needed 

8Maxims of conversation have been used because of my belief that the development of the user 
interface aims to improve the conversation between the human and the computer. 
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4. felicity - the input action does not put undue physical, mental or emotional strain upon 

the user 

Any given input operation will involve a balance amongst these measures. In some 

cases, improving one measure will degrade another. When comparing two activities, the 

more effective one is the one for which more measures are improved than are degraded. A 

common situation is the tradeoff between speed and accuracy. Without any change to the 

task a user making rapid responses is likely to have more errors than a user making slow 

responses. Examining either of these measures alone would indicate a difference. One user 

is faster while the other is more accurate. In such a situation the input operations could be 

considered equivalent, with neither being more effective than the other. 

Speed and accuracy are obviously important measures for an input operation to be 

effective. I have chosen to add conciseness and felicity to the set of measures by which an 

input is judged. These are necessarily less objective than the first two, but potentially just 

as important in developing an understanding of task difficulty. 

1.4.1 Tradeoffs Among Measures 

To determine effectiveness a large set of dependent measures are used to develop a broad 

idea of how the independent factors influence the task under examination. Effectiveness 

is not judged by some sort of single composite ranking. Rather, it relies on the interface 

designer to use the gathered measures to develop a deep understanding of the interactive task 

and how that task meshes with the requirements of the interface. The goal of the interface 

designer should be to balance these maxims. Sometimes one maxim may be violated in order 

to improve one of the others. 
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Conciseness - Pointing 

Bolt's [15] "Put-That-There" system is a good example of an input technique that makes use 

of many more degrees of freedom than are needed. In "Put-That-There" a six degree of free

dom input device is used to specify input on a wall, which is just a two dimensional surface. 

This would violate the maxim of conciseness because the user is providing more informa

tion than is needed. A more concise alternative might be to have the user physically touch 

points on the wall. But this would probably take longer (speed) and it might be difficult for 

the user to touch certain points (felicity). In this situation a more effective input mechanism 

was created by making use of more degrees of freedom than are actually needed. 

Felicity - Head operated beam targeting 

Chung's [28] study of beam targeting is an excellent example of a situation where time to 

completion for a task is somewhat less than satisfactory. In Chung's study participants were 

asked to find a beam direction that intersected a tumor while intersecting as little other brain 

matter as possible. He found that some beam directions were rarely explored because ofthe 

human factors involved. The particular beam directions that were avoided involved looking 

up or down, placing a great deal of strain on the user's neck. This finding is extremely sig

nificant because it tells us that people will avoid interaction tasks that are physically stressful 

or uncomfortable. A n interface designer with knowledge of this constraint can adapt the in

terface to avoid the need for uncomfortable operations. Chung's work indicates that factors 

other than just speed and accuracy will affect the manner in which an input device is used. 

A n uncomfortable action that is avoided will not appear in measures of speed and accuracy. 
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1.5 Motivation 

I have subdivided the factors that influence effectiveness into four areas: cognitive, percep

tual, biomechanical and technological. Cognitive elements are factors relating to the ability 

of a human operator to conceive of and carry out a certain motion or action. Perceptual el

ements describe the visual feedback environment that allows an operator to see his or her 

actions and make the necessary corrections. Biomechanical factors are those that relate to 

physical ability to make certain motions and the kinesthetic9 feedback accompanying those 

motions. Technological elements are the capabilities or limitations of the input and output 

devices available (e.g. mechanical, electromagnetic, computational etc.). 

In this section, I will elaborate on the issues that drive the questions of Section 1.3 

in relation to the four factors influencing effectiveness stated above. While I have divided 

the discussion that follows into these four areas, it should be noted that there is a great deal 

of overlap between the cognitive and perceptual areas. 

1.5.1 Cognitive 

When developing interactive tasks in a simulated three dimensional setting it would be ben

eficial to have prior knowledge of the accuracy that can be expected and what factors might 

affect accuracy. Accuracy, in terms of how close the actual input is to the required input, is 

of central importance to this work. In most of this work I am more concerned with time as 

an indicator of task difficulty, not as a factor to be improved. Nonetheless, accuracy is often 

traded off against performance time and it may not always be possible to separate these two 

elements. 

Orientation is often not an issue in two dimensional systems where there is only one 

'kinesthetic adj. a sense of awareness of the position and movement of the voluntary muscles of 
the body. [3] 
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rotational degree of freedom. Few tasks in two dimensional systems require orientation to 

be specified. In contrast, many tasks required within three dimensional systems require ori

entation to be specified. The problem becomes further encumbered by the presence of three 

rotational degrees of freedom, rather than just a single rotational degree of freedom when 

there are only two spatial dimensions. When input of rotational and translational degrees of 

freedom is combined, the resulting six degree of freedom interaction task takes on a com

pletely different character. 

1.5.2 Perceptual 

Computer systems that require the specification or manipulation of objects in three dimen

sions are often extremely challenging to use. Specific applications that make heavy use of 

three dimensional information include computer aided design and manufacturing ( C A D / C A M ) , 

architectural design and virtual reality 1 0 . There are many aspects to this problem including 

the large amount of data, the time required to perform complex computations on the data 

and the restriction inherent in current displays for viewing output in two dimensions. O f im

portance here is the restriction that requires most input and output from three dimensional 

systems to take place in two dimensions. 

Engineers in non-computerized environments have recognized the difficulty of spec

ifying three dimensional objects within the constraints of two dimensional representations. 

One of the most common techniques for specifying three dimensional input is taken from the 

world of drafting. In drafting, three dimensional objects are presented via three orthographic 

projections from the top, front and side. To aid in visualization, a perspective projection of 

the object is almost always included as a redundant fourth view. 

1 0Users of real-time computer graphics workstations are able to manipulate a virtual world in the 
form of images; ...The step into virtual reality is made by tracking the user's head movements and 
using this to control the perspective view seen by the user [98]. 
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In computer systems using this technique, users are provided with three orthographic 

views and a perspective view. Most interaction takes place in the orthographic views. Input 

in the orthographic views is limited to two degrees of freedom along the axes parallel to the 

plane of the display. 

A perspective view may often be easier to understand but it can also be ambiguous or 

deceptive. Because of this deceptive quality it is essential that users be provided with some 

mechanism that will allow them to easily change their view to one that is more appropriate 

for the task at hand. Some computer applications only provide users with a single perspec

tive view. Perspective projection allows us to view three dimensional objects in a somewhat 

more natural way. Nonetheless, we are still operating with a projection of three dimensional 

space to two dimensions (unless stereopsis used) and the possibility for confusion still exists. 

For example, one common source of confusion that can arise in a perspective display 

is the determination of relative position between objects. The perspective projection causes 

a greater reduction in the display size of a distant object than a near object. Thus, what might 

appear as two equidistant objects of similar size may in fact be two objects of vastly different 

size and depth. Figure 1.3 shows an example of such a situation. 

Input has posed an even bigger problem in three dimensional systems than output. 

Even though a perspective view may be misleading, it does a reasonably good job of assist

ing in the visualization of three dimensional objects. The process of computing a viewing 

projection for a three dimensional object takes three dimensional information and reduces 

it to two dimensions. The transformation goes from more information to less information. 

In the case of input with a two degree of freedom device we are faced with a more diffi

cult problem, that of trying to generate at least three input degrees of freedom with only two 

degrees of freedom available. 

Some systems [12][11][1][2] have sought to deal with this problem by allowing a 
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Figure 1.3: In the perspective projection (left) both cubes appear to be of equal size 

and at an equal distance f rom the front. In the orthographic view (right) taken from 

above the objects it becomes apparent that one of the cubes is larger than the other 

and is further f rom the front than the other. An orthographic side view (not shown) 

would show that the larger cube is also lower than the other cube. In the perspective 

view the cubes appear to be the same size because the larger cube is farther away 

f rom the viewer along the v iewing axis. 

user to use objects or elements of objects to constrain the interaction space. Thus, one might 

point at the surface of a cube in a perspective view to indicate a two-dimensional sub-space 

in which interaction should take place. By restricting one degree of freedom in the object 

space, mapping the two degree of freedom input to the two-dimensional sub-space is straight

forward. 

1.5.3 Biomechanical 

Work by Soechting, Lacquanti and Terzuolo [88] has shown regular distortions of hand move

ment when subjects are asked to draw figures in three dimensional space. These distortions 

varied based upon the plane in which the figures were drawn. These distortions are shown 

to be a result of biomechanical factors and subjects are not aware of them. This suggests 

that accuracy in three dimensional tasks might be affected by the position and orientation in 

which the task is carried out. 
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1.5.4 Technological 

Advances in technology have made it possible to provide binocular disparity in computer 

displays. The simulation of depth using this technology can enhance visualization by pro

viding a more realistic image. The addition of depth to the display can eliminate many of 

the ambiguities present in simple perspective projections. 

Another advance in technology has made it possible to specify the position and ori

entation of a point in three dimensions using a device that is relatively natural and unen-

cumbering. It has always been possible to control the degrees of freedom involved using 

multiple controllers. New sensing technology has made it possible to unify control into a 

single device that can sense all six degrees of freedom simultaneously. The common 6 D O F 

isotonic position controllers such as the Polhemus Fastrak [76] and the Ascension Bird [7], 

integrate all the degrees of freedom into a convenient easy-to-use control device. 

The increase in the general level of computing power has made three dimensional 

applications more common and accessible. It has also increased the richness of the graphics 

that can now be displayed. Intriguing new applications such as virtual reality are enabled 

through a fusion of computing, input and output technology. 

1.6 Research Goals 

The focus of this research is to better understand how people perform interactive tasks in a 

computer simulated three dimensional computer environment using an isotonic 6 D O F po

sition control input device. The research explores how different target positions in conjunc

tion with different display modes (monoscopic vs. stereoscopic) and different head-tracking 

modes (fixed viewpoint and head-tracked viewpoint) affect a user's ability to perform a vari

ety of simple tasks. The goal of this work is to establish a framework within which designers 
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of interactive 3D applications can determine what kind of user performance is possible for a 

given interactive task. Alternately, knowledge of what factors affect performance might al

low designers to determine how to assemble a task in order to achieve a desired performance 

level. By focusing on relatively simple tasks that are components of more sophisticated in

teractive tasks, I hope to apply these findings to a broad range of future applications. 

Early studies have been performed in this area, but the results are somewhat incon

sistent. Additional studies are required to enable the development of a comprehensive model 

of task performance in a 3D environment. 

The simplest task imaginable is the specification or location of points in 3D. In a 

point location task a user must match the tip of a pointer to a fixed point in space as ac

curately as possible using the 6 D O F device. Volume location is a closely related task in 

which a user must move the pointer into a volume in space. Docking is a more sophisticated 

task that combines point or volume matching with orientation matching. It is probably the 

simplest composite 6 D O F input task. Tracking is a slightly more taxing form of this task 

where subjects must continually try to match the position and orientation of the pointer to 

the position and orientation of a moving object. 

Path tracing is a potentially more complex task than point location that requires a 

user to move a pointer along a specified path in space. The path can be a straight line, vary

ing along only one dimension, a planar curve, varying in two dimensions, or a space filling 

curve, varying in all three dimensions. Path tracing may be more difficult because it requires 

a user to constrain his or her movement during the entire task rather than just at the endpoints. 

On the other hand, a user may hope that movement naturally mimics the path (e.g. straight 

line) and that no additional effort is required. 

I have conducted a series of experiments to investigate the nature of interaction in 

3D. The first experiment is a point location study. The structure of this experiment and its 
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results are described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 describes a study of a docking task. Chapter 6 

and Chapter 7 describe two path tracing experiments. The first of these path tracing experi

ments used straight line paths and the second used planar curves, both in three dimensional 

space. 

When conducting many computerized tasks it is possible for the system to provide 

enhanced feedback to the user indicating when the user is operating within some desired 

performance bounds. For example, consider a 2D task where the user is to move the mouse 

controlled tracker (arrow cursor) into a square region. There is undoubtedly visual informa

tion that shows when the cursor is within the region. Nonetheless it is possible to provide 

enhanced feedback in the form of a colour change of the region, or an auditory beep. As 

these additional forms of feedback take advantage of alternate human perceptual channels, 

they were generally not used in the studies that were conducted. 

Before getting into the details of the experiments, Chapter 2 outlines the literature 

that motivated and informed the work I have carried out. Chapter 3 describes the computer 

system and the common environment in which all of the experiments were conducted, as 

well as other elements common to all of the experiments. 

After describing the outcomes of each of the experiments, Chapter 8 ties together all 

of the results and lays the groundwork for future studies which are discussed in Chapter 9. 
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Chapter 2 

Prior Work 

In this chapter I expand upon the earlier work in the three areas of Human-Computer Inter

action and Graphics that form the basis of this thesis. These areas are 

• input device taxonomies, 

• three dimensional operations using two dimensional input and 

• true three dimensional interaction. 

The study of input devices and the taxonomies that have been developed to describe 

them are important because research in this area has taken into account the pragmatics of 

matching input devices with input techniques and human ability. Early device taxonomies 

tended to focus upon the number of simultaneous degrees of freedom under control (dimen

sional integrability), and whether an object was user defined or application defined. The 

interchangeability of devices at the program level was of more concern than the suitability 

of a device for a given task. Pragmatics seeks to go beyond programatic interchangeability 

to understanding how the different physical quantities being sensed, and the ergonomics of 

the sensing device affect the use of the device. 
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The study of three dimensional input without three dimensional input devices is rel

evant for three reasons. One is to identify the elements that are necessary for three dimen

sional input. Because of the restricted input environment, research was highly focused upon 

understanding the essential elements of three dimensional interaction. Second, several dif

ferent interaction techniques were developed to allow users to interact with a three dimen

sional environment. Lastly, this body of work identifies many of the basic three dimensional 

interaction tasks that are commonly required. 

Any description of input and interaction in three dimensions is confounded by the 

fact that more than three degrees of freedom are present. In fact even in two dimensions, 

more than two degrees of freedom are available. In many two dimensional input tasks we 

are only concerned with position along the two Cartesian axes. Even though orientation as 

a third degree of freedom is present in two dimensions, it is often overlooked or dealt with 

as a special case. Orientation is hardly ever specified in conjunction with position in two 

dimensional tasks. 

The transition to three dimensions results in one more translational degree of free

dom, and two more rotational degrees of freedom. So, in three dimensions there are a total 

of six degrees of freedom and fully half of them are devoted to rotation. The nature of most 

tasks performed in three dimensions makes the rotational degrees of freedom more salient 

than in two dimensions. As such, much of the research that studies interaction in three di

mensions concerns itself with devices that sense six degrees of freedom simultaneously. 

The study of six degree of freedom (three dimensional) input is the central concern 

of this work. Prior work in this area is sparse. Some of the research in this area has attempted 

to determine the types of tasks that must be performed and the different conceptual models 

for performing these tasks. Other work has concerned itself with performance variations 

between different types of six degree of freedom input devices. More recent work has begun 
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to investigate how many degrees of freedom can be operated upon simultaneously. These 

studies also seek to understand how the task or its structure affect the number of degrees of 

freedom that can be controlled simultaneously. 

2.1 Input Device Taxonomies 

One of the most important efforts in the study of input devices and interaction techniques 

has been the development of input device taxonomies. These taxonomies are aimed at un

derstanding the similarities and differences between input devices. Through a use of these 

taxonomies it is possible to determine how one device may be substituted for another, or 

how software can be written to make the best use of the devices available. 

The development of taxonomies can be separated into two approaches to the problem 

that I have named the software engineering approach and the user engineering approach. 

The software engineering approach was developed first and, as its name suggests, it seeks 

to foster device interchangeability via a software encapsulation of the input provided by a 

device. Advocates of this approach classify devices based on logical properties such as the 

number of degrees of freedom a device can sense or the tasks that can be performed through 

its use. The user engineering approach followed later, and argued that the interchangeability 

promoted by the software engineering approach ignored the physical characteristics of the 

device and of humans. Taxonomies developed by this group distinguish devices based on 

the tasks1 that a device is best suited for or the physical properties that the device senses. 

The software engineering group hoped to simplify the development of interactive 

'Because both groups use tasks to develop their taxonomies, the difference between them might 
appear to be minor or even non-existent. The distinction is that one group focuses on how the use of 
logical tasks can be used to facilitate a very high degree of interchangeability amongst devices. The 
other group focuses upon how suitable or unsuitable a device is for an actual task, often reducing the 
level of interchangeability because very low-level characteristics of the task and the device are taken 
into account. 
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software by developing a set of virtual devices. Virtual devices are logical devices to which 

physical devices can be mapped. A small comprehensive set of virtual devices would allow 

application software developers to support many input devices while needing to code for 

only a few. The virtual device approach would also make software more portable because 

developers would code for generic rather than specific devices. 

The efforts of the software engineering group were well described by Foley and Wal

lace in 1974 [40], who reduced the large number of then-current input devices to a set of 

only four virtual devices: button, pick, locator, and valuator. A pick is used to designate 

user defined objects within the software system. A button is used to designate system de

fined objects. A locator is used to determine position and/or orientation. A valuator is used 

to determine a single value within some number space. In addition to establishing the notion 

of virtual devices, this extremely important paper identified the importance of decomposing 

interactive tasks into lexical, syntactic and semantic levels and pointed out the pitfalls of 

incorrectly processing input at one level that was intended for a different level. 

The virtual device approach was modified for use in the A C M S I G G R A P H Graph

ics Standards Planning Committee system (Core)[48], [49] and later used as the basis for 

graphical input in the Graphical Kernel System (GKS) [50]. The G K S standard proposes 

six virtual input devices. Locator, valuator, pick and choice (button) are the same as in Fo

ley and Wallace [40]. Two new virtual devices, stroke and string were added. A stroke is a 

sequence of points; a string is a sequence of characters. These were needed only for prag

matic reasons and provide an early sign that a pure software engineering based approach was 

not sufficient. 

Ten years later Foley, Wallace and Chan [41 ] revisited the interaction standards prob

lem and decided to take a user task centered approach instead of their earlier device centered 

approach. They proposed the following six interaction tasks: 
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• select 

• position 

• orient 

• path 

• quantify 

• text 

Generally, each of these interaction tasks is closely related to the virtual devices of 

earlier schemes, with the exception of orient: select unifies choice (button) and pick from 

the earlier standards; position is roughly equivalent to locator; path to stroke; quantify to 

valuator and text to string. This approach recognizes that a mapping can be established be

tween almost any input device and these logical interaction tasks. For example, an input 

string can be used to specify an orientation, or a series of button clicks on a virtual keyboard 

can be used to supply an input string. The key difference between this work and Foley and 

Wallace's earlier work is an expansion of the interchangeability between devices. 

The ability to handle exotic input devices is an extremely interesting result of not 

dealing directly with devices. A s long as the function of the input device can be mapped 

into one of the above tasks it will fit into the taxonomy. Thus, speech input as a means of 

selection can be classified by this scheme [41], whereas none of the approaches developed 

by the user engineering group can do so. 

The user engineering group sought to match input devices to tasks based on the af-

fordances2 and restrictions offered by the input device. Buxton [23] provides an excellent 

2According to Norman[70], the term affordance refers to the perceived and actual properties of 
the thing, primarily those fundamental properties that determine just how the thing could possibly be 
used. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.1: Photographs of the Etch-A-Sketch (a) and Skeedoodle (b) children's 

toys. The templates used to constrain the movement of the Skeedoodle joystick 

are visible in (b). 

example of input device affordances when he compares two children's drawing toys, Etch-

A - S k e t c h ™ and S k e e d o o d l e . ™ Etch-A-Sketch uses two knobs to move the drawing tip, one 

for the X-axis and one for the Y-axis. Skeedoodle uses a joystick to move the drawing tip. 

Etch-A-Sketch affords the drawing of straight lines parallel to the X and Y axes, but lines 

of other slopes and curves require a careful and difficult coordination of the input controls. 

Skeedoodle, on the other hand, affords much greater drawing freedom for curves and l ines of 

any slope, but perfectly straight lines are difficult to produce. In fact the Skeedoodle toy in

cluded snap in templates for the control joystick to constrain movement for drawing certain 

shapes. Figure 2.1 shows the Etch-A-Sketch and Skeedoodle toys. 

The goal of the user engineering group is to simplify the process of matching tasks to 

devices. Thus, the user engineering group tends to classify devices based upon the physical 

property being sensed and how the device is used. Their belief is that by understanding the 

nature of the desired input for the software system, one can select the input device that most 

closely affords the sensing of this input. The intent is to indicate that even though a virtual 
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keyboard can be used to enter a string, a real keyboard is better suited to the task. 

The earliest taxonomy based on sensing phenomena was developed by Buxton [22]. 

He argues that it is not sufficient to classify devices based upon their lexical properties as 

proposed be the software engineering group. He states that pragmatics must also be con

sidered. His categorization was based upon the number of dimensions of control and the 

physical property being sensed (position, motion or pressure). A sub-classification is made 

between devices with the same dimension of control based upon type of control motion. In 

this classification, a tablet and mouse are more closely related than a tablet and a joystick 

even though they all provide two dimensional locator input according to their lexical clas

sification. 

Tablets, sensing translational motion, operate over a large physical area, thereby re

quiring large hand and arm movements. Joysticks, sensing rotary motion, operate in a much 

smaller physical area with correspondingly smaller hand and arm movements. Buxton chooses 

to differentiate with respect to sensing properties, rather than trying to make difficult and 

possibly arbitrary distinctions over the amount of space used. Nonetheless, he indicates that 

the amount of space that a device uses is an important factor. This gives rise to questions 

about how the available input space of a device is used. Are there certain methods of using 

the input space that are easier and thus consistently favoured by users? Is movement in some 

directions preferred over other directions? 

Mackinlay, Card and Robertson [64] assembled a more comprehensive "physically 

based" sensing taxonomy. They extended Buxton's notion of property being sensed, in two 

ways. First, they distinguish between absolute and relative quantities and, second, they sep

arate translational and rotational movement. Instead of distinguishing based upon number 

of dimensions, Mackinlay et al., distinguish between the axes in which the device operates. 

The dimensionality of a device is indicated by composing the axes in which it operates. A 
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Figure 2.2: Table adapted f rom Mackinlay et al . [64] for classifying devices in their 

taxonomy, il lustrating how a six degree of f reedom such as a Polhemus Isotrak is de

scr ibed. In the table, P indicates posit ion, F indicates force, R indicates rotation and 

T indicates torque. The labels across the top indicate either translation or rotation 

with respect to the indicated Cartesian axis. The labels along the bot tom indicate 

the number of values that can be sensed by the device in each degree of f reedom. 

final distinction is made between the number of values that a device can sense in a particular 

axis. A copy of the table they use for making classifications can be found in Figure 2.2. 

A more encompassing set of distinctions, matching task semantics to devices is still 

possible. According to Jacob et al. [57], 

Bleser [14], developed a device taxonomy and input model that explicitly in

corporated the physical attributes of input devices, including the notion of the 

physical separability of input degrees of freedom, and knowledge about task 

requirements. 

A recent study by Jacob et al. [57] has brought to the forefront the importance of 

matching device characteristics to the task. The study also attempts to utilize knowledge of 

human perception to further our understanding of input tasks. In their study, subjects were 

required to perform two tasks using either a mouse or a Polhemus tracker. Each task required 
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subjects to move a cursor to a target position on the screen. In one task subjects needed to 

match the size of the cursor to the size of the target. In the other task subjects needed to match 

the gray level of the cursor to the gray level of the target. Based on prior studies in cognitive 

psychology by Garner [43] and Garner and Felfoldy [44], the position and size adjustment 

task was considered to be integral^, whereas the position and gray level adjustment task was 

considered to be separable. When using a mouse for the two tasks, subjects were allowed 

to control position or the task element (size or gray level) but not both at the same time. 

When using the Polhemus, subjects were allowed to control position and the task element 

simultaneously. The results of their study showed that subjects performed the separable task 

faster with the separable device (mouse) and integral tasks faster with the integral device 

(Polhemus). It is especially interesting that the mouse yielded faster performance than the 

Polhemus on the separable task, since a naive analysis might conclude that more degrees of 

freedom are always better. 

In their analysis of movement trajectories, Jacob et al. [ 57 ] describe a technique 

for determining whether the trajectory is integral or separable4. In an integral trajectory, 

movement cuts across all dimensions simultaneously. In a separable trajectory, movement is 

broken up into sub-movements each of which takes place in fewer than all of the dimensions. 

3Garner and Felfoldy [44] categorized stimulus dimensions as integral and nonintegral (separa
ble). They technically defined integral dimensions as those which produced a Euclidean metric and 
nonintegral dimensions as those which produced a city-block metric. A somewhat less formal def
inition of these terms is that integral dimensions are those which can be considered together, while 
separable dimensions are those which cannot. When separable dimensions are combined into a task, 
selective attention must be paid to each of the dimensions and this produces the city-block metric. 

4Jacob et al. used the terms Euclidean pattern and city-block pattern, respectively, to describe the 
two different trajectory types 
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2.2 Three Dimensions from Two Dimensions 

Johnson [59] was one of the first people to have to deal with the difficulties of interacting 

in a three dimensional environment. Johnson developed his "Sketchpad III" system on the 

heels of Sutherland's [91] original two dimensional Sketchpad system. In Sketchpad III 

users could interactively specify three dimensional objects while viewing them on the dis

play. Three dimensional input for Sketchpad III was specified using multiple controllers, 

because integrated controls with three or more degrees of freedom did not exist. 

Three dimensional computer graphics has been constrained for many years by lim

itations in both the input and output media available. Many of the most common input de

vices available (e.g. light pen, tablet and mouse) are able to sense position in only two di

mensions or with only two degrees of freedom 5. Almost completely overlooked is the fact 

that even in two dimensions, an input control can possess three degrees of freedom if rota

tion is taken into account. Computer displays have also been limited to output in two dimen

sions. Most of the input and output techniques developed have been designed to make the 

most effective use of what is available. 

The various techniques for 3D output are fairly well known and will not be discussed 

further. The techniques developed to overcome the limitations of a two dimensional input 

space can be grouped into four main categories (adapted from Banks [8]): 

• cross product 

• partitioning the input space 

• discarding range degrees of freedom 

• overloading the input mapping 

5Note that some mice advertised 2D + rotation sensing and some tablets (GTCO) offered two 
degrees of tilt and one of pressure for a total of five degrees of freedom 
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2.2.1 Cross Product of the Input Space 

The simplest way to control more degrees of freedom is to use more locators. The additional 

locators can be either physical or logical. For example, two mice can be used to control 

four degrees of freedom. Alternately, a modifier key on the mouse or keyboard can be used 

to select between one of two logical mice. In general, k locators, each with n degrees of 

freedom, will allow k x n degrees of freedom to be controlled. 

Chen [26] demonstrates an example of this approach in one condition where three 

virtual locators, each with one degree of freedom (sliders), are used to control the three ori

entation degrees of freedom. 

2.2.2 Partitioning the Input Space 

Partitioning the input space involves subdividing the input space either statically or dynam

ically. Based upon where the input is located it can be mapped onto different dimensions 

or degrees of freedom. Nielson [69] describes a technique for dynamically partitioning the 

input space based upon the location and orientation of a three dimensional cursor called a 

jack. Selecting an axis of the jack allows translational movement of the object or cursor to 

be constrained to the selected axis. 

Chen [27][26] describes an Overlapping Sliders controller (see Figure 2.3). In this 

controller a 3x3 grid is superimposed upon an object to be rotated. Vertical movement along 

the three horizontally centered squares causes rotation about the X-axis while horizontal 

movement along the three vertically centered squares results in rotation about the Y-axis. 

Circular movement around the eight outer squares results in rotation about the Z-axis. 

Chen's overlapping sliders provide good compatibility between the input and the 

operation to be performed. The implementation scheme bears a striking resemblance to 

Ledeen's [68] (Appendix VIII) character recognizer for the upper case English alphabet. In 
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Figure 2.3: An Overlapping Sliders controller showing the movements that would 

cause a rotation to take place. 

Ledeen's recognizer a 3x3 grid is overlayed on a character stroke and the sequence of cells 

visited by the stroke determines the character. This suggests that an even richer set of control 

gestures could be built into a similar controller allowing control of more than three degrees 

of freedom. 

Conneretal. [31] and Zeleznik etal. [107] describe three dimensional widgets. The 

three dimensional widget technique makes use of several different control handles that are 

attached to the item being manipulated. Operation of each control handle causes one or two 

dimensions of input to be mapped to control of one or two degrees of freedom of an object. 

Because handles appear explicitly on or around the object being manipulated, the presence 

of many handles at different spatial locations can be used to manipulate many degrees of 

freedom. 

It is easy to confuse the partitioning of the input space with the cross product of the 

input space. Both of these techniques are aimed at altering the association between control 
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degrees of freedom and display degrees of freedom. By partitioning the input space, associa

tion changes can be adapted to the contents of the display and appear more dynamic. Using 

a simple cross product of the input space does not provide for the same level of dynamic 

coupling between control and display. 

2.2.3 Discarding Range Degrees of Freedom 

Discarding range degrees of freedom typically reduces the number of degrees of freedom in 

the range of a control to match the number of degrees of freedom available in the domain 

of the control. Essentially the result is that control movement in an n-dimensional manifold 

gets mapped to some other n-dimensional manifold. 

Neilson [69] and Bier[10] make use of elements within the computer model to de

fine constraints such as axis of rotation or plane of motion that then only allow one and two 

degrees of freedom, respectively, to be controlled. 

Chen [26] developed the virtual sphere and Shoemake [86] developed the arcball. 

Both of these techniques project the mouse coordinates onto a unit sphere and use the dis

placement vector to determine an amount of rotation. A mapping between the positions on 

the sphere and the required rotation in three dimensions can be established because only two 

degrees of freedom are needed to describe the position of a point on the unit sphere. The dis

carded degree of freedom in this case is the rotation about the vector from the origin to the 

surface of the unit sphere. 

Hanrahan and Haeberli [52] dynamically map two degrees of freedom to arbitrary 

surfaces. They use a modified z-buffer scheme to determine the visible object under the 

cursor. It is then possible to map the input degrees of freedom to a position on the two di

mensional surface in question. 
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2.2.4 Overloading the Input Mapping 

Overloading the input mapping involves carefully examining the two dimensional input and 

using it to selectively generate three dimensions of control. Evans et al. [35] developed a 

technique where circular, or stirring motions could be used to specify action in a third di

mension independently of the other two dimensions of the control. This differs from Chen's 

approach in that the location of the circular motion is not restricted to any particular location 

on the display or size of motion. 

2.3 Three Dimensional Input 

The development of more sophisticated sensing technologies has made it possible to deter

mine the position of a control in three dimensions. The movement into three dimensions 

also made the orientation of the control, that was often overlooked in two dimensions, more 

important. Most three dimensional input devices are also referred to as six degree of free

dom devices, three positional degrees of freedom and three rotational degrees of freedom. 

Research into the use of six degree of freedom input has taken several different approaches 

as scientists and application developers have tried to understand this relatively new technol

ogy-

The researchers exploring six degree of freedom input fall into two somewhat arbi

trary groups. One group is investigating how tasks that are reasonably well understood in 

two dimensions can be extended into three dimensions. The other group is looking at how 

six degree of freedom input can be used in new and exotic ways. For a lack of any other 

better names, I have chosen to call these "traditional input tasks" and "virtual reality tasks." 

These names are intended to reflect the emphasis that I place on the work, they may differ 

from the emphases of others. 
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2.3.1 Traditional Input Tasks 

Traditional three dimensional input tasks are almost all directly derived from two dimen

sional input tasks. Zhai [111] provides the following list of two dimensional tasks that are 

in the process of being extended to three dimensions: 

• inking 

• target acquisition 

• pursuit tracking 

• sweeping out regions 

• orientation 

• navigation 

• docking 

Inking is the process of laying down some sort of track in space and possibly in time. 

It can also be used to describe freehand gestures in space. Target acquisition is the process of 

moving a cursor from some starting point to a defined end point. Two dimensional versions 

of this task tend not to include an orientation component, whereas three dimensional versions 

often include orientation. Pursuit tracking is the process of attempting to keep a cursor in 

contact with an object as it moves along a path. Once again, in two dimensions, orientation 

is often disregarded. In three dimensions, orientation is frequently included. Sweeping out 

regions is the process of denning an area in two dimensions. In three dimensions it is the pro

cess of defining a volume. Orientation is the process of determining rotation in two dimen

sions and has only one degree of freedom. In three dimensions orientation is more general 

and has three degrees of freedom. Navigation is the process of controlling the movement of 
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an object or the viewpoint. Docking is the process of fitting one object into another, often 

by matching position and orientation. 

It is interesting to note that rotational control is disregarded in most two dimensional 

tasks. In fact there are specific two dimensional tasks dealing with rotational information, 

namely orientation and docking. When extending the above tasks to three dimensions, ori

entation becomes much more critical. It is important to distinguish between a target acqui

sition task involving only position and one involving both position and orientation. When 

target acquisition includes an orientation component it becomes very similar to the docking 

task. 

Another interesting element of this task list is that it differentiates between appar

ently identical tasks based upon their semantics. Inking and sweeping out regions are two 

tasks that are essentially composed of a sequence of points (the G K S stroke). The primary 

difference is that inking implies a stoke used to convey content within an application, while 

sweeping a region is coupled to selection. 

2.3.2 Virtual Reality Tasks 

A system where the software application can sense the position and orientation of a user's 

head in order to determine the current viewpoint is a primary requirement for virtual reality 

(VR) system 6. The use of head-tracking makes it possible to determine the position and 

orientation of the user's head and, by extrapolation, the user's eyes. The displayed scene 

can then be recomputed based on changes in the viewpoint. The addition of six degree of 

freedom sensing for hand input frees the user from the restrictions of a two dimensional input 

6 The issue of what makes a system V R is a somewhat contentious one. Some argue that immer
sion is the critical factor and thus V R requires the user to wear a H M D or be surrounded by the 3D 
virtual environment as in Cruz-Neira's C A V E [32]. Others argue that the term V R can be applied 
to any system where the user interacts with a simulated environment rather than a real one. At the 
present time it seems that any graphical system can use the term V R if its designer so chooses. 
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device that may be unnatural in the virtual environment. 

Virtual reality approaches can be grouped into three broad categories based upon the 

type of immersion into a real or simulated environment. These three categories, and the level 

of immersion they typically involve are, immersive virtual reality (high), fish tank virtual 

reality (medium) and augmented reality (low). 

Immersive virtual reality [21][38][13] typically refers to the situation which com

bines head-tracking with a head mounted display ( H M D ) containing a separate display ded

icated to each eye. The C A V E system [32] is another type of immersive virtual reality system 

that does not require a H M D because the images ofthe virtual environment are displayed on 

the walls surrounding the user. Immersive V R systems are generally quite costly because of 

the specialized hardware needed to operate the H M D and the tracking devices. 

Fish Tank virtual reality [6][33] [34] or a desktop virtual environment refers to the 

setting in which head-tracking is used in conjunction with a single standard display. Fish 

tank V R is somewhat less costly to implement, needing only a standard display, however, 

there is a potential for interference between the elements of the real world and the elements 

of the virtual world. 

Augmented reality refers to a situation in which computer generated imagery is com

bined with an image of the real world. There are several mechanisms through which this 

combination can be performed. A fairly simple approach is to project computer images on 

real world objects in order to allow flexible and dynamic reconfiguration of those objects. 

A more sophisticated approach used by Feiner et al. [37] employs a see-through display 

similar to a pair of eyeglasses. The computer generated images are projected onto the in

ner surface of the glasses and the user sees the computer generated images overlayed on the 

real world. The approach used by Schmandt [82] and Wang et al. [99] is to combine the 

views of real and computer generated objects by having users look though a half-silvered 
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mirror; objects can be real, virtual, or a combination of the two. A final approach presents 

users with a display where real and computer generated images are combined using video 

mixing prior to their presentation. This approach is often used to overcome the luminance 

differences between real and computer generated images. 

Subdividing the aspects of a virtual reality system into input and output is relatively 

straightforward. Input involves sensing the position of the user's head and hands. Output in

volves providing visual feedback to the user based on the current viewpoint. Input tasks are 

the primary concern in this work. Nonetheless, it is important to have some understanding 

of how human vision works because the perception of the three dimensional environment 

is based upon the visual simulation. There are certainly applications that make use of more 

inputs or where haptic and auditory output are provided in addition to the visual display, but 

those applications are beyond the scope of this work. 

Input 

In many virtual reality applications, the user operates in a fairly large environment. These 

applications require the user to move through the environment to arrive at objects of interest 

and then interact with those objects. Chung [28] makes the distinction between two modes of 

operation in three dimensional interaction tasks related to one's position, steering and navi

gation. Steering is used to describe the process of changing position or orientation. Naviga

tion is the process of understanding one's current position and orientation relative to other 

objects in the scene. 

Ware [103] describes three operational metaphors that can be used to understand 

steering tasks when using the hand to direct an isotonic six degree of freedom controller. 

These metaphors are eye-in-hand, world-in-hand and flight. 

The eye-in-hand metaphor describes an interaction style where an imaginary eyeball 
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is held in the hand of the user. In this environment the scene remains fixed and the viewpoint 

is under the user's control. The view of the scene changes as the virtual eyeball is translated 

and oriented in space relative to the objects being viewed. 

With the world-in-hand metaphor the user holds the object or scene in his hand. In 

this setting the viewpoint is fixed and the scene is under the user's control. The displayed 

view of the scene changes as the virtual scene in the user's hand is manipulated. 

The flight metaphor decouples location and orientation control in the interface. The 

eye-in-hand and world-in-hand metaphors provide reasonable control over orientation, but 

location control is weak when dealing with a large scene. In the flight metaphor location 

is operated as a rate control and orientation continues to operate as a position control. The 

position of the viewpoint moves according to its current velocity. Changes in the position of 

the control are mapped to velocity changes of the viewpoint. Orientation of the viewpoint 

is mapped directly from the control. 

Virtual reality systems make a fundamental distinction between local and at-a-distance 

interaction. Local interaction takes place anywhere within the volume of space that a user 

can reach with their hand. At-a-distance interaction encompasses any interaction that re

quires a user to indicate or operate upon an object outside their immediate reach. 

Selection, as a fundamental operation in almost every user interface, is an excellent 

example of the difference between these two forms of interaction. Local selection is consid

ered a matter of simply moving the tracker into the volume of space occupied by the object 

to be selected. Selection at-a-distance has been a much more difficult task. 

Bolt [15] used the location of the user's finger coupled with its orientation to cast 

a ray from the finger to a wall in order to select objects and specify positions. While not 

even close to virtual reality, the selection technique used in Bolt's system is a direct ancestor 

of what has been dubbed laser selection in virtual reality applications such as Liang and 
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Green's J D C A D [61]. While Bolt had the advantage of an opaque wall just a few metres 

from the user, many virtual reality applications attempt to allow interaction over spaces that 

are conceptually much larger. Small angular changes of the control lead to large changes in 

distance at the end of the pointer. This lead Liang and Green to develop cone selection as an 

adjunct to the laser selection technique. The need for even more control over selection lead 

Forsberg et al. [42] to develop what they call aperture based selection where a combination 

of gaze direction and hand position are used to control the direction and size respectively, 

of a selection cone. 

Mine [67] provides a broad discussion of many different interaction techniques that 

have been developed for use within immersive environments. Mine identifies five funda

mental forms of interaction as movement, selection, manipulation, scaling and menu interac

tion. While the specification of scaling and menu interaction as fundamental techniques ap

pears somewhat odd, it highlights the increasingly dominant role that semantics has taken in 

classifying activities in virtual reality systems. Earlier approaches might have viewed scal

ing and menu selection as simply a sequence of movement and selection operations coupled 

to specific objects in the environment or locations on the display. 

Output: Stereopsis and Depth 

The presentation of a stereo image for computer graphics applications has taken many dif

ferent approaches. Johnson [58] provides a brief overview of the techniques that had been 

developed by the late 1980s. While research into new display technologies is ongoing, John

son's article is still representative of the most widely used approaches. The primary subdi

vision of output techniques is into time-multiplexed and time-parallel systems. 

In the time-multiplexed or field sequential [63] approach, the presentation system 

alternates rapidly between images for each eye and a selection mechanism of some kind is 
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used to insure that each eye sees only the image intended for it. Thus, when the image for 

the right eye is displayed the selection mechanism allows the image to pass through to the 

right eye while blocking the image from the left eye. When the next field is displayed, the 

selection mechanism allows the new image to pass to the previously blocked left eye, while 

blocking the right eye that received the previous image. The human visual system then fuses 

these two images into a single image that appears to have depth. 

One of the most common field-sequential systems employs a high-frequency com

puter monitor capable of displaying fields at 120 H z (60 H z to each eye) and a pair of liquid 

crystal ( L C D ) shuttered glasses worn by the viewer to select which eye sees the currently 

displayed image. A n infrared signal is used to synchronize the glasses and the monitor. 

The time-parallel approach harkens back to the stereoscopes of the 19th century 

where two slightly offset images were presented to each eye by a special viewing device. A 

contemporary analog to the stereoscope is the ViewMaster™ children's toy. In more modem 

settings, two computer displays are used to present a slightly different image to each eye. In 

some systems full size monitors are used forcing the user to sit in a specific position, while 

in more recent systems small light-weight displays are mounted in a headset that is worn by 

the user. Sutherland [92] was one of the first to develop a stereoscopic computerized display 

system in the late 1960s. 

Field-sequential displays tend to be more common than time-parallel display sys

tems because they are relatively inexpensive, only requiring the addition of a pair of L C D 

glasses. Time-parallel displays are more expensive because two display systems are needed 

in addition to an apparatus to properly present the images to the eyes. Field-sequential dis

plays are common in desktop virtual environment applications because they make use of 

standard display technology. Time-parallel systems are used in immersive settings where 

it is impractical to use a single display, or in settings where potential side effects of field-
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sequential displays are unacceptable. 

Wickens, Todd and Seedier [106] conducted a review of the literature on depth per

ception and found that motion, binocular disparity (stereopsis) and occlusion are the most 

powerful depth cues in displays. Braunstein et al. [20] found that occlusion dominates mo

tion in the perception of depth. 

A study by Tittle and Braunstein [95] indicates that a cooperative relationship exists 

between binocular disparity and stereo from motion. They also showed that the perception 

of depth was greater for rotational motion than for translational motion. 

2.4 Difficulty of Three Dimensional Interaction 

When using an isotonic six degree of freedom input device in three dimensions, several is

sues that could reasonably be disregarded in two dimensional interaction become much more 

important. Conner [31] nicely summarizes this point with the following statement. 

The interface can easily obscure itself, and 3D interaction tasks can require great 

agility and manual dexterity. Indeed, physical human factors are a central part 

of 3D interface design, whereas 2D interface designers can assume that hard

ware designers have handled the ergonomics of device interaction. 

2.4.1 Physical Constraints 

Just because it is physically possible to perform some action, does not necessarily mean that 

the action will be performed in the course of routine work. Chung [28] describes a study 

that compared four head-tracked and three non-head-tracked modes for steering a beam in 

a simulated radiation therapy task. In addition to a number of objective measures of perfor

mance, Chung replayed the experimental trials to obtain a qualitative impression of subject's 
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performance. Chung reports that subjects seldom followed a systematic search strategy for 

determining the best beam direction. While unable to describe the reasons why many beam 

paths were unexplored, Chung states that beam paths that would require looking straight 

up or straight down were often ignored. He states that the head mounted display apparatus 

would have exerted a large torque on a subject's neck when they looked in these directions, 

presumably making it uncomfortable. 

The work of Soechting et al. [88] indicates that non-uniformities are present in hand 

movement that are a result of the kinematics of the arm. When subjects were asked to draw 

free-hand circles in different planes relative to the body, the actual path deviated from the 

intended path, yet subjects were unaware of this deviation. This suggests that performance 

of a movement is likely to vary if the plane, or the spatial region in which movement takes 

place, varies. 

2.4.2 Dimensional Integrability 

Multiple degrees of freedom can be controlled simultaneously, or separately. Ware and Slipp 

[104] performed a study in which they compared a SpaceBall, a six degree of freedom mouse 

and control panel input using a regular two dimensional mouse. One of the tasks required 

subjects to navigate into a narrowing tube with square cross sections. The six degree of free

dom mouse easily outperformed the SpaceBall, but was roughly equivalent to the Control 

Panel. What makes this surprising is that the control panel interface required constant move

ment of the two dimensional mouse to operate 12 virtual buttons. In this application the abil

ity to manipulate six degrees of control simultaneously with the six degree of freedom mouse 

is balanced by the more precise input control, constrained to operate in only one dimension 

at a time, offered by the control panel. 

The work on the integrability and separability of input tasks by Jacob[57] et al. that 
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was discussed in Section 2.1 clearly demonstrates that in certain situations a task or device 

may provide unused, unneeded or unwanted simultaneous control over available degrees of 

freedom. 

2.4.3 Visual and Geometric Constraints 

Occlusion is a common problem encountered in three dimensional tasks that is infrequent 

in two dimensions. When viewing a shaded three dimensional scene, objects close to the 

viewpoint obscure objects that lie further from the viewpoint along the viewing axis. This 

same situation exists in the physical environment around us, but changing our viewpoint to 

eliminate the occlusion is much easier. 

One way of dealing with the occlusion problem is to render the objects in the scene as 

outlines only (wireframe) rather than fully shaded objects. The wireframe approach mostly 

eliminates the occlusion problem, but at the same time it eliminates a powerful depth cue. In 

addition, a new problem relating to scene density is introduced. The wireframe outlines of all 

the objects along the viewing axis are now visible. If there are many objects in the scene the 

view becomes crowded and confusing to the user. McWhorter et al. [66] conducted a study 

of user's subjective rankings of C A D drawings and found that users ranked wireframe stereo 

displays high in terms of geometric information, but lower than occlusion based techniques 

in their level of realism. 

Translation parallel to the viewing axis and rotations about axes perpendicular to the 

viewing axis (parallel to the projection plane) are also problematic. In the case of translation 

under the control of a two dimensional input device these operations are difficult because 

small movements in the input map to large movements of the object being controlled. In the 

case of rotations, the mapping of input control to the object is non-uniform and only allows 

a restricted range of rotations. 
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Phillips et al. [75] propose a novel way of dealing with these problems by auto

matically adjusting the viewpoint. In the case of occlusion they search for a viewpoint that 

will provide an unoccluded view of the object being manipulated. In the case of geometric 

problems they rotate the viewpoint about the object under control to eliminate the parallel 

or perpendicular constraints. 

2.4.4 Dimensional Bias 

Gestures are a frequently used form of non-verbal communication between people. Ges

tures can be used in situations where visual contact can be made but voice contact can not. 

Gestures can also be used to provide a more natural form of interaction. In these situations 

gestures that are already known to users are used as input rather than requiring users to learn 

some new input technique. 

Sturman [90] describes a variety of tasks where hand gestures in three dimensions 

can be used. One example comes from the gestures used by a ground based construction 

worker to direct the actions of a crane operator. A system that can recognize the gestures 

of the construction worker could be used to operate the crane. Interestingly, most of the 

gestures are essentially planar, performed with the hand moving freely in space. 

Boritz [17] investigated recognition of gestures in three dimensions and found that a 

majority of gestures could be described in one or two dimensions. In his scheme a principal 

plane is determined for each gesture and the 3D gesture is then projected onto this principal 

plane. Recognition of the gesture then proceeds in the same manner as for 2D gestures. 
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2.4.5 Directional Bias 

Zhai and Milgram [109] conducted a study to investigate accuracy in a six degree of freedom 

pursuit-tracking task. They used an isometric rate controller and a self-developed elastic7 

rate controller to manipulate the tracker. They found significant differences in tracking error 

along all three axes. In particular, tracking error in the Z direction was 40% greater than in 

the X direction. Tracking error in the Y direction fell in between the error rates for the X 

and Z directions. 

Fitts' Law [39] [24] does not consider direction of movement, but assumes that move

ment time should be uniform in all directions. Boritz, Booth & Cowan [19] conducted a 

study to determine if the speed and accuracy of mouse movement in a plane parallel to the 

desktop was isotropic or if it varied with the direction of movement. Subjects were required 

to perform a simple target selection task using both their dominant and non-dominant hands. 

Two target sizes, two target distances and eight target directions were tested in a fully within 

subjects factorial design. They found that movement time does vary with direction. While 

only a small subset of the conditions displayed a statistically significant difference, they 

found that for movements made by right-hand-dominant subjects using their right hands, 

movement horizontally to the right was always fastest and movement straight down was al

ways slowest. When right-hand-dominant subjects used their left hand, movement straight 

down was almost always slowest, but the fastest condition was movement horizontally to 

the left. 

They further showed that even in two dimensions performance is not directionally 

uniform. Possible causes for this non-uniformity include: 

• Perceptual scanning bias would allow the targets on the horizontal axis to be detected 

7 A n elastic control falls somewhere between an isometric and an isotonic control on the sensing 
axis, allowing more movement than an isometric control but less than an isotonic control. An elastic 
control is likely to possess a self-centering feature. 
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prior to other targets. 

• Bias introduced by the use of a scanned raster display 8 would allow targets at the top 

of the display to be detected before those at the bottom of the display. 

• Biomechanical limitations on movement that require larger limb movements to move 

the mouse straight down. 

• More practiced and finer control for left and right movements that can be performed 

using only the wrist. 

2.4.6 Synopsis 

This chapter has reviewed the development of input techniques for three dimensional envi

ronments. It began by examining the development of input device taxonomies intended to 

aid in the matching of devices to input requirements. The review of interaction techniques 

used to manipulate objects in 3D environments highlighted a variety of problems related to 

interaction in 3D using devices with fewer degrees of freedom than the task demands. The 

discussion of three dimensional input outlined how 3D interactive tasks are being developed 

based upon the 2D interactive tasks that preceded them. 

Viewing and interacting in a 3D environment is difficult, but the additional limita

tion of using a conventional 2D display makes interaction even more problematic. A num

ber of techniques have been developed to reduce the limiting effects of the display. While 

these techniques have been shown to be effective in enhancing the ability to perform tasks in 

3D environments, there is little known about how these techniques might interact with each 

8Raster video displays are typically filled by an electron beam that scans from top to bottom. Pre
sentation of a stimulus on the screen appears instantaneous but actually requires approximately 16ms 
(assuming a 60Hz display). The result is that items at the top of the display are shown before items at 
the bottom of the display. While the amount of time involved is small, it is within human perceptual 
limits. 
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other, with the content of the display and with the structure of the interactive task itself. By 

combining some of these factors into controlled laboratory experiments, this thesis seeks to 

further our understanding of interaction in desktop virtual environments. The goal is to di

rect others in the development of interactive techniques that are derived from our knowledge 

of human capabilities in these environments. 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental Overview 

As stated earlier, the central focus of this thesis is a series of four experiments. These exper

iments were each conducted using the same general structure and experimental procedure. 

In this chapter I will describe common elements shared by all of the experiments: the com

puter system - both hardware and software - and the preliminary screening steps in each 

experiment. The format will follow the structure used for the descriptions of the individual 

experiments in the chapters that follow. 

3.1 Hypotheses 

The following independent variables were manipulated although each experiment only used 

a subset: 

• Display mode-monoscopic versus stereoscopic. Earlier studies by Zhai [110], Arthur 

etal. [6] and SollenbergerandMilgram [89], suggest that stereoscopic viewing should 

result in improved performance. 
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• Head-tracking mode - fixed viewpoint or head-tracked viewpoint. Earlier work by 

Arthur et al. [6] and Sollenberger and Milgram [89], suggest that the presence of head-

tracking should result in improved performance. 

• Target position - six positions ± 1 0 c m from the starting position at the origin along 

one of the X , Y or Z axes. Very few studies have considered different target posi

tions in space. Takemura et al. [93] found no differences across a wide variety of 

different target positions. Ware and Balakrishnan [101] found a difference between 

the X-axis target position and the Z-axis target position. These differing results pro

vide little insight, however, most prior work suggests that Z-axis targets should have 

poorer performance than target positions along the X - and Y-axes. 

• Target orientation - seven orientations: a default orientation and ± 4 5 ° f r o m the de

fault orientation about one of the X , Y or Z axes. No studies have been found that 

distinguish between different target orientations and thus there are no expected dif

ferences between target orientations. 

The following dependent measures were gathered for each task, but once again, not 

every dependent measure was used in each experiment. The dependent measures are all 

linked to the notion of effectiveness whose characterization is the overall goal of this thesis. 

A click is defined as the transition of a button from the up position, to the down position and 

back to the up position. In all experiments, subjects used the middle mouse button - with 

the mouse held in the left hand - to provide the clicks that moved them through the trials. 

The ideal path is the shortest distance between two points when no explicit path is specified. 

When an explicit path is specified, the ideal path is the explicit path. 
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Speed 

• trial completion time is the time from the click by the subject to start the trial until the 

click to end the trial. 

Accuracy 

• final position error is the distance between the tip of the pointer and the tip of the target 

when the trial end click is received. 

• final position axis error is the absolute value of the position difference between the 

pointer and the target along each of the X , Y and Z axes when the end trial click is 

received. 

• final orientation error is the difference in orientation between the pointer and the tar

get when the trial end click is received. 

• final orientation axis error is the projection of the unit vector representing the axis of 

rotation onto the X , Y and Z axes. 

• RMS error is root mean square of the distance from the tip of the pointer to the closest 

point on the ideal path from the start position to the target position. 

• RMS axis error is the root mean square of the ofthe distance from the tip of the pointer 

to the closest point in the ideal path along the X , Y, and Z axes for each pointer position 

along the movement from the start position to the end position. 

Conciseness 

• path length is the length of the movement path of the tip of the pointer between the 

trial start and trial end clicks. Path length is computed as the piecewise sum of the 
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distance between successive pointer positions. 

• orientation length is the cumulative total amount of rotation of the pointer between 

the trial start and trial end clicks. Orientation length is computed as the sum of the 

successive absolute differences between pointer orientations. 

Felicity 

Felicity was measured by a set of questionnaires, one that was administered at the end of 

each viewing condition session and a final questionnaire that was administered at the end of 

the experiment after all viewing condition sessions had been completed. 

The post-session questionnaire asked subjects to score the task based on the diffi

culty of determining some property of the stimulus and the difficulty of interactively match

ing or tracing that stimulus using the pointer. These questions were answered on a 5 point 

scale where 1 was "easy" and 5 was "hard." The specific questions varied somewhat as the 

wording was adjusted for each of the experiments. Copies of the post-session questionnaires 

can be found in Appendices A.3 through A.6. 

At the end of the experiment subjects were asked to score all viewing conditions they 

encountered according to task difficulty and ease of use. Subjects were also asked to rank 

the viewing conditions they encountered in order of their preference for the mode, the ease 

of use of the mode and their performance in the mode. 

Dependent Measure Details 

Many of these dependent measures are fairly easy to understand, but the R M S error and final 

orientation axis error are somewhat unusual. R M S error is defined as: 

RMSerror = 
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where di is the distance (error) from the tip of the pointer to the ideal movement path at step 

i and n is the number of samples in the path between the start and end clicks. 

Final orientation axis error is given as the projection onto the X , Y and Z axes ofthe 

unit vector representing the axis of rotation for the rotation that takes the final orientation of 

the pointer to the orientation of the target. This vector is determined from the 2nd, 3rd and 

4th elements of the quaternion that rotates the final orientation of the pointer to the orienta

tion of the target. This vector must be normalized first, because in its quaternion form the 

magnitude of the vector is reduced by the magnitude of the rotation. 

The projection of the rotation axis vector is used instead ofthe Euler rotations about 

X , Y and Z because the computation to extract the Euler axis rotations is problematic. Con

version ofthe single axis rotation to Euler rotations results in an implicit ordering of rotations 

about X , Y and Z . The conversion also limits the maximum rotation about one of the axes 

(usually the Y-axis) to 9 0 ° , which may unfairly bias the results. A more extensive explo

ration of this issue appears in the Discussion Section of the Docking Experiment. 

Significance Level 

For statistical testing, an a level of 0.05 was used to determine whether or not the indepen

dent variables had a significant effect. 

Two-tailed tests1 were used in all circumstances to allow outcomes contrary to initial 

expectations to be considered significant. 

' A more detailed argument in favour of two-tailed tests can be found in Howell [55]. If a one-
tailed test is conducted and a potentially significant result is detected in the other tail (at the original 
a level) then accepting this result as significant implies an a level that is actually 50% higher than 
initialy planned. Conducting two-tailed tests even when there is some expectation of the outcome 
allows for a contrary result to be found significant while maintaining the original a level. 
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El E2 E3 E4 Total 
Potential Subjects 10 10 9 11 40 
Failed Screening 
Handedness 0 0 0 1 1 
Colour Vision 1 0 0 0 1 
Stereo Vision 0 2 1 0 3 
Other 1 0 0 2 3 
Accepted 8 8 8 8 32 

Table 3.1: Table showing the number of potential subjects for each experiment, the 

number disqualif ied for failing one of the screening tests, the number lost for other 

reasons (e.g. sys tem failure) and the final number of subjects accepted into each 

experiment. 

3.2 Participants 

Paid volunteer subjects were recruited via postings to local network newsgroups. All sub

jects were graduate or undergraduate computer science or engineering students. In order to 

reduce the variance not accounted for by the experimental factors, subjects were required to 

be male, right-handed, and with normal colour vision and acceptable stereo vision. Subjects 

were informed of these requirements in the recruiting posting and in the consent form. To 

ensure that subjects met these criteria they were screened prior to the experimental session. 

Each experiment made use of eight subjects none of whom participated in any of the earlier 

experiments. Table 3.1 shows the number of subjects eliminated as a result of the screening 

tests for each experiment. 

Handedness 

Handedness screening was conducted via the Edinburgh Inventory developed by Oldfield 

[71], modified to include a question on the hand used to control a computer mouse. A copy 

of the handedness screening form appears in Appendix A.2. Handedness (sinistrality) is not 

a binary condition where an individual is strictly right- or left-handed, but rather a contin-
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uum where an individual lies somewhere between being exclusively right- or left-handed. 

Oldfield [71 ] and Annett [5] have conducted extensive research on determining where some

one lies on this continuum. Oldfield's Edinburgh Inventory was selected because it was felt 

to be easier to administer and score than Annett's procedure. Using the modified Edinburgh 

Inventory a subject was accepted to be right-handed if he indicated that he used his left hand 

exclusively for no more than 2 of the 21 tasks listed. 

Colour Vision 

Colour vision is a complex process with a variety of possible deficiencies. The stimuli used 

in the experiments relied heavily upon the ability to distinguish between colours. Screen

ing for normal colour vision was performed using InSight-2 InColor [9], a software package 

that implements the Farnsworth Dichotomous Test for Color Blindness Panel D - l 5 [36]. In 

this test subjects are shown a series of 15 colour caps (coloured circles) and simply told to 

order them by closest match starting from a specified colour. Individuals with normal colour 

vision will arrive at a specific ordering, perhaps making one or two transpositions in the se

quence. Those with a colour deficiency will form orderings in some other sequence (varying 

according to the specific deficiency). Under controlled conditions the D - l 5 Panel is a tool 

used to diagnose colour vision deficiencies. For screening purposes subjects were consid

ered to have normal colour vision if they showed two or fewer transpositions of the normal 

colour sequence. 

Binocular Vision 

In most real world viewing, the depth information based upon the binocular disparity of an 

object in stereo image pairs matches the depth information obtained by vergence and accom

modation [74]. Many of the techniques to simulate depth via binocular disparity - including 
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the field-sequential stereo technique used here - are unable to simulate depth via focal dis

tance. In these systems, focal depth is centered upon the surface of the display while dispar

ity generally indicates a depth somewhere in front or behind the display. In order for these 

systems to work, an individual's visual system must be able to deal with the conflicting depth 

cues and give priority to the disparity cue. Fortunately, these depth cues can be decoupled in 

most individuals. However, some individuals with otherwise normal binocular vision may 

not be able to fuse disparity information in display systems such as the one used in this study. 

Acceptable stereo vision is defined for the purposes of this study as the ability to 

correctly make stereoscopic depth judgments on stimuli similar to those displayed in this 

experiment. To test for this ability a special screening test was developed in which a subject 

is shown a set of three objects and asked to state which of the three - identified by number 

- is different from the other two in depth. The three objects are identical to the pointer and 

target used in the first experiment. The presentation of the stimuli is carefully controlled so 

that disparity is the only available depth cue. The stereo images are drawn in an orthographic 

projection. A screening session consists of a three trial segment used to instruct the subject 

about the task and verify that the equipment is functioning, followed by a randomized fifteen 

trial segment. A subject is accepted as long as no more than one error is made in the fifteen 

trial segment. 

On occasion, subjects do not immediately adapt to the display and are unable to make 

correct depth judgments for the first three to five trials. After a series of incorrect responses 

(subjects are not told whether their responses are correct or incorrect), subjects make correct 

depth judgments in all the remaining trials. In this situation, subjects are shown an additional 

fifteen trial sequence and required to make no errors in these trials in order to be accepted. 

According to Patterson and Martin [74] approximately 30% of the population has 

difficulty perceiving depth information in static stereoscopic displays of brief duration, but 
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this deficiency is greatly reduced when display duration is increased. A study by Tittle, 

Rouse and Braunstein [94] showed that most subjects that had difficulty judging depth in 

static disparity displays were able to make use of disparity information in displays with dy

namic disparity. 

In the screening test, subjects were allowed to view the static stimuli until they made 

a response. During experiment trials, the moving pointer provided dynamic disparity infor

mation, presumably making the disparity depth judgment easier than in the screening task. 

3.3 Equipment 

A system for conducting experiments of 6 D O F interaction tasks in a desktop virtual envi

ronment was assembled for this study. The system made use of a Silicon Graphics Indigo 2 

workstation, a stereo capable monitor, mechanical and magnetic trackers, L C D glasses and 

custom software. 

3.3.1 Hardware 

A computer system for conducting experiments in an interactive virtual three dimensional 

environment supporting head-tracking and stereopsis (using the field sequential presentation 

technique) was developed to conduct these and future experiments. The system consists of 

a Silicon Graphics Indigo 2™ three dimensional graphics workstation with a 133MHz MIPS 

R4600 C P U , 64 M of memory, a 1 G B internal hard drive and a GR3-Elan graphics board. 

The workstation was connected to 10 Mbps Ethernet local area network with most file sys

tems accessed via NFS . The display was a 19" colour monitor with a resolution of 1280 

pixels horizontally and 1024 pixels vertically (512 pixels vertically in stereo), a Shooting 

Star Technologies A D L - 1 ™ [87] six degree of freedom head tracker, a Polhemus Fastrak™ 

[76] six degree of freedom input device, and a pair of Crys ta lEyes™ L C D shuttered glasses. 
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Figure 3.1: Photograph of experiment sys tem components used in three of the four 

experiments. The subject seated in front of the monitor is wear ing the LCD glasses 

and the ADL-1 head-tracker. The pointer can be seen in the subject 's right hand 

and the mouse is visible in the subject 's left hand. The Fastrak controller is visible 

in the lower right background. The Fastrak transmitter is mounted in the wooden 

structure in the foreground at the lower right. 

Figure 3.1 shows the experiment system hardware used in three of the four experiments. 

The A D L - 1 and Fastrak input devices were selected because of their high sampling 

rates and low sensing lags. According to its specifications, the A D L - 1 has a sensing lag of 

less than 2ms and accuracy of 0.5 cm. In our experiments eye position is only estimated 

to within a few centimetres. Trip [96] reported a somewhat lower accuracy (2.0 cm) than 

the manufacturer's claim, however, even this was within the accuracy we required for head 

position. The specifications of the Polhemus Fastrak indicate a sensing lag of 4ms and an 

accuracy of 0.08 cm. The sensing lag of the Fastrak is a huge improvement over the earlier 

Isotrak II,™ which has a sensing lag of 20ms. A formal analysis of the system lag was not 
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Figure 3.2: The physical pointer used in this study. The Fastrak receiver is enclosed 

within Crayola Model Magic™ modeling material, shaped by hand and coloured us

ing felt markers to resemble the virtual pointer. 

performed. Informally, the data timestamps indicate that the system obtained data from the 

two input devices at 30 Hz. Assuming an average one frame delay until the data is rendered 

to the display would imply the average sensing lag of the system is 50 ms. 

The receiver of the Polhemus Fastrak was encased in Crayola Model M a g i c ™ mod

eling material that was shaped and coloured to resemble the the virtual pointer displayed in 

the virtual environment. When dry the modeling material has weight and consistency sim

ilar to that of styrofoam used to make cups. The physical pointer was coloured using felt 

tipped Crayola Markers™ as required for each experiment. Figure 3.2 shows the physical 

pointer as it appeared in the last three experiments. 

There was no attempt to match the size of the physical and virtual pointers. The 

virtual pointer was intended to be small in comparison to the size of the display. The physical 
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pointer was intended to be comfortable to hold. The virtual pointer was a tetrahedron-like 

object, in which the height (1.73cm) was twice the width (0.87cm). The difference in size 

along one dimension allowed one vertex to be easily identified as the tip and the opposite 

face to be identified as the base. 

The physical pointer, the virtual pointer and the target had identical appearances in 

each experiment, but the colouration changed after the first experiment. In the first exper

iment the two front faces were drawn with a single colour. For the other experiments, a 

checkerboard scheme was used on the two front faces. Figure 3.3 shows the pointer as it 

appeared in the last three experiments. 

The field-sequential system used here employs a high-frequency computer monitor 

to display the images and a pair of liquid crystal shuttered lenses to select which eye sees 

the currently displayed image. A n infrared signal is used to synchronize the glasses and the 

monitor. 

When operating in stereoscopic mode the decay rate of the phosphor may not be fast 

enough to achieve a good separation between the stereo pairs [62]. A phosphor with a slow 

decay rate may persist on the display into the next field when the image for the opposite eye 

is being drawn. The resulting field-to-field persistence or "bleeding" between the images 

for each eye interferes with the fusion process and produces a double image. In practice, the 

Figure 3.3: Appearance of the pointer and target in the default (a), -45°X (b), 

+45°Y (c) and +45°Z (d) orientations. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
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decay rates of the red and blue phosphors have been found to be fast enough, but the decay 

rate of the green phosphor is slower and can bleed between fields in certain situations. 

Two methods were used to deal with this problem. In the first two experiments no 

colours making use of the green phosphor were used. In the third and fourth experiments, 

where some shaded objects were used, a gray background was used to mask potential bleed

ing into the field for the opposite eye. The intent was for the intensity of the gray background 

to be stronger than the intensity of any phosphor persistence from the prior field. 

Subjects used the mouse held in their left hand to advance through the experiment 

trials. The mouse provided a hand held button that could be easily operated without any need 

to be located visually. A button was deliberately not attached to the Polhemus receiver. At

taching a button to the receiver would have added an additional degree of freedom to the 

control in the right hand. The need to operate a button on the receiver would have limited 

the potential hand posture used by subjects to grip and manipulate the pointer. In these ex

periments subjects were encouraged to use the hand posture that they felt best suited their 

use of the control. The keyboard was removed to provide a physically unobstructed envi

ronment for operation of the control. 

3.3.2 Software 

A software system was developed by the author using C++ and the Silicon Graphics G L 

graphics library to conduct the experiments. The software system was developed in order 

to allow extensive control over all the components used within the experiments. At the out

set of the work described here, the following broad requirements were established for the 

software. 

• display of visual information during the experiment 

• capture and coordination of input device operations 
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• time-stamped logging of input 

• complete software controlled scripting of experimental trials 

• facility for real-time playback of experimental trials 

The software system allows an experimenter to assemble an experiment from a vari

ety of components. The reference coordinate frame for the virtual environment uses a right-

handed coordinate system with the origin (0,0,0) located at the centre of the monitor's phos

phor surface (pixel location (639.5, 511.5)), the positive X-axis pointing to the right, the pos

itive Y-axis pointing upwards and the positive Z-axis pointing out toward the viewer. The 

pointer moves in a similar right-handed coordinate system whose axes are aligned parallel 

with the axes of the virtual display, but whose origin is offset to result in a comfortable hand 

and arm position for a subject seated in front of the display. There is a one-to-one mapping 

between the coordinate system used for the control and the coordinate system used for the 

display. 

I would like to briefly discuss the importance of each of the requirements stated 

above and relate the benefits that have accrued from developing the software to support 

them. 

Accurate display of visual information was crucial to the experiments that were con

ducted. The system supports the presentation of three dimensional objects in the virtual en

vironment along with two dimensional information such as buttons or text. In three dimen

sions the display simulated a viewing portal into a small virtual environment located behind 

the glass of the monitor. Rendering of objects on the the display mimicked what a viewer 

would see if the virtual objects were replaced with real objects of the same sizes and at the 

same positions in space. The general approach described by Deering [33] for head-tracked 

stereo was followed with the exception of the corrections for the refraction and curvature of 
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the screen. 

The different viewing conditions used in this study would change the detailed na

ture of the display. In the perspective-only condition (no binocular disparity and no head-

tracking) the display represented a perspective projection of the environment from a fixed 

view position. The head-tracked perspective condition allowed the display to be adjusted 

to mimic what the viewer would see from their current view point. It should be noted that 

in this study eye-point was estimated based on the sensed head position and not measured 

directly. The same eye-point estimation was used for all viewers. 

Binocular disparity could be added to the display with or without head-tracking. The 

binocular (stereoscopic) display was generated by producing an estimated position for each 

eye. In the non head-tracked condition these positions are fixed as in the monoscopic case. 

In order to make the displayed disparity more accurate, the inter-pupilary distance (IPD) can 

be specified. In this study the IPD of each subject was measured using a ruler 2 and used in 

all the stereoscopic displays they were shown. A n unfortunate side effect of the hardware 

system used to generated stereoscopic imagery is that the vertical resolution of the display 

is reduced by half from its monoscopic counterpart. One potential means of keeping the 

vertical resolution constant between both display modes would be to render the monoscopic 

display at half the resolution as well. 

During the course of the experiments the system had to capture and record infor

mation from multiple sources. Two sensing devices were used, the Polhemus Fastrak for 

pointer position and orientation and the Shooting Star A D L - 1 for head position and orienta

tion. These devices sense data in their own coordinate frames and do not provide any tim

ing information. As data comes in from each device it must be timestamped and adjusted 

2 A device known as a pupilometer can be used to measure inter-pupilary distance. In a conver
sation with some optometrists they indicated that in the absence of such a device, a ruler can be used 
to give good measurements of IPD by measuring from bridge of the nose to the outside edge of the 
pupil. 
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to the reference coordinate frame. In this system, the data from both devices are collected 

via a polling loop and are given the same timestamp by the software system after they have 

been retrieved. During the experiments the middle mouse button is used by the subjects as 

a hand held button to indicate the start and end of a trial. The button click event is times-

tamped when it is extracted from the system event queue. To avoid unpredictable system 

response and dependencies upon the file system, the experiment system stores all data in 

memory buffers that are flushed to disk only at the end of a block of trials. The buffers are 

not flushed after each trial as this could result in unpredictable delays between trials. 

A l l of the significant input that occurs during the course of an experiment was cap

tured to allow for future playback. For the work described here, there were two event streams. 

The first stream consists of all the timestamped data from the two sensing devices. The sec

ond stream contains the trial start and stop events. These streams are saved to separate files 

during the experiments and recombined during playback. The playback facility allows the 

experimenter to replay any trial and extract additional information. In a system where a high 

frame rate and low lag are important, the computation performed while the subject is inter

acting with the system can be kept to a minimum. Upon playback, when interactive response 

is not as critical, instrumentation can be added to the system to gather additional statistics. 

In the tracing experiments (Experiments three and four) where a path of some sort 

had to be displayed, cylindrical sections (only one in the case of the straight line path) were 

used to connect the start and end points rather than a single pixel line. A single pixel line is 

difficult to see and fuse. The cylindrical sections were composed of polygonal facets and a 

G L lighting mode was used to shade the polygons and smooth the edges between facets. In 

order to make the lighting somewhat natural a white light source was used. The implication 

was that highlights on the surface of the rendered cylinders may appear white rather than the 

colour assigned to the curve. 
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In experiments one and two, green was avoided because of the lengthier decay time 

of the green phosphor that might cause bleeding between frames in the stereoscopic display 

mode. Because of the lighting a small amount of green may appear on the display. To mask 

potential bleeding a dark gray background was used rather than the black background used 

in earlier studies. 

3.4 Procedure 

A n experiment is composed of the following five components. The first three components 

are expressed within the experiment system software and control the presentation of trials 

to the subject. The last two are for logical organization purposes only. 

Experiment Sequence Terminology 

• Trials are the basic component of each experiment and consist of a subject performing 

the experiment task. » 

• Blocks are a grouped sequence of trials intended to be performed in succession with 

no planned breaks. 

• Sessions are a sequence of blocks having the same overall viewing parameters (e.g. 

monoscopic and head-tracking). 

• Sittings represent a group of sessions given on the same day. Some experiments can 

be completed within a single sitting, but longer experiments require multiple sittings 

on separate days. 

• A full session set is used to describe the group of sessions administered to subjects 

across one or more sittings. 
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Pre-Experiment Activity 

Before an experiment can begin, all potential subjects must read and sign a consent form. 

The consent form is required by the university ethics review board. The form gives the sub

ject some basic information about the experiment, along with outlining the payment and 

withdrawal conditions. A sample consent form can be found in Appendix A . l . Once a sub

ject has consented to perform the experiment, the screening tests described in Section 3.2 

are performed. If successful on the screening tests, subjects proceed to the experiment. 

Experiment Organization 

Trials represent relatively short periods of activity, and are meant to be performed in fairly 

rapid succession. Trials are grouped together into a block. Each block was intended to be 

of five to ten minutes in duration followed by a break, to prevent subjects from becoming 

overly fatigued during the experiment. Short planned breaks are provided between blocks 

to allow subjects to rest their arms and their eyes. Blocks in turn are grouped into a session. 

Each session is performed under the same viewing conditions and subjects remain seated 

in front of the display during the entire session. Between sessions, subjects can get up and 

move about the room or go to the restroom. 

At the end of each session, a short one page questionnaire regarding the difficulty of 

performing the task in the particular viewing condition is administered to the subject. The 

end-of-session questionnaires are presented in Appendices A.3 through A.6. At the comple

tion of a full session set, when sessions for all the viewing conditions have been completed, a 

lengthier three page questionnaire dealing with all viewing conditions is administered. The 

end-of-experiment questionnaire can be found in Appendix A.7 . 
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Figure 3.4: An image of the screen during the homing phase of a trial. The virtual 

pointer and homing target are in almost the same posit ion and orientat ion. The red 

box indicating that the tip of the virtual pointer is within the homing tolerance is vis

ible. The background of the screen was black. The background of the image has 

been l ightened to allow better reproduction. 

General T r i a l Operation 

Subjects were required to perform a task in three dimensions. A subject manipulated the 

pointer via the Polhemus input device using his dominant right hand. The middle mouse 

button on the mouse held in the left hand was clicked to advance through the experiment 

trials. 

A trial consisted of two phases, an initial homing phase during which the subject had 

to move the tip of the pointer to the tip of the homing target located at a fixed centre point in 

the virtual environment, and a targeting phase where the subject had to then move the pointer 

to the tip of the trial target. The homing target is also referred to as the start target and the 
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Figure 3.5: State transit ion diagram showing the stages of each trial. 

trial target is referred to as the end target. 

During the homing phase, subjects received visual feedback in the form of a red box 

that appeared around the tip of the homing target when the tip of the pointer was within a 

homing tolerance of 0.5cm from the homing target. When the red box appeared subjects 

could click the middle mouse button using their left hand to advance to the targeting phase; 

the homing target was removed and the trial target was displayed. Figure 3.4 shows an image 

of the screen during the homing phase of a trial. 

Subjects could not advance to the targeting phase if the homing tolerance was not 

met. No feedback regarding proximity was given during the targeting phase. Subjects had to 

make their own determination of proximity using the visual cues available within the current 

experiment condition. Subjects clicked a second time with the mouse when they were satis

fied with their performance during the targeting phase. Whatever stimuli had been present 

during the trial was then removed from the display and the position of the virtual pointer 

was frozen. After a short delay the system re-enabled the virtual pointer and advanced to 

the next trial. Figure 3.5 graphically represents the phases of a trial. 
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Experiment 1 2 3 4 

Independent Variables 
Display Mode X X X X 

Head-Tracking Mode X X X 

Target Position X X X X 

Target Orientation X 

Dependent Variables 
Trial Completion Time X X X X 

Final Position Error X X X X 

Final Position Axis Error X X X X 
Final Orientation Error X 

Final Orientation Axis Error X 

R M S Error X X X X 

R M S Axis Error X X X X 
Path Length X X X X 

Orientation Length X 

Table 3.2: Summary of the independent variables that were manipulated for each 

experiment and the dependent variables that were analyzed for each experiment. 

3.5 Design 

The independent variables manipulated during each experiment and the organization of ses

sions was different for each experiment. Full descriptions appear in the chapter for each 

experiment. Table 3.2 provides a summary of the independent and dependent variables that 

were used in each experiment. 

For compatibility between the stereoscopic and monoscopic conditions all target po

sitions in the virtual environment were behind the screen surface and were displayed at a size 

appropriate to a perspective projection based on a nominal viewing position of 40cm in front 

of the screen surface for the fixed viewpoint condition. To mitigate the effects of the appara

tus, subjects wore the stereo glasses and head-tracker (when appropriate) in all conditions. 
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3.6 Training 

At the beginning of the first phase of the first experiment session subjects were given detailed 

instructions regarding the operation of the input device, the virtual environment and the task 

they were to perform. Other researchers (e.g. Hinckley et al. [53]) have chosen not to give 

detailed instructions to subjects in order to avoid possible influence by the experimenter. In 

my opinion this magnifies the already large differences between subjects. Subjects that may 

have had a passing encounter with a 3D interface or a similar input device are well ahead of 

those that have absolutely no experience. By providing detailed instructions to each subject 

I hoped to more quickly bring all subjects to a similar basic understanding of the operation 

of the input device and of the virtual environment. 

Subjects are first trained in the operation of the pointer. The physical pointer is placed 

into their right hand and the mouse is placed into their left hand. They are then instructed us

ing the following script that served as a guide for the experimenter, but was not read directly. 

Variations were made when necessary to accommodate individual subjects, but deviations 

were minimized. 

"On the screen you are seeing a 3D virtual environment. Notice the pointer 

on the screen and how it moves as you move the object in your right 

hand. As you move your hand left and right the pointer also moves left 

and right. As you move your hand up and down the pointer on the screen 

moves up and down. Now notice that as you move your hand away f rom 

you or toward you, the pointer on the screen also seems to move away 

f rom you or toward you. Finally, notice that you can also rotate the object 

in your hand and the pointer on the screen will rotate as well , al lowing 

you to see other sides of the pointer." 
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Subjects are allowed to experiment with the pointer for a moment or two and then they 

instructed about the primary depth cues in the system as follows. 

"Now let me tell you more about the depth cues available in the visual 

display. There is a perspective depth cue which is that objects get smaller 

when they are farther away f rom you and larger when they are closer 

to you. You'll notice that if you move the pointer away f rom you it gets 

smaller and if you move it towards you it gets larger. There is also an 

occlusion depth cue. Occlusion is what we call the situation that arises 

when an object closer to you blocks your view of an object that is father 

away. You will notice this if you move your pointer close to the stat ion

ary object on the screen. When the pointer is closer to you than the sta

t ionary object, the pointer blocks your view of the object and when the 

pointer moves farther away, it eventually moves behind the other object 

and blocks your view of the pointer." 

The stereoscopic and motion parallax cues, when present, are described as follows. 

"In this mode the pointer should appear to move in space with a realistic 

sense of depth. We call this stereoscopic v iewing. To get a feel ing for 

how this mode works watch the pointer on the screen as you move it 

towards you and away f rom you." 

"In this mode you will notice that movement of your head changes the 

scene. As you move your head the view of the workspace is generated 

based on the est imated posit ion of your eyes and should represent what 

you would see f rom that location if you were looking into a real environ

ment." 



After experimenting with the pointer and the viewing mode, the subject is asked if 

he has any questions. These are typically answered as long as the experimenter believes the 

answers will not bias the subject's performance in any of the visual modes. The experimenter 

then proceeds to train the subject to perform the task that he is required to perform in that 

particular experiment. Task specific training is described in the training section for each 

experiment. 

3.7 Results 

Each experiment was first screened for outliers. After outliers were removed the influence 

of the independent variables upon each of the dependent measures was analyzed using a re

peated measures analysis of variance ( A N O V A ) . Because of the number of factors involved 

in each of the analyses the A N O V A tables are large. The tables appear at the end of each 

chapter so they are easier to find and to facilitate better page layout. 

Homogeneity of variance is an important assumption that underlies the analysis of 

variance technique used to analyze these and other experiments. The typical method of check

ing if this assumption is valid is to perform a plot of the model residuals against the predicted 

values. If the variance is relatively homogeneous, then the plot appears relatively uniform as 

predicted values increase. If the variance is not homogeneous, then the plot appears to spread 

out - indicating increasing variance - as the predicted values increase. A transformation of 

the data (log or square root) can be performed if the residual plot does not appear uniform. 

A second A N O V A can then be computed for the transformed data and used to make all sta

tistical conclusions. Upon examination of the residuals, a log transformation was applied to 

all the dependent measures in all experiments. 

A demonstration of this analysis appears in the Results section of the first experi

ment. While this analysis was carried out for each of the dependent variables in all of the 
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experiments it is only presented once in full detail in Chapter 4. 

Repeated measures A N O V A have an additional requirement of sphericity for the co-

variance matrix ofthe within subjects terms (Howell [54]). Violation of this assumption can 

inflate the Type I error rate. Adjustments to the degrees of freedom developed by Green

house and Geisser, and by Huynh and Feldt, can correct for violations of this assumption. 

To account for the possibility of violations of the sphericity requirement, the Huynh-Feldt 

adjusted degrees of freedom (FHF) and probability are used in addition to the conventional 

F and p values and the adjusted p value is used to test for significance. It should be noted 

that when the numerator degrees of freedom is equal to one, no adjustment is necessary and 

thus no correction factor is computed. 

3.8 Discussion 

The results section provides only the statistical analysis of the data that was gathered for the 

experiment. Interpretation of the findings in the results section is performed in the discussion 

section for each experiment. The discussion section also draws upon related research and 

attempts to explain the possible causes of the observed results. 

In a statistical sense a result is only significant if the probability that the observed 

data may be due to chance is less than some set threshold. However, in a logical sense, a 

finding that a particular independent variable did not influence task performance in some 

way is potentially just as interesting. These issues are explored in the experiments where 

certain independent variables failed to produce statistically significant results. 
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3.9 Conclusion 

The conclusion section highlights a few of the most important findings for each experiment. 

Each of the experiments tended to produce a large number of significant results as well as 

an interesting non-significant result or two. While all of these findings are important, a few 

stand out because they can be more easily generalized to a broader class of tasks or be more 

readily applied within the context of systems currently under development. 
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Chapter 4 

Experiment 1: 

Point Location 

The point location experiment was the first experiment to be carried out. Point location is a 

3D task even though a pointer making use of six degrees of freedom was used. In the point 

location task subjects have to match the position of the tip of a pointer to the position of 

the tip of a stationary target object. As one of the simplest possible tasks, the point location 

experiment served as a means of determining a baseline against which the results of future 

experiments could be compared. 

4.1 Hypotheses 

The experimental hypotheses of this experiment were that display mode (monoscopic ver

sus stereoscopic), head-tracking mode (fixed viewpoint versus head-tracked viewpoint) and 

target position (± 10cm along one of the X, Y or Z from a fixed starting location) have an ef

fect upon performance in a 3D point location task. To evaluate the effect of the independent 

variables upon the task several different dependent measures were gathered. 
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The following six dependent measures were analyzed in this experiment: trial com

pletion time, final position error, final position axis error, R M S error, R M S axis error and 

path length. A detailed description of these measures appears in Section 3.1. R M S error is 

the root mean square of the distance from the tip of the pointer to the closest point on the 

ideal path. For this experiment, the ideal path used to compute the R M S error is considered 

to be the straight line between the tip of the homing target and the tip of the trial target. 

For statistical testing, an a level of 0.05 was used to determine whether or not the 

independent variables had a significant effect. 

4.2 Participants 

Subjects were recruited as specified in Chapter 3. One potential subject was excluded for 

failing to have normal colour vision. Eight subjects were accepted into the experiment. 

4.3 Equipment 

The standard equipment specified earlier in Section 3.3 earlier was used. The appearance of 

most of the equipment can be seen in Figure 3.1. Figure 4.1 shows an image of the screen 

from one of the trials in this experiment. 

The pointer and target had identical appearances. Both were tetrahedron-like, in 

which the height (1.73cm) was twice the width (0.87cm). The difference in size along one 

dimension allowed one vertex to be easily identified as the tip and the opposite face to be 

identified as the base. The base was half intensity magenta and the other faces were full in

tensity red, blue and magenta. The shape of pointer can be seen in Figure 3.3. Note that in 

this experiment the front faces of the pointer and were a single solid colour as and not the 

checkerboard shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 4.1: An image of the screen during a trial of the point location experiment. 

The target is visible to the right with the virtual pointer located near the centre of the 

image. The background of the screen was black. The background of the image has 

been l ightened to allow better reproduction. 

The colours used for the pointer and target were selected to avoid green because the 

decay rate of the green phosphor is slightly longer than a single frame time in the stereo

scopic display, which results in bleeding between the images for each eye in the display, 

thereby impeding subjects' ability to correctly fuse the stereoscopic image. 

4.4 Procedure 

Subjects were required to perform a point location task in three dimensions. Subjects manip

ulated the pointer via the Polhemus input device using the dominant right hand. The middle 

mouse button on the mouse held in the left hand was clicked to advance through the exper

iment trials. A trial consisted of two phases, an initial homing phase in which the subject 
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had to move the tip of the pointer to the tip of the homing target located at a fixed centre 

point in the virtual environment and a targeting phase where the subject had to then move 

the pointer to the tip of the trial target. During the homing phase, subjects received feed

back in the form of a red box that appeared around the tip of the homing target when the tip 

of the pointer was within 0.5cm of the homing target. When the red box appeared subjects 

could click the middle mouse button using the left hand to advance to the targeting phase; the 

homing target was removed and the trial target was displayed. Subjects could not advance if 

the homing tolerance was not met. No feedback regarding proximity was given during the 

targeting phase. Subjects had to make their own determination of proximity using the vi

sual cues available within the current experiment condition. Subjects clicked a second time 

with the mouse when they were satisfied with their performance. The trial target was then 

removed from the display and the position of the virtual pointer was frozen. After a short 

delay the system re-enabled the virtual pointer and advanced to the next trial. 

4.5 Design 

The experimental design consisted of four within-subject independent variables: display 

mode (2 levels, monoscopic or stereoscopic), head-tracking mode (2 levels, active or in

active), target position (6 levels, 10cm from the centre point along the positive and negative 

X , Y or Z axis) and block (4 levels, representing the successive blocks of trials within a par

ticular session). For compatibility between the stereoscopic and monoscopic conditions, all 

target positions in the virtual environment were behind the plane of the screen. To mitigate 

the effects of the apparatus, subjects wore the head tracker and stereo glasses in all condi

tions even when head-tracking or stereo viewing were disabled. The receiver of the Polhe

mus was encased in modeling material that was shaped and coloured similar to the pointer 

in the virtual environment. 
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A n experiment session comprised one of the four combinations of display and head-

tracking modes. After each session, subjects completed a short questionnaire dealing only 

with that session. Each subject performed four sessions, thereby covering all four combi

nations of display and head-tracking modes. The combinations of display mode and head-

tracking mode were counterbalanced across subjects according to a latin square where each 

condition was performed first, second, third or fourth an equal number of times. After the 

final session, each subject completed a longer questionnaire about all the conditions. 

Each subject completed four consecutive sessions, one for each display condition. 

Each session was divided into five blocks, a training block followed by four experiment 

blocks. Each experiment block contained 30 trials consisting of five repetitions of each tar

get position presented in random order. The training block was an abbreviation of an exper

iment block consisting of 15 trials. To minimize fatigue subjects were given a one minute 

break after each block. 

Each subject performed a total of 480 experiment trials. Each subject spent approx

imately 90 minutes performing the experiment, including time for breaks and time to com

plete the questionnaires, but not including the time spent on the screening tasks. 

4.6 Training 

Task specific training was provided to subjects using the following script. A s was the case 

for the general training in the use of the pointer and the environment, the the script served 

as a basis for the experimenter, but was not read directly. 

"Your task is to move your pointer f rom the starting point to the 

ending point as quickly and as accurately as possible. The start

ing point is located at the tip of the stat ionary object on the screen. 
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Move your pointer to the starting point now. Notice that when the 

tip of your pointer is close to the tip of the starting target a red box 

appears around the tip of the target." 

[Experimenter waits while subject moves pointer to start target.] 

"The red box must be present for you to be able to start a trial. To 

start a trial click the middle mouse button with your left hand." 

[Experimenter waits for subject to click with the middle button.] 

"The starting target has disappeared and another target has ap

peared somewhere in the virtual environment. Move your pointer 

to the target object so as to touch the tip of your pointer to the tip 

of the target." 

[Experimenter waits for subject to move pointer to target.] 

"Good." 

"When you are satisf ied that your pointer is as close as possible to 

the target, click the middle mouse button with your left hand. This 

will end the trial. The orientation of the pointer with respect to the 

target does not matter. You can have the pointer in any orientation 

you choose. All that matters is that you get the tip of the pointer 

as close as possible to the tip of the target." 

"Please try to perform the task as quickly and as accurately as 

possible." 

"Do you have any quest ions?" 
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The experimenter answered any questions that would not bias the subject's perfor

mance in any of the visual modes. Typical questions were, "Does the orientation of the 

pointer matter?" and "Does it matter what side of the pointer I have facing forward?" The 

answer to these questions was always, "No." 

No instruction as to what was fast enough, or what was accurate enough was given, 

but the enforced accuracy requirement for the homing phase may have given subjects some 

guidance. If subjects asked whether they were to favour speed over accuracy or vice-versa 

they were told that they would have to decide for themselves how quickly or accurately they 

should perform the task. 

The experimenter observed the subject during the training trials. When the training 

trials were over the experimenter asked and answered any questions using the same guide

line stated previously. The experimenter then told the subject that he would be on his own 

during the actual trials. The experimenter then reminded the subject to perform the trials as 

quickly and as accurately as possible, left the room and started the first experiment block. 

The experimenter re-entered the room after each block to check on the subject and tell the 

subject to rest his arm for at least one minute. After waiting for a minute the subject was 

asked if he was ready to proceed. If the subject responded in the affirmative then the exper

imenter left the room again and initiated the next experiment block. 

4.7 Results 

The dependent variables stated earlier were gathered for each trial. Across all eight subjects 

a total of 3840 individual trials were completed. 
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Preliminary Screening 

In an attempt to remove invalid trials, screening tests for outliers were performed. A l l tri

als with a final position error greater than twice the largest target dimension (3.46cm) were 

inspected. This yielded 21 trials (0.55%), which upon inspection revealed that most of the 

error was along the Z-axis. Because the Z-axis is the most difficult to visualize it was decided 

that it would be inappropriate to remove these trials. A n attempt to screen out trials based on 

movement time, on a per subject basis, using a technique from Jolicoeur et al. [60] yielded 

28 potential outlier trials (0.73%), however, because subjects were not given any guidance 

about how quickly to perform the task and because of the small number of trials involved, 

it was decided not to remove these trials either. Three trials were found to have a trial com

pletion time under 0.5 seconds. Upon examination of logging data these trials were found 

to have been ended accidentally by subjects and were eliminated. Lastly, all trials with path 

lengths over 100cm were examined. This yielded a single trial with a 156cm path length. 

Upon examination of the video taped record of the session it was found that the subject pro

ceeded to rub his nose during the trial using the hand that held the physical pointer. This 

trial was removed. The remainder of the analysis is based upon the 3836 remaining trials. 

The experiment is a 2 (display mode) x 2 (head tracking mode) X 6 (target position) 

x 4 (session block) design with repeated measures on all factors. For the following analy

sis, the repetitions of each target position performed by a subject within a single block were 

averaged together to yield a single score. The result was a series of 768 measures, one for 

each subject in each of the conditions. 

Analysis of Residuals 

The residuals for trial completion time vs. predicted values are plotted in Figure 4.2. The 

plot shows how the spread of the residuals increases as the predicted values increase. A log 
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Figure 4.2: Predicted values vs. residuals for trial complet ion t ime. 

transformation was thus performed on the data and the plot of the corresponding residuals 

can be seen in Figure 4.3. In this plot the residuals appear more uniform and are indica

tive of relatively homogeneous variance. Analysis of the residuals has been done for each 

of the A N O V A s , and a log transformation applied in every case. The plots and a detailed 

discussion are not included for the sake of brevity. It should be noted that whenever trans

formed data is used, all statistical procedures make use of the transformed data even though 

the non-transformed values are used in the interpretation of these results. 

Degree of Freedom Adjustments 

Repeated measures A N O V A have an additional requirement of sphericity for the covariance 

matrix of the within subjects terms (Howell [54]). Violation of this assumption can inflate 

the Type I error rate. Adjustments to the degrees of freedom developed by Greenhouse and 

Geisser, and Huynh and Feldt, can correct for violations of this assumption. To account for 

the possibility of violations of the sphericity requirement, the Huynh-Feldt (FHF) adjusted 
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Figure 4.3: Predicted values vs . residuals for log of trial complet ion t ime. 

degrees of freedom and probability are used in addition to the conventional F and p values 

and the adjusted p value is used to test for significance. The A N O V A tables at the end of the 

chapter provide both the conventional probability value (conv. p), the adjusted probability 

value (adj. p) and the the Huynh-Feldt epsilon value used to adjust the degrees of freedom 

(H-F e). It should be noted that when the numerator degrees of freedom is equal to one, no 

adjustment is necessary. 

Trial Completion Time 

The repeated measures A N O V A for the log of trial completion time indicates significant 

main effects for display mode F ( l , 7 ) = 152.83, p < 0.0001, target position F H F(3.7,25.9) 

= 11.32, p < 0.0001, and block F H F (3 ,21) = 7.97, p = 0.0010. Significant interaction ef

fects were found for display mode x target position FHF(4.8,33.6) = 12.47, p < 0.0001 and 

display mode x head-tracking mode x block FHF(3,21) = 8.39, p = 0.0007. The remaining 

independent variable of head-tracking mode and all other interactions were not statistically 
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Figure 4.4: Mean of trial complet ion t ime in seconds for each of the target posit ions 

in both display modes. 

significant (p > 0.05). Full results of the ANOVA can be seen in Table 4.18 at the end of 

this chapter. 

The significant main effects for display mode and target position must be interpreted 

together in light of the significant display mode x target position interaction. Figure 4.4 

shows the means for each display mode across the target positions. Post hoc analysis using 

Tukey's WSD procedure for the interaction reveals that changes in the pattern of trial com-

Target Position Mono Stereo 
x-left 4.35 3.33 
x-right 4.53 3.43 
y-bottom 5.19 3.80 
y-top 4.79 3.49 
z-far 5.46 3.95 
z-near 5.70 3.39 
Overall 5.00 3.57 

Table 4.1: Mean trial complet ion t imes in seconds for each target posit ion in the two 

display modes. 
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x-left x-right y-bottom t-top z-far z-near 

x-left B B M 

x-right M B M 

y-bottom B 

y-top B M 
z-far 

z-near S 

Table 4.2: Pairwise contrasts using Tukey's W S D between target positions in the 

monoscopic and stereoscopic display modes. B indicates that the target posit ions 

are significantly different in both display modes, M indicates that the target posi

t ions were significantly different only in the monoscopic display mode and S indi

cates a significant difference between target posit ions only in the stereoscopic dis

play mode. 

pletion time for two of the targets is responsible. The z-near target changes from having the 

slowest performance in the monoscopic condition to having the second fastest performance 

in the stereoscopic condition, and the bottom target changes from being significantly slower 

than the target to the right to no longer being different from that target. Table 4.1 shows the 

cell means for each target position in both display modes. Table 4.2 shows the details of all 

the pairwise contrasts between target position for the stereoscopic and monoscopic condi

tions. 

The significant main effect for block must be interpreted in light of the significant 

display mode X head-tracking x block interaction. Figure 4.5 shows the mean trial com

pletion time for each display and head-tracking mode combination across the four session 

blocks. In the monoscopic display mode, head-tracking appears to provide a slight benefit 

over the fixed viewpoint in the early blocks that disappears in the later blocks. In the stereo

scopic display mode, head-tracking appears to hinder the early blocks when compared with 

the fixed viewpoint condition, but this difference is minimized in the later blocks. 
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Figure 4.5: Plot of the mean trial complet ion t ime (seconds) vs . block for the display 

and head-tracking modes. 

Final Position Error 

The repeated measures A N O V A for log of final position error found a significant main effect 

for target position FHF(4.0,28.0) = 5.27, p = 0.0028. A significant interaction effect was 

found for head-tracking mode x block F H F(3.0,20.8) = 6.03, p = 0.0041. Table 4.19 at the 

end of this chapter provides the full results of the A N O V A for final position error. 

Table 4.3 shows the final position error for each of the target positions. It is fairly 

clear that performance in the z-far target position is different from the other target positions. 

Position Error 
x-left 0.34 

x-right 0.35 

y-bottom 0.33 

y-top 0.35 

z-far 0.43 
z-near 0.35 

Table 4.3: Mean of final posit ion error in cent imetres for each of the target posit ions. 
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Figure 4.6: Plot of the mean final posit ion error in cent imetres vs . block for both 

head-tracking modes. 

Table 4.4 provides the mean final position error for each of the blocks in both head track

ing modes and Figure 4.6 illustrates the relationship between head-tracking mode and block. 

Final position error remains relatively constant across blocks in the non-head-tracked condi

tions. In the head-tracked conditions final position error starts out higher in the initial phases 

and then drops to the same level as the non-head-tracked condition in the later blocks. 

Final Position Axis Error 

A more detailed analysis of the positioning error can be obtained by considering the axis 

as an additional factor and performing a five factor A N O V A on the data. This A N O V A re-

Head-tracking mode B l B2 B3 B4 
fixed 

head-tracked 

0.34 0.32 0.37 0.33 

0.48 0.38 0.33 0.31 

Table 4.4: Mean of final posit ion error for both head-tracking modes in each of the 

four session blocks. 
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veals significant main effects for target position FHF(4.3,30.1) = 7.90, p = 0.0001 and for 

axis FHF(2,14) = 27.99, p < 0.0001. Significant two-way interactions were found for head-

tracking mode x block F HF(3.0,21.0) = 4.75, p = 0.0111, display x axis F H F(2.0,14.0) = 

10.58, p = 0.0016, head-tracking mode x axis F H F ( 1.8,12.5) = 4.25, p = 0.0430, target po

sition x axis F H F(6.0,42.0) = 3.88, p = 0.0036 and block x axis F H F(6.0,42.0) = 3.35, p = 

0.0086. A single significant three-way interaction of head-tracking mode x target position 

x axis F H F ( 10.0,70.0) = 2.70, p = 0.0074 was also found. Full results of the A N O V A can 

be found in Table 4.20 at the end of this chapter. 

Interpretation of these significant effects can be divided into the following four groups 

where each group accounts for any significant effects wholly contained within that group. 

• head-tracking mode x target position x axis 

• head-tracking mode x block 

• display mode x axis 

• block x axis 

Table 4.5 shows the mean final position axis error broken down by head-tracking 

mode and block. This is different from the final position error in that final position error 

represents the Euclidean distance between the pointer and the target, whereas the mean of 

the final position axis errors is the simple arithmetic mean of the final position axis error 

components. The mean of the final position axis errors remain fairly stable across the four 

blocks in the fixed viewpoint condition. In the head-tracked condition the mean of the final 

position axis error starts out higher in the first block and drops below the fixed viewpoint 

condition in the third and fourth blocks. 

Table 4.6 shows the final position axis component errors in the two display modes. 

The source ofthe display mode x axis interaction is a result of the drop in final position axis 
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Block Fixed Head-tracked 
1 0.17 0.21 

2 0.16 0.17 

3 0.18 0.16 

4 0.16 0.15 

Table 4.5: Mean component axis error in cent imetres for the two head-tracking 

modes across the blocks of the exper iment averaged over the other condit ions. 

error along the Z-axis between the monoscopic and stereoscopic display modes. 

Axis Mono Stereo 
X 0.13 0.16 
Y 0.11 0.11 

Z 0.32 0.20 

Table 4.6: Mean error in cm along the X, Y and Z axes in the two display modes 

averaged over the other condit ions. 

Table 4.7 shows the axis component errors in each of the blocks. The source of the 

block x axis interaction stands out clearly. The Z-axis error improves from the first to the 

fourth block while the X - and Y-axis errors hardly vary at all. 

Axis B 1 B2 B3 B4 
X 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.14 

Y 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 

Z 0.32 0.25 0.25 0.21 

Table 4.7: Mean error in cent imetres along the X, Y and Z axes across the four 

blocks of the experiment averaged over the other condit ions. 

Finally, Table 4.8 shows the mean error along the X , Y and Z axes broken down by 

target position and head-tracking mode. The clear overall trend is for the Z-axis error to be 

larger than the X - and Y-axis errors. The source of the interaction effect is the large change in 

Z-axis error for the z-near and z-far targets between the non head-tracked and head-tracked 

modes. 
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Fixed Head-Tracked 
Pos. X Y z X Y z 
left 0.19 0.10 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.24 

right 0.15 0.10 0.25 0.12 0.12 0.27 

top 0.14 0.13 0.22 0.11 0.11 0.25 

bottom 0.16 0.11 0.24 0.12 0.11 0.26 

z-near 0.12 0.09 0.19 0.12 0.11 0.33 
far 0.17 0.13 0.29 0.14 0.12 0.36 

Table 4.8: Mean error in centimetres along the X, Y and Z axes for each of the target 

posit ions in both head-tracking modes. 

Path Length 

A repeated measures A N O V A for the log of the path length found significant main effects 

for display mode F ( l , 7 ) = 44.17, p = 0.0003 and target position F H F(4.0,27.7) = 5.62, p 

= 0.0020. A single significant two-way display mode X block interaction FHF(3.0,21 .0) = 

6.28, p = 0.0033 was also found. Full results of the A N O V A are given in Table 4.21 at the 

end of the chapter. 

Position Length 
x-left 16.78 

x-right 18.65 

y-bottom 19.37 

y-top 19.95 
z-far 17.89 

z-near 17.38 

Table 4.9: Mean path length in cent imetres for each of the target posit ions. 

Block Mono Stereo 
1 19.92 17.88 

2 19.34 17.08 

3 20.47 16.33 

4 19.73 15.93 

Table 4.10: Mean path length in cent imetres during each block in the two display 

modes. 
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The average path length in the stereoscopic display mode was 16.81 cm, significantly 

shorter than the average path length of 19.86cm in the monoscopic mode. Table 4.9 shows 

the average path length for each of the target positions. The path length for the target to the 

left is shortest, the paths to the top and bottom targets are longest and the paths to the z-near 

and z-far targets fall in the middle. Table 4.10 shows the mean path length for each of the 

blocks of the experiment in the two display modes. The interaction effect is observable in 

the progressive reduction in path length for the stereoscopic display mode, while the path 

length remains relatively unchanged in the monoscopic display mode. 

RMS Error 

The A N O V A for R M S error of the the movement of the pointer revealed significant main ef

fects for display mode F ( 1,7)= 16.73, p = 0.0046 and target position F H F(4.4,30.8) = 10.39, 

p < 0.0001 as well as a single two-way display mode x position interaction FHF(3.6,25.2) 

= 3.22, p = 0.0328. The results of the A N O V A for R M S error can be found in Table 4.22 at 

the end of the chapter. 

Figure 4.7 illustrates the effects of target position and display mode upon R M S error. 

Overall the stereoscopic display mode has less error than the monoscopic display mode. The 

interaction effect is visible as the difference between the gap for the z-near and z-far target 

positions vs. the gap for the other target positions. 

RMS Axis Error 

A s for final position error, the R M S error along the entire movement can be examined in 

terms of X , Y and Z components. Once again a five factor A N O V A was performed as for 

position error. Full results of this A N O V A are given in Table 4.23. Significant main effects 

were found for display mode F ( l , 7 ) = 7.53, p = 0.0287, target position FHF(4.6,32.2) = 
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Figure 4.7: Plot of R M S error in cent imetres for each of the target posit ions in both 

display modes. 

10.78, p < 0.0001 and axis F HF(1-8,12.6) = 47.69, p < 0.0001. Four significant two-way 

interactions were found for display mode x block FHF(2-1,14.7) = 3.78, p = 0.0457, display 

mode x axis F H F O - 7 , 1 2 . 0 ) = 4.63, p = 0.0365, target position x axis F H F(3.5,24.5) = 

33.86, p < 0.0001 and block x axis F H F(5.2,36.1) = 5.08, p = 0.0012. One significant 

four-way interaction was found for display mode x head-tracking mode X block x axis 

F H F (6 ,42) = 2.62, p = 0.0300. 

Pos. X Y Z 

left 0.12 0.40 0.89 

right 0.38 0.42 1.09 
top 0.42 0.14 1.33 

bottom 0.42 0.35 1.43 
z-near 0.44 0.56 0.36 

far 0.45 0.50 0.52 

Table 4 .11 : Mean of RMS error in cent imetres along the X, Y and Z axes across all 

target posit ions. 
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Figure 4.8: Plot of the mean RMS axis error in centimetres vs . target posit ion for 

each of the axes. 

Due to the significant target position x axis interaction, the effect of axis must be 

considered in conjunction with the effect for target position. Table 4.11 gives the R M S error 

along the X , Y and Z axes across all target positions and Figure 4.8 illustrates the relationship 

between these variables. The significant interaction is the product of three factors. First, the 

R M S error along the X-axis is relatively stable except for the left target position where it is 

much lower than the other cases. Second, the Y R M S error is relatively stable except for 

the bottom target position where it is much lower than the other positions. Third, the R M S 

error along the Z-axis is lower in the z-near and z-far target positions than in the other target 

positions. 

Display mode X Y Z 

mono 

stereo 

0.41 0.41 1.12 

0.33 0.38 0.75 

Table 4.12: Mean of R M S error in cent imetres along the X, Y and Z axes for both 

display modes. 
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The effects of display mode and axis are considered together because of the signifi

cant interaction between these two factors. Table 4.12 shows the mean R M S error between 

the stereoscopic and monoscopic display modes across the X , Y and Z axes. The interaction 

lies in the large effect that display mode has upon reducing the R M S error along the Z-axis 

in conjunction with the minimal effect in reducing the R M S error along the X and Y axes. 

Questionnaires 

At the end of each session subjects were required to answer four questions: two about task 

difficulty and two about the target positions. The two questions dealing with task difficulty 

were answered on a 5 point scale where 1 is "easy" and 5 is "hard." The first question asked 

subjects to rate the difficulty of determining the target position and the second question asked 

subjects to rate the difficulty of matching the target position. The two questions dealing with 

target positions asked subjects to indicate whether they found any target positions easier or 

harder to match and if so, which ones. A copy of the post-session questionnaire can be found 

in Appendix A.3 . 

At the end of the experiment subjects were asked to score all the display and head-

tracking mode combinations according to task difficulty and ease of use. Subjects were also 

asked to rank the display mode and head-tracking mode combinations in order of their pref

erence for the mode, the ease of use of the mode and their performance in the mode. A copy 

of the post-experiment questionnaire can be found in Appendix A.7 . 

In both the post-session and post-experiment questions, subjects clearly found the 

stereoscopic condition to be easier than the monoscopic condition, but did not indicate much 

difference between the head-tracked and non-head-tracked conditions. A summary of sub

jects' responses to the questions about the display mode and head-tracking combination is 

given in Table 4.13. Subject's responses regarding which targets were easier and which were 
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Fixed Head-tracked 

Question M o n o Stereo M o n o Stereo Fr iedman P 
Determine position 3.0 1.9 3.1 2.0 7.09 0.07 

Match position 3.1 1.3 2.5 1.8 9.86 0.02 

Task difficulty 3.3 1.8 3.5 1.9 8.44 0.04 

Mode usefulness 3.8 1.5 3.6 1.9 18.71 < 0.001 

Table 4.13: Means of subjects' responses to the subjective quest ions regarding dis

play mode and head tracking mode condit ions. The first two questions were an

swered immediately after a particular condit ion, and the last two quest ions were an

swered after all condit ions had been completed. All quest ions were answered on a 

scale of 1 to 5 where 1 indicated easy or useful and 5 indicated hard or not useful. 

Easier 

Fixed Head-tracked 

Response M o n o Stereo M o n o Stereo 

None 2 1 1 0 

Z-Near 3 5 2 5 
Far 0 0 0 0 

X Y axes 2 3 3 2 

X-axis 2 0 1 0 

Z-axis 0 0 0 1 
Other left 

Table 4.14: Summary of subjects' responses indicating which targets were easier 

across the head-tracking and display mode condit ions. Co lumn totals do not always 

add to eight because some subjects indicated multiple target posit ions. The row for 

other indicates a response given only once. 

harder were coded by the experimenter into one of the target positions, target axes or com

binations. In broad terms, subjects generally found the z-near targets and the X and Y axes 

to be easier and the z-far targets and the Z-axis to be harder across all display mode and 

head-tracking conditions. Subjects' coded responses are summarized in Table 4.14 and Ta

ble 4.15. 

Figure 4.9 provides summaries of the rankings indicated by subjects for the various 

visual feedback modes according to their preference, ease of use and performance. 
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Harder 
Fixed Head-tracked 

Response Mono Stereo Mono Stereo 
None 2 3 0 2 

Z-Near 0 0 1 0 

Far 5 5 4 4 

X Y axes 0 0 0 0 

X-axis 1 0 0 1 

Z-axis 0 0 3 1 

Other Top Y-axis 

Table 4.15: Summary of subjects ' responses indicating which targets were harder 

across the head-tracking and display mode condit ions. Co lumn totals do not always 

add to eight because some subjects indicated multiple target posit ions. The row for 

other indicates a response given only once. 
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Figure 4.9: Rankings of subjects' preference, perceived ease of use and perceived 
performance for each of the viewing conditions. The height of a bar indicates the 
number of times a particular rank was assigned by a subject. 
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4.8 Discussion 

The Results section showed that many of the independent variables had significant effects 

upon the dependent measures. These effects, their potential causes and their relationship to 

other work in the literature are explored in this section. 

4.8.1 Speed 

Stereoscopic viewing was faster than monoscopic viewing 

The results for trial completion time clearly show a significant overall effect for display 

mode, with stereoscopic viewing superior to monoscopic viewing across all other condi

tions. 

Tr ia l completion time varied across target positions 

The results also show a significant effect for target position in conjunction with a significant 

target position x display mode interaction indicating that the pattern of differences across 

target positions varies between display modes. The most noteworthy variation is the reversal 

for trial completion time for the z-near target position, from being slowest in the monoscopic 

condition to being comparable to the X-axis in the stereoscopic condition. This finding is 

somewhat surprising in light of work by Zhai [110], however, his studies did not consider 

the direction along each axis separately. Table 4.16 shows the normalized performance for 

each target position in the stereoscopic and monoscopic conditions. 

Takemura et al. [93] had subjects perform a volume location task (1cm and 2cm 

cubes) using a field-sequential stereo display and a large number of target locations. They 

found no significant differences between any of the target positions. It may be that the re

duced accuracy requirement of the volume location task resulted in a reduced sensitivity to 
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position differences. 

Ware and Balakrishnan [102] had subjects perform a volume location task (1cm cube) 

with targets to the left or behind the starting location of the pointer, using a head-tracked 

field-sequential stereo display. They found performance along the Z-axis to be 10% slower 

than performance along the X-axis. 

Head-tracking had almost no influence 

The results for trial completion time show no significant main effect for head-tracking. The 

only place where head-tracking had any effect upon trial completion time is in the head-

tracking x display mode x block interaction. Upon inspection of the results it appears that 

in the stereoscopic display mode head-tracking appears to have degraded performance in 

three of the four blocks for this experiment condition. 

4.8.2 Accuracy 

F a r target position had the largest position error 

The results for final position error showed a significantly larger error for the z-far target po

sition as compared with the other target positions. This may be a result of the difference in 

Target position M o n o Stereo 

x-left 1.22 0.93 
x-right 1.27 0.96 
y-bottom 1.45 1.06 
y-top 1.34 0.98 
z-far 1.53 1.11 
z-near 1.60 0.95 
Overall 1.40 1.00 

Table 4.16: Normalized trial completion time for each target position in the two display 
modes. Times have been normalized by dividing by the overall mean trial completion time 
for the stereo condition. 
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visual size of the target in the different positions due to perspective projection. Relative to 

the targets on the X and Y axes, the z-near target is bigger on the display and the z-far tar

get is smaller on the display. In addition, as objects get farther away from the viewer, each 

individual pixel on the surface of the screen, represents a progressively larger area on the 

surface of the object. Subjects may have employed a pragmatic strategy of attempting to 

match the target position within a certain number of pixels. This would lead directly to an 

increase in error as measured in the physical workspace as any given pixel error represents 

a larger physical error as the target gets farther from the subject's viewpoint. 

Head-tracking increased position error in early blocks 

The head-tracking x block interaction shows that during the early blocks head-tracking sig

nificantly increased the final position error, but this effect disappears in the later blocks. 

There are a few possible explanations for this result. Subjects may have tired of the head-

tracker after the first block or two and stopped making use of it. Alternately, subjects may 

have learned how to make use of the visual feedback afforded to them in the head-tracked 

mode and were able to reduce their error over time. However, as the improvement only al

lowed subjects to achieve the same level of performance as in the non head-tracked mode, 

the first explanation seems more plausible. 

Considerations for head-tracking 

Head-tracking used in conjunction with a stationary monitor is sometimes referred to as 

"Fish-tank Virtual Reality." A n inherent property of this viewing model is that parallax shifts 

are induced in any points not located on the Z = 0 plane. You can simulate this effect yourself 

by looking at a distant object through a window and touching the projection of the object at 

the window's surface. If you then move your head left or right you will notice that the pro-
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jection of the object does not stay in the same place, but moves with respect to your finger. 

Sollenberger & Milgram [89] studied the ability of subjects to identify the visual 

network to which a specified point belonged in monoscopic and stereoscopic displays, with 

and without rotation of the network. They found that stereoscopic viewing and rotation im

proved performance both individually and in combination. 

Arthur et al. [6] studied the same task, using monoscopic and stereoscopic displays 

with and without head-tracking. The motion parallax induced via head-tracking is similar 

to the effect of rotation. They found that the head-coupled stereoscopic mode resulted in the 

shortest response time and lowest error rate. 

The lack of any significant effect (other than the interaction discussed above) involv

ing head tracking is interesting. In the study by Arthur et al. [6] head movement was the only 

body movement required in the interaction task. I was unable to find many other studies that 

considered head-tracking within an interactive task other than the study by Ware and Bal

akrishnan [102]. Unfortunately, their study was primarily concerned with lag and frame rate 

and did not contrast fixed versus head-tracked viewpoints. 

In this experiment, subjects had to co-ordinate any head movement used to obtain 

better visual information about the 3D environment with hand and arm movements used to 

perform the primary point location task. It may be that head movement was used in the initial 

phases of a monoscopic session to improve the discovery of target positions, but once those 

positions were known, head movement was no longer used because it interfered with the 

positioning task. A study where target position is allowed to vary more widely might be 

able to determine if this is indeed the case. 

It is also possible that the mechanical nature of the A D L - 1 head tracker discouraged 

head motion. The A D L - 1 moves freely within its working volume, but the apparatus adds 

a small amount of inertia to head movements. While the A D L - 1 is much less massive than 
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most immersive virtual reality helmets, a device with less inertia might better afford head 

motion. If it is the case that the A D L - 1 was somewhat restrictive of head motion, then it ap

pears that the task demands were not sufficient to compel subjects to overcome this restric

tion. The A D L - 1 is the same device used in the study by Arthur et al. [6] where a benefit 

was found for head-tracking. 

Position error was largest along the Z-axis 

The results of the analysis of final position axis error paints a complex picture. It is clear and 

not unexpected that the amount of error varies across the axes. Positions along the X and Y 

axes are fairly easy to visualize, but positions along the Z-axis are much more difficult. For 

both display modes the largest error is found in the Z-axis. Stereoscopic viewing is most 

influential in reducing the amount of Z-axis error. This is consistent with the findings of 

other researchers such as Zhai[111] and Massimino [65]. 

X-axis error was slightly higher in the stereoscopic display mode 

While the error along the Y-axis is stable between display modes, the error along the X-axis 

is increased in the stereoscopic condition. This contrasts with the findings of Zhai [111] 

where error along the Y-axis was slightly worse than error along the X-axis. It should be 

noted that Zhai's study involved a different task (pursuit tracking), different input controllers 

(isometric rate and elastic rate), and only investigated a single display mode (stereoscopic). 

Furthermore, the stereoscopic display technique results in a loss of visual resolution along 

the Y-axis (but not along the X-axis) which could interfere with task performance. Add i 

tional work is clearly required in this area to shed more light on this finding. 
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Z-axis error was reduced across blocks 

The significant effects for display, axis and display x axis show that the stereoscopic display 

mode significantly reduces the Z-axis error, but has no effect upon the X - and Y-axis errors. 

The significant block, axis and block x axis interaction show that over blocks subjects' Z -

axis error was reduced, but X - and Y-axis error remained unchanged. This may indicate that 

subjects are operating at close to their optimal ability for the X and Y axes from the outset of 

the experiment. Further studies should investigate means of reducing Z-axis error as quickly 

as possible. 

Head-tracking interfered with Z-axis position error reduction 

The significant display mode x block and display mode X head-tracking mode x block x 

axis interaction shows that in both head-tracked and fixed viewpoint stereo modes, the Z-axis 

position error is reduced from the first block to the last block, although the Z-axis position er

ror is consistently higher in the head-tracked mode. The two monoscopic conditions do not 

exhibit this steady reduction, but instead exhibit much more variability across blocks. This 

may indicate that subjects were unable to make effective use of the head-tracker in the mono

scopic mode. Even though the head-tracker was not beneficial in the stereoscopic mode it 

did not interfere with subjects' ability to steadily reduce their Z-axis error. 

Head-tracking increased Z-axis error for Z-axis targets 

The main effects for target position and axis in conjunction with the two-way target position 

x axis and head-tracking mode x axis interactions and three-way target position x head-

tracking mode x axis interaction must be considered together. In doing so it becomes appar

ent that across both display modes, the largest detrimental effect of head-tracking was upon 

the Z-axis error for the z-near and z-far target positions in the head-tracked conditions. 
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Z-axis targets had the lowest RMS error 

Display mode and target position have a joint effect upon R M S error. There is a clear differ

ence in the R M S error between display modes for the target positions along either the X or 

Y axes. This difference becomes non-significant in the two Z-axis target positions. This re

sult and the result for path length reveal that there are some elements of the task that benefit 

from the Z-axis rather than being hindered by it. It is important to note that in this task, R M S 

error is being computed against the straight line path from the start position to the target po

sition. This causes the metric itself to be somewhat forgiving along the axis upon which the 

path is located. So in the case of straight lines, path length and path error can be reduced by 

arranging targets along the Z-axis if one is willing to accept more end point error. 

RMS error revealed weakness for certain target positions 

To obtain a detailed view of how the actual movement varied from the optimal movement, 

R M S error along the X , Y and Z axes was investigated. There were many significant effects 

and interactions, making it somewhat difficult to draw conclusions. However, a few things 

did stand out. 

The effects for axis, position and axis X position upon R M S error indicate that the 

left target had the smallest X-axis error, the top position had the smallest Y-axis error and the 

z-near and z-far targets had the smallest Z-axis errors. However, this is not too surprising 

given the nature of the task and how X , Y and Z errors with respect to the optimal path are 

computed. What is surprising is that the X-axis error for the right target and the Y-axis error 

for the bottom target are comparable to the errors along other axes. Rather than pointing out 

the advantage of certain positions, this result reinforces the weakness of certain positions, 

in particular the right target and the bottom target. The two Y-axis targets exhibit the largest 

Z-axis errors indicating that these positions seem to make Z-axis control more difficult. 
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Pos. T ime mono Time stereo Path 

x-left 

x-right 

y-bottom 

y-top 

z-far 

z-near 

1 1 1 
2 3 4 

4 5 5 
3 4 6 
5 6 3 
6 2 2 

Table 4.17: Rank ordering of trial complet ion t ime (in both display modes) and path 

length. 

4.8.3 Conciseness 

Stereoscopic viewing produced a reduction in path length over blocks 

In terms of the overall path length, stereoscopic viewing was significantly better than mono

scopic viewing. When the display mode x block interaction is examined it becomes evident 

that there is a block to block improvement in path length for stereo viewing, but monoscopic 

viewing is mostly unchanged across the blocks. 

Z-axis targets had short path lengths but long trial completion times 

The effect of target position upon path length is interesting, especially when compared with 

the effects of target position upon trial completion time. The movement path to the left tar

get was shortest and is consistent with trial completion time in that it was also the fastest. 

However, the z-near and z-far targets have relatively short movement paths in contrast to 

their trial completion times that were generally high. The longest paths belong to the top 

and bottom target positions. Table 4.17 compares the rankings of trial completion time and 

path length for the target positions. 
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Considerations for path length 

Zhai [112] has recently suggested the use of the ratio of total movement to shortest possi

ble movement as a measure of the coordination of the movement. In this sense the most 

coordinated movement will be the one with values approaching 1.0 and less coordinated 

movements will have larger values. The basic idea is that simultaneous movement along all 

three axes will minimize the total path length. Non-simultaneous movement along the axes 

will increase the total path length. Unfortunately, this may not provide sufficient insight into 

where any strengths or weaknesses lie. 

4.8.4 Felicity 

The subjective responses made by subjects regarding the effectiveness of the display modes 

and head-tracking modes is clearly in line with their measured performance. Subjects found 

the stereoscopic condition easier and more useful than the monoscopic condition, while they 

found little difference between the head-tracked and non-head-tracked conditions. 

Subjects felt the near target was easier even when measured performance indicated it 

was harder 

When required to specify which target positions were easier or harder to match, subject's re

sponses were generally consistent with measured performance, but there were a few surpris

ing exceptions. Some subject's found the z-near target to be easier in both the stereoscopic 

and monoscopic display modes and seldom singled it out as being harder. This is consistent 

with their performance in the stereoscopic condition, but contrasts sharply with performance 

in the monoscopic condition where the z-near target was the most difficult. 

The match or mismatch between actual measured performance and subjective per

ceptions is important. When subjects perceive a task to be more difficult they may avoid 
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the task, or they may expend more effort on the task if they are trying to meet some speed 

or accuracy requirement. If the task is considered to be less difficult, subjects might show a 

preference for the task, or they might feel that less attention is required to meet a speed or ac

curacy requirement. In interactive tasks it may be more important to focus on potential mis

matches between performance and perception than simply trying to improve performance. 

This experiment has shown that a potential mismatch between performance and perception 

exists in a 3D point location task. Further investigation is required to determine whether 

such a mismatch is significant and if it has an adverse effect upon performance. 

4.9 Conclusions 

The purpose of this experiment was to determine what effect, if any, stereoscopic viewing, 

head-tracking and target position would have on performance in a point location task. As 

expected we found that stereoscopic viewing is superior to monoscopic viewing. No sig

nificant main effect was found for head-tracking, but there were several situations in which 

head-tracking interacted with some other variable. These cases tended to indicate that head-

tracking resulted in somewhat poorer performance, generally through increased error or re

duced skill improvement over time. These findings for head-tracking stand in contrast to 

other studies that made use of head-tracking where it was found to provide significant ben

efit to subjects. This indicates that the benefit of head-tracking should not be considered a 

foregone conclusion and raises many opportunities for further study. Some of the possible 

questions include: Was head-tracking detrimental because of the mechanical nature of the 

device used? Were there insufficient cues in the environment from which to obtain depth 

information via motion parallax? 

Performance was found to vary across target positions both in terms of the time to 

complete the trial, final position error, final position axis error, path length, total R M S error 
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and axis R M S error. In fact, target position was the only independent variable that had a 

significant effect upon every dependent measure that was used. It should be clear that the 

position of the target in the workspace had a significant influence upon subjects' ability to 

perform the task. When all the dependent measures are considered, it is clear that no single 

target position offered the best or worst of everything. Nonetheless, the target to the left 

had good performance along many of the measures used, and the bottom target had poor 

performance along many ofthe measures. Interestingly, the z-near and far targets had shorter 

path lengths and tended to minimize the R M S error across all three axes. 

The difference in error across axes is not in itself that surprising or interesting. How

ever, when combined with other independent variables, it is possible to see how different 

target positions or display modes influence error levels. One of the most interesting results 

is the detrimental effect that head-tracking has, either increasing Z-axis error in some cases, 

or inhibiting improvement in others. 

Finally, we found that while subjective perceptions of the effectiveness of the dif

ferent display conditions matched objective performance measures, perceptions of the ease 

and/or difficulty associated with different target positions did not always match objective 

performance measures. 
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Source SS df MS F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
display 20.069 1 20.069 152.83 < 0.0001 

Error 0.919 7 0.131 

head-track 0.419 1 0.419 0.33 0.5820 
Error 8.801 7 1.257 

d x h 0.911 1 0.911 2.59 0.1516 

Error 2.463 7 0.352 

position 3.613 5 0.723 11.32 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.74 

Error 2.235 35 0.064 

d x p 1.332 5 0.266 12.47 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.96 
Error 0.747 35 0.021 

h x p 0.019 5 0.004 0.18 0.9689 0.9534 0.84 

Error 0.745 35 0.021 

d x h x p 0.117 5 0.023 1.01 0.4262 0.4156 0.73 

Error 0.811 35 0.023 

block 1.299 3 0.433 7.97 0.0010 0.0010 1.00 

Error 1.141 21 0.054 

d x b 0.219 3 0.073 2.52 0.0855 0.0938 0.90 
Error 0.608 21 0.029 

h x b 0.075 3 0.025 0.74 0.5419 0.5419 1.00 

Error 0.716 21 0.034 

d x h x b 0.366 3 0.122 8.39 0.0007 0.0007 1.00 

Error 0.305 21 0.015 

p x b 0.272 15 0.018 1.40 0.1609 0.1627 0.98 

Error 1.358 105 0.013 

d x p x b 0.214 15 0.014 1.19 0.2935 0.3031 0.84 

Error 1.264 105 0.012 

h x p x b 0.185 15 0.012 0.85 0.6215 0.6067 0.86 

Error 1.526 105 0.015 

d x h x p x b 0.229 15 0.015 0.99 0.4762 0.4687 0.77 

Error 1.625 105 0.015 

Total 84.468 

Table 4.18: Experiment 1 - Repeated measures ANOVA table for log trial complet ion 

t ime. 
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Source SS df MS F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
display 2.341 1 2.341 1.22 0.3063 
Error 13.456 7 1.922 
head-track 0.156 1 0.156 0.09 0.7709 
Error 11.919 7 1.703 

d x h 0.059 1 0.059 0.06 0.8166 
Error 7.154 7 1.022 

position 5.579 5 1.116 5.27 0.0010 0.0028 0.80 
Error 7.415 35 0.212 

d x p 0.511 5 0.102 0.68 0.6392 0.6305 0.94 
Error 5.231 35 0.149 

h x p 0.786 5 0.157 2.21 0.0753 0.0808 0.93 
Error 2.488 35 0.071 

d x h x p 0.367 5 0.073 0.57 0.7235 0.7235 1.00 
Error 4.522 35 0.129 

block 1.069 3 0.356 2.06 0.1357 0.1432 0.91 
Error 3.626 21 0.173 

d x b 0.166 3 0.055 0.29 0.8286 0.8286 1.00 
Error 3.949 21 0.188 

h x b 2.633 3 0.878 6.03 0.0040 0.0041 0.99 
Error 3.055 21 0.145 
d x h x b 0.473 3 0.158 0.95 0.4336 0.4109 0.68 

Error 3.477 21 0.166 

p x b 1.358 15 0.091 1.11 0.3554 0.3554 1.00 
Error 8.551 105 0.081 

d x p x b 1.042 15 0.069 0.82 0.6503 0.6069 0.66 
Error 8.864 105 0.084 

h x p x b 1.447 15 0.096 1.32 0.2020 0.2020 1.00 
Error 7.661 105 0.073 

d x h x p x b 1.669 15 0.111 1.56 0.0977 0.1274 0.74 
Error 7.485 105 0.071 

Total 142.679 

Table 4.19: Experiment 1 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of final posit ion er

ror. 
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Source SS df M S F conv. p adj. p H - F e 

display 0.174 1 0.174 0.04 0.8504 
Error 31.735 7 4.534 

head-track 0.018 1 0.018 0.01 0.9398 
Error 20.422 7 2.917 

d x h 0.250 1 0.250 0.21 0.6609 
Error 8.334 7 1.191 
position 18.112 5 3.622 7.90 < 0.0001 0.0001 0.86 
Error 16.043 35 0.458 

d x p 1.381 5 0.276 1.08 0.3889 0.3889 1.00 
Error 8.958 35 0.256 

h x p 1.987 5 0.397 2.22 0.0744 0.0899 0.83 
Error 6.273 35 0.179 

d x h x p 0.580 5 0.116 0.35 0.8780 0.8780 1.00 
Error 11.553 35 0.330 

block 0.714 3 0.238 0.59 0.6307 0.6280 0.98 
Error 8.525 21 0.406 
d x b 0.142 3 0.047 0.13 0.9402 0.9402 1.00 
Error 7.576 21 0.361 

h x b 3.397 3 1.132 4.75 0.0111 0.0111 1.00 
Error 5.002 21 0.238 

d x h x b 1.362 3 0.454 1.77 0.1839 0.1945 0.84 

Error 5.390 21 0.257 

p x b 1.578 15 0.105 0.62 0.8517 0.8517 1.00 
Error 17.777 105 0.169 

d x p x b 2.120 15 0.141 0.80 0.6730 0.6435 0.77 
Error 18.501 105 0.176 

h x p x b 2.779 15 0.185 1.25 0.2461 0.2461 1.00 
Error 15.536 105 0.148 

d x h x p x b 3.383 15 0.226 1.66 0.0703 0.0829 0.87 

Error 14.253 105 0.136 

Table 4.20: Experiment 1 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of final posit ion error 

along axes (continued on next page). 
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Source SS df M S F conv. p adj. p H-F e 
axis 211.819 2 105.909 27.99 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 1.00 
Error 52.977 14 3.784 

d x a 25.900 2 12.950 10.58 0.0016 0.0016 1.00 
Error 17.130 14 1.224 

h x a 11.740 2 5.870 4.25 0.0361 0.0430 0.89 
Error 19.337 14 1.381 

d x h x a 0.910 2 0.455 0.66 0.5305 0.5305 1.00 

Error 9.602 14 0.686 

p x a 11.918 10 1.192 3.88 0.0003 0.0036 0.60 
Error 21.489 70 0.307 

d x p x a 2.307 10 0.231 1.04 0.4239 0.4221 0.85 
Error 15.604 70 0.223 

h x p x a 4.151 10 0.415 2.70 0.0074 0.0074 1.00 
Error 10.760 70 0.154 

d x h x p x a 0.616 10 0.062 0.33 0.9713 0.9713 1.00 
Error 13.195 70 0.189 
b x a 3.257 6 0.543 3.35 0.0086 0.0086 1.00 
Error 6.799 42 0.162 

d x b x a 1.248 6 0.208 1.00 0.4374 0.4294 0.78 
Error 8.725 42 0.208 

h x b x a 1.798 6 0.300 1.71 0.1432 0.1518 0.91 
Error 7.375 42 0.176 

d x h x b x a 0.740 6 0.123 0.45 0.8389 0.8389 1.00 
Error 11.440 42 0.272 

p x b x a 3.770 30 0.126 0.97 0.5147 0.5071 0.80 
Error 27.183 210 0.129 

d x p x b x a 3.738 30 0.125 0.91 0.5997 0.5997 1.00 

Error 28.635 210 0.136 

h x p x b x a 3.748 30 0.125 0.88 0.6512 0.6512 1.00 
Error 29.841 210 0.142 

d x h x p x b x a 3.481 30 0.116 0.83 0.7257 0.7061 0.85 

Error 29.454 210 0.140 

Total 903.605 

Table 4.20: Experiment 1 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of final position error 
along axes (continued from previous page). 
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Source SS df MS F conv. p adj. p H-F e 
display 5.484 1 5.484 44.17 0.0003 
Error 0.869 7 0.124 
head-track 0.196 1 0.196 0.70 0.4311 
Error 1.963 7 0.280 

d x h 0.048 1 0.048 0.42 0.5360 
Error 0.801 7 0.114 

position 2.414 5 0.483 5.62 0.0007 0.0020 0.79 
Error 3.009 35 0.086 

d x p 0.107 5 0.021 1.31 0.2826 0.2906 0.80 
Error 0.572 35 0.016 

h x p 0.031 5 0.006 0.18 0.9678 0.8800 0.51 
Error 1.196 35 0.034 

d x h x p 0.114 5 0.023 0.70 0.6253 0.5301 0.46 
Error 1.132 35 0.032 

block 0.279 3 0.093 2.44 0.0928 0.0928 1.00 

Error 0.800 21 0.038 

d x b 0.424 3 0.141 6.28 0.0033 0.0033 1.00 
Error 0.473 21 0.023 

h x b 0.041 3 0.014 0.60 0.6200 0.6006 0.88 

Error 0.478 21 0.023 

d x h x b 0.011 3 0.004 0.25 0.8619 0.8619 1.00 

Error 0.297 21 0.014 

p x b 0.128 15 0.009 0.68 0.7973 0.6869 0.47 

Error 1.310 105 0.012 

d x p x b 0.146 15 0.010 0.92 0.5438 0.5237 0.72 

Error 1.111 105 0.011 

h x p x b 0.124 15 0.008 0.63 0.8414 0.7817 0.67 

Error 1.373 105 0.013 

d x h x p x b 0.124 15 0.008 0.70 0.7811 0.7678 0.91 

Error 1.247 105 0.012 

Total 34.388 

Table 4 . 2 1 : Experiment 1 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of path length. 
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Source SS df M S F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
display 16.173 1 16.173 16.73 0.0046 

Error 6.768 7 0.967 

head-track 1.519 1 1.519 1.14 0.3216 
Error 9.346 7 1.335 

d x h 0.160 1 0.160 0.44 0.5265 

Error 2.524 7 0.361 

position 32.655 5 6.531 10.39 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.88 
Error 22.000 35 0.629 

d x p 1.619 5 0.324 3.22 0.0171 0.0328 0.72 

Error 3.522 35 0.101 

h x p 1.059 5 0.212 1.13 0.3606 0.3607 0.85 

Error 6.534 35 0.187 

d x h x p 0.498 5 0.100 0.63 0.6786 0.6638 0.91 

Error 5.543 35 0.158 

block 0.507 3 0.169 1.95 0.1519 0.1519 1.00 

Error 1.818 21 0.087 

d x b 1.258 3 0.419 2.80 0.0652 0.0652 1.00 
Error 3.148 21 0.150 

h x b 0.356 3 0.119 1.38 0.2754 0.2774 0.93 

Error 1.801 21 0.086 

d x h x b 0.291 3 0.097 0.84 0.4848 0.4848 1.00 

Error 2.411 21 0.115 

p x b 0.879 15 0.059 1.13 0.3420 0.3597 0.54 

Error 5.462 105 0.052 

d x p x b 0.783 15 0.052 0.95 0.5150 0.5052 0.81 

Error 5.780 105 0.055 

h x p x b 0.606 15 0.040 0.61 0.8641 0.7816 0.58 

Error 6.995 105 0.067 

d x h x p x b 0.457 15 0.030 0.64 0.8394 0.7470 0.54 

Error 5.034 105 0.048 

Total 166.099 

Table 4.22: Experiment 1 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of RMS error. 
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Source SS df MS F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
display 29.609 1 29.609 7.53 0.0287 

Error 27.518 7 3.931 
head-track 4.722 1 4.722 1.91 0.2094 
Error 17.304 7 2.472 

d x h 1.107 1 1.107 0.87 0.3820 

Error 8.908 7 1.273 

position 86.635 5 17.327 10.78 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.92 

Error 56.236 35 1.607 

d x p 3.530 5 0.706 1.96 0.1087 0.1087 1.00 

Error 12.589 35 0.360 

h x p 3.289 5 0.658 1.60 0.1869 0.1869 1.00 
Error 14.426 35 0.412 

d x h x p 1.793 5 0.359 0.80 0.5594 0.5399 0.82 
Error 15.751 35 0.450 

block 0.353 • 3 0.118 0.64 0.5972 0.5830 0.90 

Error 3.851 21 0.183 

d x b 3.053 '• 3 1.018 3.78 0.0260 0.0457 0.70 
Error 5.660 21 0.270 

h x b 0.833 3 0.278 1.08 0.3773 0.3773 1.00 
Error 5.377 21 0.256 

d x h x b 1.057 3 0.352 1.51 0.2422 0.2422 1.00 

Error 4.915 21 0.234 

p x b 1.566 15 0.104 0.71 0.7673 0.6257 0.35 

Error 15.392 105 0.147 

d x p x b 2.038 15 0.136 1.11 0.3563 0.3563 1.00 

Error 12.846 105 0.122 

h x p x b 1.596 15 0.106 0.64 0.8322 0.7835 0.72 

Error 17.352 105 0.165 

d x h x p x b 0.864 15 0.058 0.50 0.9361 0.8654 0.58 

Error 12.104 105 0.115 

Table 4.23: Experiment 1 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of RMS error along 
component axes (continued on next page) 
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Source SS df M S F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
axis 408.225 2 204.112 47.69 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.90 

Error 59.919 14 4.280 

d x a 11.752 2 5.876 4.63 0.0286 0.0365 0.86 
Error 17.764 14 1.269 
h x a 2.223 2 1.112 1.48 0.2612 0.2612 1.00 

Error 10.518 14 0.751 

d x h x a 0.979 2 0.490 0.59 0.5696 0.5696 1.00 

Error 11.694 14 0.835 

p x a 614.963 10 61.496 33.86 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.35 
Error 127.121 70 1.816 

d x p x a 6.890 10 0.689 1.89 0.0611 0.0611 1.00 
Error 25.521 70 0.365 

h x p x a 2.169 10 0.217 0.49 0.8879 0.7998 0.57 
Error 30.684 70 0.438 

d x h x p x a 1.449 10 0.145 0.59 0.8156 0.7015 0.48 
Error 17.150 : 70 0.245 

b x a 3.205 6 0.534 5.08 0.0005 0.0012 0.86 
Error 4.414 42 0.105 
d x b x a 0.871 6 0.145 1.37 0.2489 0.2653 0.73 
Error 4.450 42 0.106 

h x b x a 0.638 6 0.106 1.22 0.3147 0.3255 0.59 
Error 3.658 42 0.087 

d x h x b x a 1.367 6 0.228 2.62 0.0300 0.0300 1.00 

Error 3.649 42 0.087 

p x b x a 2.090 30 0.070 0.81 0.7432 0.6916 0.66 

Error 17.966 210 0.086 

d x p x b x a 1.683 30 0.056 0.70 0.8779 0.8213 0.67 

Error 16.837 210 0.080 

h x p x b x a 1.488 30 0.050 0.52 0.9828 0.9436 0.59 
Error 20.094 210 0.096 

d x h x p x b x a 2.165 30 0.072 0.93 0.5734 0.5527 0.71 

Error 16.268 210 0.077 

Total 1896.938 

Table 4.23: Experiment 1 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of RMS error along 
component axes (continued from previous page) 
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Chapter 5 

Experiment 2: 

Docking 

The docking experiment was the second of the four experiments investigating 3D interaction 

to be carried out. Docking is a task that makes use of all six degrees of freedom present in 

the input control. In the docking task subjects have to match the position and the orientation 

of a pointer to the position and orientation of a stationary target. The docking experiment 

was the only one of the four experiments that explicitly made use of the orientation degrees-

of-freedom and the only one that did not make use of the head-tracker. Figure 5.1 shows the 

equipment setup that was used in this experiment. 

5.1 Hypotheses 

The experimental hypotheses of this experiment are that display mode (monoscopic versus 

stereoscopic), target position ( ± 1 0 c m along one of the X , Y or Z axes from a fixed starting 

location) and target orientation (a default orientation and ± 4 5 ° from the default orientation 

around one of the X , Y, or Z axes) have an effect upon performance in a six degree of free-
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Figure 5.1: Photograph of the experiment sys tem sett ing used in this experiment. 

The subject can be seen seated in front of the monitor wear ing the LCD glasses. 

The pointer can be seen in the right hand and the mouse in the left hand. The Fas

trak controller and transmitter can be seen in the lower right. 

dom docking task. To evaluate the effect of the independent variables upon the task several 

different dependent measures were gathered. 

The following eight dependent measures were analyzed in this experiment: trial com

pletion time, final position error, final position axis error, R M S error, path length, final ori

entation error, orientation length and final orientation axis error. A detailed description of 

these measures appears in Section 3.1. R M S error is the root mean square of the distance 

from the tip of the pointer to the closest point on the ideal path. For this experiment the ideal 

path used to compute the R M S error is considered to be a straight line between the tip of the 

homing target and the tip of the trial target. Orientation is not considered in the determina

tion of the ideal path. 
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For statistical testing, an a level of 0.05 was used to determine whether or not the 

independent variables had a significant effect. 

5.2 Participants 

Subjects were recruited as specified in Chapter 3. During the screening process two potential 

subjects were excluded because they were unable to make correct depth judgments during 

the screening test. Eight subjects were accepted into the experiment, none of whom partic

ipated in the other experiments. 

5.3 Equipment 

The standard equipment specified in Chapter 3 was used with the exception that the A D L - 1 

head-tracker was not worn by subjects in this experiment. Figure 5.1 shows the the hardware 

used in this study. Figure 5.2 shows an image of the screen from one of the trials in this 

experiment. 

The pointer and target in this task were identical tetrahedron-like objects, in which 

the height (1.73cm) was twice the width (0.87cm), and one face was perpendicular to the 

base. The difference in size along one dimension allows one vertex to be easily identified 

as the tip and one face to be identified as the base. 

In the default orientation the tip points upward along the positive Y axis, the base 

was parallel to the X Z plane and the perpendicular face was to the back and parallel to the 

X Y plane. The base was half intensity magenta, the back face was full intensity magenta and 

the two front faces used both full intensity red and full intensity blue. The two front faces 

had a different colour in their top and bottom halves. The top half of one face was red and 

the bottom half of the same face was blue. The opposite face had the reverse colouration. 
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Figure 5.2: An image of the screen during a trial of the docking experiment. The tar

get is visible to the right in the +45°Z orientation with the virtual pointer located near 

the centre of the image. The background of the screen was black. The background 

of the image has been l ightened to allow better reproduction. 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the appearance of the pointer and target in different orientations. 

5.4 Procedure 

Subjects were required to perform a 6 D O F docking task. Subjects manipulated the pointer 

via the Polhemus input device using the dominant right hand, and used the middle mouse 

button with the mouse held in the left hand to advance through the experiment trials. A trial 

consisted of two phases, an initial homing phase and a docking phase. 

During the homing phase the subject had to move the tip of the pointer to the tip of the 

homing target. The homing target was located at a fixed centre point and was always in the 

default orientation. Subjects received feedback in the form of a red box that appeared around 
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the tip of the homing target when the tip of the pointer was within 0.5cm of the homing 

target. When the red box appeared subjects could click the middle mouse button using the 

left hand to advance to the docking phase; the homing target was removed and the trial target 

was displayed at one of the six positions in one of the seven orientations. Subjects could not 

advance to the docking phase if the homing tolerance was not met. The pointer was not 

required to be in any specific orientation for the homing phase. 

During the docking phase subjects were instructed to match the position and orien

tation ofthe pointer with the position and orientation of the trial target. No feedback regard

ing proximity (position or orientation) was given during the docking phase. Subjects had to 

make their own determination of proximity using the visual cues available within the partic

ular experiment condition. Subjects middle clicked with the mouse when they were satisfied 

with their performance. After a short delay the system advanced to the next trial. 

5.5 Design 

The experimental design consisted of three within-subject independent variables: display 

mode, target position and target orientation. For compatibility between the stereoscopic and 

monoscopic conditions all target positions in the virtual environment were behind the screen 

surface and were displayed at a size appropriate to a perspective projection based on a nom

inal viewing position of 40cm in front of the screen surface. To mitigate the effects of the 

apparatus, subjects wore the stereo glasses in all conditions. The receiver of the Polhemus 

was encased in modeling material that was shaped and coloured to resemble the pointer in 

the virtual environment. The physical pointer is shown in Figure 3.2. 

Each subject participated in two sessions conducted on separate days. One session 

was conducted using the monoscopic display mode and the other session was conducted us

ing the stereoscopic display mode. After each session, subjects completed a short question-
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naire dealing only with that session. The selection of initial display mode was counterbal

anced so that half the subjects were given the monoscopic display first and half the subjects 

were given the stereoscopic display first. After the second session, each subject also com

pleted a longer questionnaire about both conditions. 

Each session was divided into seven blocks, a training block followed by six exper

iment blocks. Each experiment block contained 42 trials consisting of all combinations of 

target position and target orientation presented in random order. The training block was an 

abbreviation of an experiment block consisting of 20 randomly selected trials. During the 

first 10 trials of the training phase subjects were given feedback telling them when they were 

within 1cm and/or 10° of the target. No feedback was given for the remaining 10 trials of 

the training block. To minimize fatigue subjects were given a one minute break after each 

block. 

Each subject performed a total of 504 experiment trials. Each subject spent between 

60 and 90 minutes to complete each session including time for breaks and time to complete 

the questionnaires. Prior to the experiment session an additional 15 minutes was spent on 

the screening tasks. 

5.6 Training 

The following script served as the basis for training subjects on this task. 

"Your task is to move the pointer from the starting position to a tar

get, matching both the position and orientation of the target. You 

should perform the task as quickly and as accurately as possible. 

The starting point is located at the tip of the stationary object on 

the screen. Move your pointer to the starting point now. Notice 
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that when the tip of your pointer is close to the tip of the start ing 

target a red box appears around the tip of the target. The red box 

must be present for you to be able to start a trial. To start a trial 

click the middle mouse button with your left hand." 

[Experimenter waits for subject to start trial.] 

' The start ing target has disappeared and another target has ap

peared somewhere in the virtual environment. Move your pointer 

to the target object so that your pointer is in the same location 

and same orientation as the target. Notice that when the tip of the 

pointer is close to the tip of the target a red box appears around 

the tip of the target. W h e n the orientation of the pointer is close to 

the orientation of the target, a red cross-hair appears at the tip of 

the target. When both the posit ion and orientation are close the 

red box and the red cross-hair will be present. When you are sat

isfied with your match click the middle mouse button with your left 

hand to end the trial." 

[Experimenter allows subject to perform a few trials.] 

"The feedback you are gett ing when matching the posit ion and ori

entation of the target will only last for another few trials. During the 

actual exper iment trials you will not receive any feedback regard

ing your match." 

[Afterfirst ten training trials.] 

"Now feedback has been removed. Try to match the posit ion and 

orientation of the target to the best of your ability. W h e n you are 
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satisfied with your match click on the middle mouse button to end 

the trial." 

"Please try to perform the task as quickly and as accurately as 

possible." 

"Do you have any quest ions?" 

The experimenter answered any questions that would not bias the subject's perfor

mance in any of the visual modes. A typical question was, "Do I have to match the orienta

tion of the start target?" Subjects were informed that they do not have to match the orienta

tion of the start target but they could do so if they desired. 

The experimenter observed the subject during the training trials. When the training 

trials were over the experimenter asked and answered any questions using the same guide

line stated previously. The experimenter then told the subject that he would be on his own 

during the actual trials. The experimenter then reminded the subject to perform the trials as 

quickly and as accurately as possible, left the room and started the first experiment block. 

The experimenter re-entered the room after each block to check on the subject and tell the 

subject to rest his arm for at least a minute. After waiting for a minute the subject was asked 

if he was ready to proceed. If the subject responded in the affirmative then the experimenter 

left the room and initiated the next experiment block. 

5.7 Results 

The dependent variables were computed for each trial. Across all eight subjects a total of 

4032 individual trials were completed. The mean trial completion time was 8.00s with a 

standard deviation of 4.66s. 
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Prel iminary Screening 

The data was screened for outliers by removing all trials with a trial completion time more 

than three standard deviations above the mean (75 trials, 1.9%), any trials that were ended 

accidentally (1 additional trial), any trials with a path length over 150cm (3 additional trials) 

and any trials with more than 9 0 0 ° o f rotation (3 additional trials). The trials three standard 

deviations above the mean were examined in more detail and 68 of these trials (91 % of those 

that were three standard deviations above the mean) were in the monoscopic condition. Note 

that many of the trials excluded because they were three standard deviations above the mean 

for trial completion time, also fell into one of the other exclusion categories. A l l further 

analysis was conducted using the 3950 remaining trials. 

The experiment was a 2 (display mode) x 6 (target position) x 7 (target orientation) 

design with repeated measures on all factors. For the remaining analysis, the repetitions for 

each target position and orientation condition performed by a subject within a single session 

were averaged together to yield a single score. The result is a series of 672 measures per 

dependent variable, one for each subject in each of the conditions. 

Residual Analysis and Degree of Freedom Adjustments 

Residuals were analysed for homogeneity of variance as described in Chapter 3 and demon

strated in Chapter 4. A log transform was applied to all of the dependent variable to make the 

variance more uniform and suitable for analysis. To account for violations of the sphericity 

assumption, the Huynh-Feldt adjusted degrees of freedom were used to test for significance. 

Tr ia l Completion Time 

The repeated measures A N O V A for trial completion time indicates significant main effects 

for display mode F( l ,7 ) = 5.84, p = 0.0463 target position F H F(4.3,29.8) = 4.26, p = 0.0068 
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Figure 5.3: Mean of trial complet ion t ime in seconds for each of the target orientation 

condit ions in both display modes. 

Orientation M o n o Stereo 

default 7.70 6.11 
- 4 5 ° X 8.87 6.96 
+ 4 5 ° X 8.10 5.94 
- 4 5 ° Y 8.69 7.58 
+ 4 5 ° Y 9.10 7.83 
- 4 5 ° Z 8.63 6.92 

+ 4 5 ° Z 8.27 6.35 

Table 5.1: Mean trial complet ion t ime in seconds for all target orientations in both 

display modes. 

and target orientation FHF(5.8,40.3) = 6.93, p < 0.0001. Significant two-way interactions 

were found for display mode x target orientation FHF(6,42) = 2.64, p = 0.0291 and target 

position x target orientation F HF(29.4,205.8) = 3.51, p < 0.0001. Table 5.16 at the end of 

the chapter provides full details of the A N O V A results. 

The mean trial completion time was 8.48s in the monoscopic display mode and 6.81s 

in the stereoscopic display mode. However, due to the significant display mode x target ori-
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Figure 5.4: Graph of trial complet ion t ime in seconds for each target orientation con

dition across target posit ions. Error bars are removed to improve legibility 

entation interaction these factors must be examined together. Figure 5.3 shows the relation

ship in trial completion time for the two display modes. Stereoscopic viewing is superior to 

monoscopic viewing across all target orientations. The significant interaction is a result of 

the difference in improvement for the stereoscopic display mode across the orientations that 

ranges from a low of 1.1 Is between the two — 4 5 ° Y conditions to a high of 2.16s in the two 

+ 4 5 ° X conditions. Table 5.1 gives the trial completion time for the different orientations in 

the two display modes. 

The mean trial completion time for the target position and target orientation condi

tions must be examined together in light of the significant interaction between these effects. 

Table 5.2 shows the mean trial completion time for each of the target position and target 

orientation conditions and Figure 5.4 illustrates these conditions. 

Closer examination reveals the source of the significant interaction effect. A post-

hoc analysis using Tukey's H S D as modified by Cicchetti [29] to allow for only row and 
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Cond. def. - 4 5 X + 4 5 X - 4 5 Y + 4 5 Y - 4 5 Z + 4 5 Z all 
x-left 6.52 7.89 6.78 7.34 8.13 7.58 6.97 7.32 

x-right 6.91 7.52 7.12 7.08 7.58 7.38 6.90 7.21 

y-bottom 6.41 6.88 6.92 8.53 8.99 7.47 7.69 7.56 

y-top 6.69 8.50 6.59 8.55 8.74 7.95 6.93 7.71 
z-far 8.01 8.65 7.21 8.53 8.56 7.98 7.85 8.11 
z-near 6.90 8.04 7.47 8.77 8.79 8.29 7.51 7.97 

all 6.91 7.91 7.02 8.13 8.47 7.78 7.31 

Table 5.2: Mean trial complet ion t ime in seconds for all combinat ions of the target 

posit ion and target orientation condit ions. The row and column labeled all indicates 

the overall mean for the orientation or posit ion condit ion respectively. 

column contrasts was conducted. The analysis indicates that where an effect exists it is be

tween the extreme values within a given target orientation (column) or target position (row). 

There was no significant effect for orientation in the x-right target position. There was no 

significant effect for target position in the + 4 5 ° X , + 4 5 ° Y or ± 4 5 ° Z target orientation con

ditions. 

Final Position Error 

The repeated measures A N O V A for final position error revealed significant main effects for 

display mode F ( l , 7 ) = 10.56, p = 0.0141, target position F H F(2.9,20.3) = 4.53, p = 0.0143 

and target orientation FHF(4-4,31.1) = 3.58, p = 0.0140. There were no significant interac

tions. Summary results of of the A N O V A for total position error are given in Table 5.17 at 

the end of the chapter. 

The final position error in the monoscopic display mode was 0.45cm and the final 

position error in the stereoscopic display mode was 0.24cm. Table 5.3 gives the final position 

error in each of target position averaged over the other conditions and Table 5.4 gives the 

final position error in each of the target orientations averaged over the other conditions. We 
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Pos. Position E r r o r 

x-left 0.32 

x-right 0.33 
y-bottom 0.35 
y-top 0.33 
z-far 0.39 
z-near 0.35 

Table 5.3: Mean final posit ion error in centimetres for each of the target posit ions 

averaged over the other condit ions. 

Orientation Position E r r o r 

default 0.32 

- 4 5 ° X 0.36 
+ 4 5 ° X 0.37 

- 4 5 ° Y 0.38 
+ 4 5 ° Y 0.37 
- 4 5 ° Z 0.32 

+ 4 5 ° Z 0.28 

Table 5.4: Mean of final posit ion error in cent imetres for each of the target orienta

tions averaged over the other condit ions. 

can see that the position to the left has the lowest error while the z-far position has the highest 

error. For the orientation conditions, the - 4 5 ° Y condition had the highest final position error 

while the + 4 5 ° Z condition had the lowest final position error. 

F ina l Orientation E r r o r 

A repeated measures A N O V A for orientation error reveals significant main effects for target 

orientation FHF(3.1,21.4) = 15.05, p < 0.0001 and target position F H F(3.4,23.5) = 4.08, p 

= 0.0156 and a significant display mode x target position interaction FHF(4.6,32.2) = 2.81, 

p = 0.0360. Results of the A N O V A appear in Table 5.18 at the end of the chapter. 

Table 5.5 shows the amount of orientation error in each of target orientations. The 

± 4 5 ° Y conditions clearly stand out as having more error than the other conditions. The ef

fect of target position must be considered together with the effect for display mode because 
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Orientation Orientation Error 
default 6.55 

-45°X 5.51 

+45°X 8.70 

-45°Y 14.02 

+45°Y 14.41 

-45°Z 8.71 

+45° Z 7.84 

Table 5.5: Mean of final orientation error in degrees for each of the target orientation 

condit ions averaged over the other condit ions. 
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Figure 5.5: Mean orientation error in degrees vs. target posit ion for both display 

modes. 

of the significant interaction. Figure 5.5 shows the orientation error across target positions 

for both display modes. The divergence between the stereoscopic and monoscopic condi

tions for the left target position is the source of the interaction effect. Table 5.6 provides the 

total orientation error in each target position condition for both display modes. 
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Figure 5.6: Mean path length in centimetres across target positions for each of the 
target orientation conditions. 

Path Length 

The repeated measures A N O V A for path length revealed significant main effects for display 

mode F ( l , 7 ) = 8.27, p = 0.0238 and target orientation F H F ( 3 . 3 , 2 3 . 1 ) = 6.49, p = 0.0019 as 

well as a significant two-way target position x target orientation interaction FHF (12.3,86.1) 

= 1.97, p = 0.0344. The ful l ANOVA table appears in Table 5.19 at the end of the chapter. 

The mean path length in the monoscopic condition was 24.90cm and the mean path 

Condition Mono Stereo 
x-left 10.21 8.70 

x-right 9.91 9.86 

y-bottom 9.93 10.24 

y-top 8.31 8.52 

z-far 8.91 9.53 

z-near 9.29 9.28 

Table 5.6: Mean orientation error in degrees for all target positions in both display 
modes. 
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C o n d . def. -45X +45X -45Y +45Y -45Z +45Z all 

x-left 19.52 22.42 21.45 22.44 23.91 23.12 20.15 21.82 

x-right 20.40 22.35 21.19 22.02 23.30 20.89 21.42 21.65 
y-bottom 19.79 20.28 22.52 25.30 25.96 21.69 22.74 22.61 

y-top 20.82 25.38 23.47 26.09 26.18 24.46 23.72 24.30 

z-far 21.52 23.44 20.69 25.41 24.49 21.81 22.60 22.85 
z-near 19.36 22.03 19.92 23.84 23.54 22.20 20.81 21.67 

all 20.23 22.65 21.54 24.18 24.56 22.36 21.91 

Table 5.7: Mean path length in cent imetres for all combinat ions of the target posi

tion and target orientation condit ions. The row and column labeled all indicates the 

overall mean for the orientation or posit ion condit ion respectively. 

length in the stereoscopic condition was 20.09cm. 

The effect of target orientation must be considered together with the effect for target 

position because of the significant two-way interaction. Figure 5.6 illustrates the relation

ship between target position and path length for each of the target orientations. Table 5.7 

gives the path length for each of the target position and target orientation conditions. The 

key things to notice are: 

• the default target orientation generally yielded the shortest movement paths, 

• the ± 4 5 ° Y orientations generally yielded the longest movement paths, 

• some target position and target orientation combinations had movement paths that 

were comparable to the default orientation. 

Orientation Length 

The repeated measures A N O V A for orientation length revealed a significant main effect for 

target orientation FHF(4.7,33.2) = 24.13,P< 0.0001 and a significant target position x target 

orientation interaction FHF(21 .6,151.2) = 2.56, p = 0.0005. Because of the interaction these 
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Figure 5.7: Mean orientation length in degrees across target posit ions for each of 

the target orientation condit ions. 

Cond. def. -45X +45X -45Y +45Y -45Z +45Z 
x-left 79.42 166.96 121.83 171.01 195.35 128.72 110.48 
x-right 95.76 158.32 122.37 164.46 190.09 114.30 120.35 

y-bottom 74.87 115.28 122.44 192.39 225.39 121.39 122.26 

y-top 81.59 148.10 114.90 174.79 194.50 125.28 123.18 

z-far 99.05 139.46 118.02 186.68 201.57 117.40 118.32 

z-near 79.01 141.28 115.92 204.24 200.31 139.41 136.85 

all 84.95 144.90 119.25 182.26 201.20 124.42 121.91 

Table 5.8: Mean orientation length in degrees for all combinat ions o f the target posi

t ion and target orientation condit ions. The row labeled all indicates the overall mean 

for the orientation condit ion. 

factors are considered together. The full A N O V A results appear in Table 5.20 at the end of 

the chapter. 

Figure 5.7 illustrates the effect of target position on orientation length for each of the 

target orientation conditions. Table 5.8 provides the mean orientation length in the different 

target position and target orientation conditions. The key things to notice are: 
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Condition Mono Stereo 
x-left 1.51 0.82 
x-right 1.85 1.12 

y-bottom 1.93 1.29 
y-top 2.26 1.15 
z-far 1.09 0.96 
z-near 0.86 0.86 

Table 5.9: Mean RMS error in cent imetres for the target posit ions in both display 

modes, averaged over the other condit ions. 

• the default orientation generally required the least amount of reorientation, 

• the ± 4 5 ° Y target orientations generally required the most reorientation, 

• the amount of reorientation is generally consistent across target positions for each of 

the target orientation conditions, with the noticeable exception of the — 4 5 ° X condi

tion in the y-bottom target position. 

RMS Error 

The repeated measures A N O V A for R M S error revealed significant main effects for display 

mode F( l ,7 ) = 19.30, p = 0.0032, target position F H F (5 ,35) = 11.68, p < 0.0001 and target 

orientation FHF(4.5,31 .5) = 4.00, p = 0.0077. Significant two-way interactions were found 

for display mode x target position FHF(3-8,26.6) = 7.06, p = 0.0006 and target position x 

target orientation F HF(17.7,123.9) = 1.77, p = 0.0363. Full results of the A N O V A for R M S 

error appear in Table 5.21 at the end of the chapter. 

Table 5.9 provides the R M S error for each of the target positions in both display 

modes. Stereoscopic viewing reduces R M S error in the x-left, x-right, y-bottom and y-top 

target positions. R M S error is not significantly reduced by stereoscopic viewing for the z-

near and z-far target positions. 

Figure 5.8 illustrates the R M S error across target positions for each target orienta-
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Figure 5.8: Graph of target posit ion vs. RMS error in centimetres for each of the 

target orientation condit ions. Error bars are removed to improve legibility. 

tion. The general pattern for R M S error remains consistent for each of the target orientation 

conditions. The interaction effect is evident in the increased variation in R M S error for the 

y-top target position and the reduced variation in R M S error for the z-near target position. 

Final Position Axis Error 

To gain an understanding of how both position and orientation error are distributed across 

the X , Y and Z axes, axis was introduced as a factor and a repeated measures A N O V A was 

performed with this additional factor. 

The repeated measures A N O V A for final position axis error identified significant 

main effects for display mode F ( l , 7 ) = 6.66, p = 0.0365, target position FHF(3.1,21.4) = 

20.47, p < 0.0001, target orientation F H F (4 .0 ,28. 1) = 4.00, p = 0.0109, and axis F H F O • 1,7-4) 

= 116.36, p < 0.0001. Significant two-way interactions were found for display mode x tar

get position F H F(4.0,27.7) = 2.93, p = 0.0394, display mode x axis FHFO -1 ,7 .8) = 19.10, 
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Figure 5.9: Means of final posit ion error in cent imetres along each of the axes 

across all target posit ions for both display modes. 

Pos. M o n o Stereo 
X Y Z X Y Z 

x-left 0.09 0.06 0.38 0.08 0.08 0.16 
x-right 0.09 0.08 0.38 0.08 0.08 0.19 
y-bottom 0.06 0.13 0.41 0.06 0.09 0.17 
y-top 0.06 0.09 0.37 0.07 0.09 0.20 
z-far 0.06 0.08 0.43 0.08 0.09 0.27 
z-near 0.05 0.06 0.48 0.05 0.06 0.15 

Table 5.10: Mean posit ion error in centimetres along each axis for each target po

sition in both display modes. 

P = 0.0021, target position x axis F H F(6.8,47.6) = 8.74, p < 0.0001 and target orientation 

x axis F H F(9.7,68.0) = 3.68, p = 0.0006. 

A single three-way interaction of display mode x target position x axis FHF(8.8,61 .6) 

= 2.84, p = 0.0076 was also found. Full results of the A N O V A appear in Table 5.22 at the 

end of the chapter. 

Table 5.10 provides the position error across each axis for both display modes and 

all target positions. Figure 5.9 illustrates these results. This table and figure can be used to 
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Condition X Y Z 

default 0.06 0.08 0.28 
- 4 5 ° X 0.07 0.10 0.30 
+ 4 5 ° X 0.07 0.09 0.33 
- 4 5 ° Y 0.07 0.08 0.34 

+ 4 5 ° Y 0.07 0.08 0.33 
- 4 5 ° Z 0.07 0.08 0.28 
+ 4 5 ° Z 0.07 0.07 0.24 

Table 5.11: Position error in cent imetres along the X, Y and Z axes for each of the 

target orientation condit ions. 

understand the three-way display mode x target position x axis interaction, the two-way 

display mode x target position, display mode X axis and target position x axis interactions, 

and the main target position and display mode effects. It is clear that there is more error 

along the Z-axis than along the X or Y axes. Stereoscopic viewing has a significant impact 

in reducing the amount of error along the Z-axis. The largest reduction in Z-axis error is for 

the z-near target and the smallest reduction in Z-axis error is for the z-far target. 

Table 5.11 provides the position error across each axis for each of the target orienta

tions. This table helps explain the source of the target orientation x axis interaction as well 

as the target orientation main effect. Once again it is clear that there is more error along the 

Z-axis. Target orientation has practically no effect upon the position error along the X and 

Y axes, but there is a relatively large difference in Z-axis error across the target orientations. 

F ina l Orientation Axis E r r o r 

The repeated measures A N O V A for final orientation axis error identified a significant main 

effect for axis FHF(2,14) = 132.13, p < 0.0001. Significant two-way interactions were 

found for display mode x orientation FHF(3.2,22.3) = 3.60, p = 0.0274, display mode x axis 

F H F (2 ,14) = 6.92, p = 0.0081, and target orientation x axis F H F ( 1 2,84) = 18.78, p < 0.0001. 
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default -45X +45X -45Y +45Y 
Target Orientation 

-45Z +45Z 

Figure 5.10: Orientation error for each of the target orientation condit ions about the 

X, Y and Z axes. The values represent the projection of the unit axis of rotation for 

the orientation error onto the X, Y and Z axes. 

A single three-way interaction of target position x target orientation x axis F H F ( 5 1.6,361.2) 

= 1.42, p = 0 .0375, was also found. Full results of the A N O V A appear in Table 5.23 at the 

end of the chapter. Because the purpose of this analysis is to examine the effect of axis, only 

the effect of axis and its interactions are analyzed further. 

Display Mode X Y Z 

mono 
stereo 

0.61 0 .30 0 .53 

0.64 0 .30 0.51 

Table 5.12: Mean of orientation error along each axis. The values represent the 

projection of the unit axis of rotation onto the X, Y and Z axes. 

The display mode and display mode x axis effects are considered together because 

of the significant interaction. Table 5 .12 shows the amount of orientation error about the X , 

Y and Z axes in both display modes. The Y-axis orientation error remains stable between 

the display modes, but there is a slight shift of orientation error from the Z-axis in the mono-
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Condition X Y Z 

default 0.65 0.25 0.55 
-45°X 0.56 0.35 0.57 
+45°X 0.49 0.27 0.69 
-45°Y 0.76 0.35 0.33 
+45°Y 0.78 0.34 0.31 
-45°Z 0.58 0.26 0.62 
+45°Z 0.58 0.29 0.57 

Table 5.13: Mean of orientation error along each axis for each of the target or ienta

t ions. The values represent the projection of the unit axis of rotation onto the X, Y 

and Z axes. 

scopic display mode to the X-axis in the stereoscopic display mode. 

Figure 5.10 illustrates the relationship between the amount of orientation error about 

the X, Y and Z axes and the target orientation. Once again, the Y-axis error remains relatively 

stable across target orientations. There is a shift of error from the Z-axis to the X-axis in the 

±45° Y target orientation conditions. Table 5.13 provides the amount of orientation error 

about the X, Y and Z axes in each of the target orientations. 

Figure 5.11 illustrates the amount of orientation error for each of the target orienta

tions across target positions for each of the X, Y and Z axes. This figure can be used to help 

interpret the target position x target orientation x axis interaction. The interaction was due 

to the substantial amount of variation in orientation error about the axes across the various 

target position and target orientation conditions. The Y-axis orientation error was generally 

lower compared to the other axes, the X-axis orientation error was generally higher and the 

Z-axis orientation error was spread out with some conditions having had a consistently lower 

Z-axis orientation error and some having had a consistently higher z-axis orientation error. 

The ±45°Y target orientation conditions stand out as having their error biased away from 

the Z-axis and towards the X-axis. 
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Figure 5 .11: Orientation error for each of the target posit ion and target orientation 

condit ions about the X, Y or Z axis. The values represent the projection of the unit 

axis of rotation for the orientation error onto the X, Y and Z axes. 
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Questionnaires 

At the end of each display mode session, subjects were asked to complete a questionnaire 

consisting of eight questions: two about positioning difficulty, two about orientation diffi

culty, two about target positions and two about target orientations. The questions relating to 

difficulty were answered on a five point scale where 1 was "easy" and 5 was "hard". The dif

ficulty questions asked subjects to separately rate the difficulty of determining or matching 

the position or orientation of the targets. The questions about target positions and orienta

tions asked subjects to indicate which if any target positions or orientations were easier or 

harder to match. A copy of the post-session questionnaire is located in Appendix A.4 . 

At the end of the experiment subjects were asked to score both display modes ac

cording to task difficulty and usefulness and to rank the display modes according to prefer

ence, ease of use and performance. The same post-experiment questionnaire was used in all 

the experiments. Subjects were asked to disregard any portions of the questionnaire dealing 

with head-tracking. A copy of the post-experiment questionnaire can be found in Appendix 

A.7 . 

A summary of subjects' responses to the post-session and post-experiment questions 

in which they were asked to score the display modes is given in Table 5.14. 

In the post-session questionnaires that asked subjects to separately consider the posi

tion and orientation components of the task, subjects stated that stereoscopic viewing made 

it easier to determine the position of the target. The viewing condition had an almost signifi

cant effect upon the ease of matching the position of the target. Subjects indicated that there 

was very little difference between the display modes in terms of determining and matching 

the orientation of the target. Even though the mean scores of subjects comparing the task dif

ficulty and display mode usefulness indicated that the stereoscopic display mode was easier 

and more useful, the Friedman test indicated that the differences were not significant. 
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Question M o n o Stereo Fr iedman P 

det. target pos. 3.1 1.5 8.00 0.005 

match target pos. 2.6 1.9 3.13 0.077 

det. orientation 2.0 1.9 0.00 1.000 

match orientation 2.3 2.3 0.13 0.724 

task difficulty 2.8 1.9 2.00 0.157 

mode usefulness 2.8 1.9 2.00 0.157 

Table 5.14: Means of subjects' responses to the subject ive quest ions regarding dis

play mode condit ions. The first four quest ions were answered immediately after a 

particular condit ion, and the last two quest ions were answered after all condit ions 

had been completed. All quest ions were answered on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 

indicated easy or useful and 5 indicated hard or not useful. 

Subjects' responses regarding which targets were easier or harder were coded by the 

experimenter into a few categories. Summaries of subjects' coded responses can be found 

in Table 5.15. While some subjects considered that the orientation condition made the po-

" sitioning component of the task more difficult, no subjects indicated that the position made 

orienting more difficult. The z-far target was generally considered the hardest and the z-near 

target the easiest. Subjects did not single out any other individual targets as being easier or 

harder than the others. 

Seven of the eight subjects indicated that they thought that the orientation was harder 

to match when only one face was visible in the stereoscopic display mode. Having only a 

single face showing corresponds to the ± 4 5 " o r i e n t a t i o n conditions. Five of the eight sub

jects indicated that having more than one face visible made the orientation match easier in 

the stereoscopic display mode. 

At the end of the experiment subjects were asked to rank the two display modes that 

they used to perform the task according to preference, ease of use and performance. Figure 

5.12 provides a summary of the rankings. Two out of eight (Friedman = 2.0, p = 0.157) stated 

that they preferred monoscopic viewing; three out of eight (Friedman = 0.50, p = 0.480) 

stated that they found the monoscopic display easier to use; and two out of eight (Friedman 
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Position Orientation 

Easier Harder Easier Harder 

Response M S M S M S M S 

None 1 3 3 3 2 2 
z-near 3 4 1 

z-far 5 4 

1 face 3 3 5 7 
> 1 face 3 2 3 5 
default 2 1 1 

X Y axes 1 
- 4 5 ° X 1 1 1 1 
+ 4 5 ° Y 1 

Table 5.15: Summary of subjects' responses indicating which target posit ions and 

orientations they thought were easier or harder to match in the monoscopic(M) and 

stereoscopic (S) display modes. Column totals do not always sum to eight because 

some subjects indicated multiple condit ions. 

= 2.0, p = 0.157) stated that their performance was better in the monoscopic condition. 
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Figure 5.12: Rankings of subjects' preference, perceived ease of use and perceived 
performance for each of the viewing conditions. The height of a bar indicates the 
number of times a particular rank was assigned by a subject. 
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5.8 Discussion 

This docking experiment made use of a large number of dependent variables each of which 

was affected in some way by the independent variables that were manipulated. The large 

set of dependent variables provides a great deal of insight into the mechanics of the docking 

task. 

5.8.1 Speed 

The results for trial completion time showed significant main effects for display mode, target 

position and target orientation as well as several significant two-way interactions. 

Stereoscopic viewing improves trial completion time 

The significant main effect for display mode showed that when averaged over the other fac

tors, docking in the stereoscopic viewing mode was faster than in the monoscopic viewing 

mode. This is not surprising given the body of previous work in this area. 

Position and orientation of targets affects trial completion time 

The results for trial completion time also showed significant main effects for target position 

and target orientation along with a significant interaction between these variables. Because 

of the significant interaction, target position and target orientation must be considered to

gether. 

The joint effect of target position and target orientation is new and interesting. From 

Table 5.2 it is apparent that there are many position and orientation combinations that are 

significantly different from each other, however, the results are more interesting when con

sidered as either orientation groupings or position groupings. Where a significant difference 

exists we see a position or orientation condition where performance is not uniform across the 
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other factor. The lack of a significant effect for certain position or orientation groupings may 

suggest that certain positions are immune to the effects of orientation and certain orientations 

are immune to the effects of position. A n alternate possibility is that certain positions may 

impede performance across all orientations, in effect making all orientations equally diffi

cult. Considered from the view of orientations, certain orientations may make all positions 

equally difficult. 

X-axis performance generally fastest, Z-axis performance generally slowest 

Some general performance trends are clearly visible. The target to the x-right is fastest in 

four of seven orientation conditions and the target to the x-left is second fastest in four of 

seven conditions. This is similar to Experiment 1 where the left target was fastest and the 

right target was second fastest. Performance for the z-far target was generally poor; how

ever, for the two orientation conditions that generally exhibited the poorest performance, the 

z-far target ranks higher. Closer examination of Table 5.2 shows that this is likely due to a 

degradation in performance for the other conditions rather than a genuine improvement in 

performance for the z-far position. 

Y-axis orientations slowest 

The ± 4 5 ° Y conditions generally exhibit the poorest performance in terms of trial comple

tion time. The default target orientation that had the same orientation as the start target gener

ally had the best performance, but this performance was degraded substantially for the z-far 

target position. The poor orientation match accuracy for the ± 4 5 ° Y conditions suggests that 

trial completion time may understate the difficulty of these two conditions. 
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Figure 5.13: Graph of trial complet ion t ime in the default, + 4 5 ° X and + 4 5 ° Y target 

orientation condit ions across all target positions with error bars. 

Some orientations match the performance of the default orientation 

One might easily conclude that the default orientation would directly lead to the best per

formance of all the target orientation conditions. While this seems to be the case in many 

of the target positions, it is certainly not true overall. Figure 5.13 illustrates trial comple

tion time for three orientation conditions, the default (best overall), + 4 5 ° Y (worst overall) 

and + 4 5 ° X (2nd best overall). It is fairly that performance across the default orientation is 

roughly similar to performance across the + 4 5 ° X condition and that both these conditions 

are mostly different from performance in the + 4 5 ° Y condition. The exception that stands 

out is that for the "right" target position there is little difference between any of these con

ditions. 
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Evidence that orientation occurs during translation 

Jacob et al. [57] suggest that input devices should be matched to the task based upon the 

task's integrability or separability. It is important to determine whether the position and ori

entation components that make up the docking task are integrable or separable. If they are 

integrable they benefit from being considered as a single 6 D O F task and justify the use of 

a 6 D O F input control. If they are separable, then an input control with fewer degrees of 

freedom might be used instead. Evidence that positioning and orientation occur in parallel 

rather than serially might suggest that these two subtasks are integrable. 

Wang et al. [99] conducted a study of transportation and orientation in an augmented 

virtual environment. In their study they specifically looked at the overlap between orien

tation time and transportation time. They found that the orientation component occurred 

within the transportation component and the transportation component was the limiting fac

tor. 

Ware [103] conducted a study of object placement in a virtual environment. He in

vestigated position only, orientation only and combined position and orientation tasks. He 

found that position and orientation could be performed in roughly the same amount of time 

as orientation alone indicating that the orientation component seemed to be the limiting fac

tor. A n interesting aspect of Ware's tasks was that he allowed subjects to manipulate their 

view of the scene during the course of each trial. 

When we compare this experiment to Experiment 1, which only looked at position

ing, we find that trial completion time in this experiment increased by 3.48s in the mono

scopic condition and 3.24s in the stereoscopic condition over the times reported in that ex

periment. Clearly the docking task is harder, but if we believe that orientation matching 

should take more than the average of 3.36s, it suggests at least some overlap in the position

ing and orientation activities. Hinckley et al. [53] report a rotation matching time of about 
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15.4s for males using a similar input device, although the rotations were likely of a larger 

magnitude. Further analysis might allow us to better understand the relationship between 

these two operations. 

5.8.2 A c c u r a c y 

Position error reveals results that are generally similar to the trial completion time results. A s 

was expected, stereoscopic viewing generally reduced the overall error by 47% as compared 

with monoscopic viewing. The z-far target position has the greatest error and the x-left, x-

right and y-top positions have the least error. 

Target orientation influences translation accuracy 

The effect of target orientation on position error is interesting. It indicates that certain tar

get orientations have an effect upon subjects' ability to match tip positions. The ± 4 5 ° Y 

orientations have the largest position error, but interestingly, the ± 4 5 ° X orientations have 

similar position error levels. The smallest position error levels are exhibited by the default 

and ± 4 5 ° Z orientations. 

Rotations about the X-axis change the depth of the pointer tip, while rotations about 

the Y-axis or Z-axis do not. Performance for the ± 4 5 ° Y orientations is generally poor and so 

it is not surprising that they also exhibit a large position error. The increased position error 

measures for the ± 4 5 ° X orientations may be a result of the depth changes for the tip of the 

target. 

Z-near target shows the largest improvement in Z-axis error 

Examination of the results for position error across the X , Y and Z axes highlights the Z-axis 

as the source of much of the positioning error. Stereoscopic viewing significantly reduces 
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the amount of Z-axis error. The largest improvement is for the z-near target position and 

the smallest improvement is for the z-far target. These two target positions had a somewhat 

higher Z-axis error level than the other target positions in the monoscopic display mode. In 

the stereoscopic display mode the Z-axis error for the z-near target is comparable to most of 

the other target positions, but the z-far target still shows a higher Z-axis error level. 

F ina l Orientation E r r o r 

The results for final orientation error highlight the poor performance for the ± 4 5 ° Y orien

tations. The ± 4 5 ° Y orientations have an average rotation error of 1 4 . 2 3 ° w h i l e the average 

rotation error for the other conditions is 7 . 4 6 ° . Display mode and target position combine in 

their effect upon orientation error. The significant interaction for these factors indicates that 

orientation error is not consistent across the combinations of these two factors. Stereoscopic 

viewing had a lower orientation error for the left target position, but a higher orientation error 

for the z-far target. 

Considerations for orientation error 

Several issues must be considered carefully when discussing orientation error. The nature of 

rotations limits the maximum orientation error to 1 8 0 ° . In contrast, the maximum position 

error is unlimited. 

Rotations about one axis can affect rotations about other axes. For example, consider 

an object aligned with the X , Y and Z axes that is rotated by 3 0 ° a b o u t the object's local 

Y axis, corresponding to a rotation of 3 0 ° a b o u t the global Y axis. Now consider the same 

object first rotated by 9 0 ° a b o u t the global X axis. Now in order to obtain the same 3 0 ° l o c a l 

Y axis rotation we must rotate by 3 0 ° a b o u t the global Z axis. Translations along one axis 

can never affect translations along another axis. 
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The order of rotations is important. For example, a 45°ro ta t ion about the Y-axis fol

lowed by a 90°ro ta t ion about the X-axis is equivalent to a 90°ro ta t ion about the X-axis fol

lowed by a 4 5 ° r o t a t i o n about the Z-axis. Mathematically, the computation of the X , Y and 

Z axis rotations to obtain a given orientation requires that a specific ordering be imposed. A 

subject might chose any order. From a conceptual point of view this means that there may 

not be an exact correspondence between the rotations a subject might make and the math

ematically determined rotations. In the case of position errors, the order of translation is 

irrelevant and can never cause any confusion. 

Any combination of rotations about the X , Y and Z axes can be represented as a sin

gle arc rotation about some axis. In this representation the rotation is not disproportionately 

biased toward any of the axes. The mathematical computation that determines the X , Y and 

Z axis rotations that would produce the same final orientation as the single arc rotation can 

produce a disproportionate bias. In this computation, the maximum Y-axis rotation that can 

result is 9 0 ° . For the X and Z axes, the maximum rotations are 1 8 0 ° . 

In order to analyze rotation error for some sort of X , Y, or Z axis tendency, an unbi

ased mechanism is needed for determining the amount of axis rotation error. The mechanism 

used here is to consider the axis of the single arc rotation as a unit vector and then compare 

the magnitudes of the vector components. 

Y-axis orientations were much harder to match 

The analysis for total rotation error shows that two target orientations are much more diffi

cult to match than any of the others. These two orientation conditions are the ± 4 5 ° r o t a t i o n s 

about the Y axis. This happens to be the axis of symmetry of the object. However, this is 

unlikely to be the primary reason why these conditions resulted in the poorest performance. 

These two particular orientations result in only a single face of the target being visible to the 
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subject, perhaps making it difficult to find any landmark on the target to aid in an orientation 

match. This is consistent with subjective responses where almost all subjects indicated that 

orientations with only a single face visible were the most difficult to match. 

Overall, the total rotation error was 9 . 3 9 ° . When the ± 4 5 ° Y conditions are removed 

the total rotation error drops to 7 . 4 6 ° . This is consistent with a study of 2D rotation tech

niques by Chen [26] and a recent study comparing 2D and 3D techniques by Hinckley et al. 

[53]. It should be noted that in the study by Hinckley et al. subjects were given feedback 

after each match, while in our study no feedback was provided. 

It is foreseeable that in a typical interactive setting there are likely to be orientation 

conditions that need to be matched where the visual appearance makes this difficult. In a 

study of object placement by Ware [103], subjects were allowed to orient the scene to find 

a more favourable viewing condition. A study of 3D manipulation techniques by Phillips et 

al. [75] investigated automatic scene rotation to afford a better viewing angle. While these 

approaches may be workable in some situations, there are likely to be conditions where sub

jects are unwilling to accept or unable to make viewpoint changes. Further work is needed to 

determine a means of improving orientation matching performance in such circumstances. 

Orientation error biased toward the X-axis 

When we look at the individual axis errors for the ± 4 5 ° Y orientations we find that the ma

jority of the error is about the X axis and not about the axis of rotation. A n examination of 

the overall rotation errors across all target orientations indicates that the Y axis had the least 

amount of error while the X axis had the most error. 

In the case of position error, Z axis performance is poorest, because it relies on depth 

cues rather than position cues. Zhai argues that for rotation errors performance about the Z 

axis should be best because these rotations do not change the depth of any portion of the tar-
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get, while rotations about the X and Y axes do alter the depth of portions of the target. The 

findings presented here are somewhat consistent with his in the sense that the X-axis orienta

tion error was found to be the largest. However, whereas Zhai found the Z rotation error to be 

smallest, the Y-axis orientation error was found to be smallest in this experiment. It should 

be noted that Zhai used a tracking task with wireframe objects and semi-transparency, while 

our task was docking with opaque objects. Great care must be taken in interpreting this re

sult because the X rotation error is heavily biased by performance in the ± 4 5 ° Y conditions. 

In the other orientation conditions, the X and Z rotation errors are roughly equivalent, with 

a clear trend towards the Y rotation error being smallest. 

R M S E r r o r 

R M S error was reduced in the stereoscopic display mode. This was expected in light of the 

strong influence that stereoscopic viewing has upon the task. Aside from the two Z-axis 

target positions, the left target position showed the least R M S error and thus indicates the 

closest adherence to an imaginary line segment between the start and end positions. The 

default orientation had the least amount of R M S error (it also had the shortest path length) 

and this would seem to indicate that subjects were best able to stick to an optimal movement 

path when little orientation change was required. 

Considerations for R M S error 

When examining the effect of target position upon R M S error it is important to consider how 

the R M S error is computed. To compute R M S error it is necessary to compute the position 

error for each individual point in the movement. This is accomplished by finding the closest 

point to the pointer on the line connecting the start position to the end position. The distance 

between the pointer and the closest point represents the error for that point in the movement. 
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For the two targets along the X-axis the amount of X error for any pointer location between 

the start and end point will be zero. The X error can only be non-zero if the pointer goes 

beyond the start or end points of the line segment. For the two Z-axis targets this means 

that the Z-axis error will be zero as long as the Z coordinate of the pointer is between the Z 

coordinates of the start and end positions. A s the Z-axis error is generally much larger than 

the X and Y axis errors, it follows that in computation of the R M S error based upon target 

position the two Z-axis target positions will benefit. 

5.8.3 Conciseness 

The average path length in the monoscopic display mode was 24.90 cm. The stereoscopic 

display mode reduced the average path length to 20.09cm, a reduction of 4.81cm or 19% of 

movement. A s was the case for trial completion time, the significant target position x target 

orientation interaction revealed a complex pattern of influence for target positions and target 

orientations. 

Increased orientation difficulty corresponds with increased pointer movement 

In general the pattern of path lengths across orientation conditions appears similar to the pat

tern for trial completion time across orientation conditions. The default orientation generally 

had the shortest path length. The longest path lengths appeared in the ± 4 5 ° Y conditions. It 

appears that greater difficulty in matching the target orientation results in greater transla

tion of the pointer. During the training sessions, subjects were observed to have moved the 

pointer away from the target to check their orientation match and then move the pointer back 

to the target when they were satisfied with their orientation to match the target position. 
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Amount of pointer orientation varied across target orientations 

The results for orientation length showed that the least amount of rotation generally occurred 

for the default target orientation. The most rotation generally occurred for the ± 4 5 ° Y con

ditions. The other target orientation conditions range between these extremes. Once again 

the significant interaction indicated a complex pattern of influence for the target position and 

target orientation conditions. 

The reduced orientation length for the default target position suggests that subjects 

brought the orientation of the pointer into close correspondence with the orientation of the 

homing target even though they were not required to do so. 

Stereoscopic viewing provides little benefit to rotation 

Examining all the dependent variables related to orientation showed almost no effect for 

display mode. The only significance of any kind is in the display mode x target position in

teraction in the analysis for orientation error. This would indicate that stereoscopic viewing 

was of little benefit for orientation based tasks. The improvement in trial completion time 

for stereoscopic viewing was a result of the strong effect upon the positioning component 

of the task. Orientation error was mostly influenced by the orientation of the target and to 

some degree by the position of the target. 

5.8.4 Felicity 

Subjective responses regarding the effectiveness of the display mode for the task were gener

ally in line with measured performance although a few interesting results did appear. A num

ber of subjects (38%) felt that the monoscopic condition was easier to use than the stereo

scopic condition in contrast with overall performance. A few subjects indicated on their 

questionnaires that the orientation component of the task was more difficult than the posi-
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tion component and that stereo was not helpful for the orientation component. If subjects 

based their determination for ease of use upon the component of the task they felt to be more 

difficult, then it would follow that those who thought the orientation component was more 

difficult would see little benefit for stereoscopic viewing. 

Subjects became more definitive about the target orientations that were easier and 

harder in the stereoscopic display mode. This might indicate that stereoscopic viewing made 

the positioning component of the task easier and allowed subjects to focus more attention on 

the orientation component of the task. Subjects felt that certain orientations made position 

matching easier, but there were no positions that made orientation matching easier. 

5.9 Conclusions 

The goal of this experiment was to achieve a better understanding of the effects of display 

mode, target position and target orientation on a docking task. The most important findings 

are: 

• Stereoscopic viewing appears to have little influence upon the orientation component 

of the task. 

• Target position and target orientation have a significant effect upon performance. This 

suggests that hidden biases might exist within studies that do not explicitly consider 

the position and orientation of the target. 

• Differences in performance by orientation may be more closely coupled to the object 

than the axis of rotation. On a per axis basis orientation errors seem unrelated to the 

axis of rotation of the object. 

Finally, it seems that even though overall subjective measures are generally consis

tent with objective measures, stark inconsistencies exist. One of the most noteworthy in this 
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experiment being that three of eight subjects found the monoscopic display mode easier to 

use than the stereoscopic display mode. 
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Source SS df M S F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
display 7.457 1 7.457 5.84 0.0463 
Error 8.935 7 1.276 

position 1.091 5 0.218 4.26 0.0039 0.0068 0.85 

Error 1.793 35 0.051 

d x p 0.173 5 0.035 1.50 0.2134 0.2512 0.47 
Error 0.806 35 0.023 

orientation 2.895 6 0.482 6.93 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.96 

Error 2.922 42 0.070 

d x o 0.372 6 0.062 2.64 0.0291 0.0291 1.00 
Error 0.987 42 0.024 

p x o 1.379 30 0.046 3.51 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.98 
Error 2.751 210 0.013 

d x p x o 0.614 30 0.020 1.28 0.1605 0.1991 0.68 
Error 3.354 210 0.016 

Total 76.766 

Table 5.16: Experiment 2 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of trial complet ion 

t ime. 

Source SS df M S F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
display 37.559 1 37.559 10.56 0.0141 

Error 24.906 7 3.558 

position 5.349 5 1.070 4.53 0.0028 0.0143 0.58 
Error 8.272 35 0.236 

d x p 2.253 5 0.451 2.16 0.0813 0.1157 0.66 

Error 7.309 35 0.209 

orientation 7.206 6 1.201 3.58 0.0059 0.0140 0.74 
Error 14.088 42 0.335 

d x o 2.870 6 0.478 1.94 0.0966 0.1496 0.53 

Error 10.359 42 0.247 

p x o 5.628 30 0.188 1.49 0.0570 0.0570 1.00 
Error 26.452 210 0.126 

d x p x o 4.953 30 0.165 1.18 0.2447 0.2451 1.00 

Error 29.290 210 0.139 

Total 280.521 

Table 5.17: Experiment 2 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of final posit ion er

ror. 
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Source SS df M S F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 

display 0.035 1 0.035 0.24 0.6399 

Error 1.030 7 0.147 

position 1.864 5 0.373 4.08 0.0051 0.0156 0.67 

Error 3.200 35 0.091 

d x p 0.694 5 0.139 2.81 0.0309 0.0360 0.92 
Error 1.729 35 0.049 

orientation 63.870 6 10.645 15.05 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.51 

Error 29.716 42 0.708 

d x o 1.384 6 0.231 1.99 0.0884 0.0884 1.00 
Error 4.863 42 0.116 

p x o 4.638 30 0.155 1.60 0.0308 0.0614 0.66 
Error 20.284 210 0.097 

d x p x o 1.980 30 0.066 1.29 0.1564 0.1740 0.84 

Error 10.767 210 0.051 

Total 173.863 

Table 5.18: Experiment 2 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of final orientation 

error. 

Source SS df M S F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 

display 6.960 1 6.960 8.27 0.0238 
Error 5.894 7 0.842 

position 0.984 5 0.197 2.65 0.0391 0.0532 0.81 

Error 2.597 35 0.074 

d x p 0.286 5 0.057 2.60 0.0424 0.0573 0.80 
Error 0.772 35 0.022 

orientation 2.390 6 0.398 6.49 0.0001 0.0019 0.55 

Error 2.579 42 0.061 

d x o 0.184 6 0.031 1.84 0.1148 0.1265 0.88 

Error 0.701 42 0.017 

p x o 0.846 30 0.028 1.97 0.0031 0.0344 0.41 

Error 3.000 210 0.014 

d x p x o 0.338 30 0.011 1.16 0.2720 0.3086 0.58 

Error 2.047 210 0.010 

Total 46.559 

Table 5.19: Experiment 2 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of path length. 
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Source SS df M S F conv. p adj. p H - F e 

display 0.398 1 0.398 0.33 0.5844 

Error 8.486 7 1.212 

position 0.083 5 0.017 0.15 0.9777 0.9777 1.00 

Error 3.775 35 0.108 

d x p 0.331 5 0.066 2.38 0.0587 0.0705 0.86 

Error 0.974 35 0.028 

orientation 58.470 6 9.745 24.13 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.79 

Error 16.961 42 0.404 

d x o 0.782 6 0.130 1.68 0.1503 0.1741 0.75 

Error 3.261 42 0.078 

p x o 3.406 30 0.114 2.56 0.0001 0.0005 0.72 

Error 9.295 210 0.044 

d x p x o 0.907 30 0.030 1.02 0.4425 0.4413 0.61 

Error 6.217 210 0.030 

Total 177.674 

Table 5.20: Experiment 2 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of orientation 

length. 

Source SS df M S F conv. p adj. p H - F e 

display 22.415 1 22.415 19.30 0.0032 

Error 8.129 7 1.161 

position 31.393 5 6.279 11.68 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 1.00 

Error 18.809 35 0.537 

d x p 8.423 5 1.685 7.06 0.0001 0.0006 0.76 

Error 8.356 35 0.239 

orientation 2.915 6 0.486 4.00 0.0030 0.0077 0.75 

Error 5.103 42 0.122 

d x o 1.082 6 0.180 2.31 0.0516 0.0645 0.84 

Error 3.283 42 0.078 

p x o 3.096 30 0.103 1.77 0.0112 0.0363 0.59 

Error 12.234 210 0.058 

d x p x o 0.903 30 0.030 0.65 0.9170 0.8187 0.49 

Error 9.669 210 0.046 

Total 210.690 

Table 5 .21 : Experiment 2 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of R M S error. 
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Source SS df M S F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
display 21.337 1 21.337 6.66 0.0365 

Error 22.441 7 3.206 

position 22.901 5 4.580 20.47 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.61 

Error 7.831 35 0.224 

d x p 3.037 5 0.607 2.93 0.0260 0.0394 0.79 

Error 7.261 35 0.207 

orientation 9.508 6 1.585 4.00 0.0030 0.0109 0.67 

Error 16.646 42 0.396 

d x o 3.596 6 0.599 2.04 0.0810 0.0810 1.00 

Error 12.324 42 0.293 

p x o 6.730 30 0.224 1.09 0.3470 0.3470 1.00 

Error 43.107 210 0.205 

d x p x o 6.323 30 0.211 1.03 0.4316 0.4328 0.78 

Error 43.023 210 0.205 

axis 577.772 2 288.886 116.36 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.53 

Error 34.759 14 2.483 

d x a 46.542 2 23.271 19.10 0.0001 0.0021 0.56 

Error 17.058 14 1.218 

p x a 21.062 10 2.106 8.74 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.68 

Error 16.875 70 0.241 

d x p x a 6.484 10 0.648 2.84 0.0051 0.0076 0.88 

Error 15.984 70 0.228 

o x a 10.751 12 0.896 3.68 0.0002 0.0006 0.81 

Error 20.435 84 0.243 

d x o x a 2.686 12 0.224 1.06 0.4002 0.3961 0.40 

Error 17.663 84 0.210 

p x o x a 10.174 60 0.170 1.39 0.0344 0.0808 0.57 

Error 51.093 420 0.122 

d x p x o x a 9.602 60 0.160 1.10 0.2938 0.2938 1.00 

Error 61.099 420 0.145 

Total 1302.071 

Table 5.22: Experiment 2 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of final position axis 
error. 
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Source SS df M S F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
display 0.000 1 0.000 0.01 0.9449 

Error 0.304 7 0.043 

position 0.254 5 0.051 1.10 0.3800 0.3796 0.95 

Error 1.620 35 0.046 

d x p 0.341 5 0.068 2.50 0.0487 0.0523 0.95 

Error 0.952 35 0.027 

orientation 2.602 6 0.434 1.85 0.1132 0.1511 0.64 

Error 9.867 42 0.235 

d x o 1.358 6 0.226 3.60 0.0057 0.0274 0.53 

Error 2.637 42 0.063 

p x o 2.247 30 0.075 1.32 0.1366 0.1459 0.92 

Error 11.950 210 0.057 

d x p x o 1.461 30 0.049 1.17 0.2546 0.2599 0.94 

Error 8.713 210 0.041 

axis 211.742 2 105.871 132.13 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 1.00 

Error 11.218 14 0.801 

d x a 1.351 2 0.675 6.92 0.0081 0.0081 1.00 

Error 1.365 14 0.098 

p x a 2.598 10 0.260 1.43 0.1851 0.1851 1.00 

Error 12.708 70 0.182 

d x p x a 0.913 10 0.091 0.72 0.6997 0.6997 1.00 

Error 8.832 70 0.126 

o x a 91.690 12 7.641 18.78 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 1.00 

Error 34.172 84 0.407 

d x o x a 2.948 12 0.246 1.58 0.1126 0.1206 0.92 

Error 13.045 84 0.155 

p x o x a 11.333 60 0.189 1.42 0.0277 0.0375 0.86 

Error 55.927 420 0.133 

d x p x o x a 6.678 60 0.111 1.17 0.1928 0.2249 0.73 

Error 39.958 420 0.095 

Total 554.402 

Table 5.23: Experiment 2 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of final orientation 
axis error. 
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Chapter 6 

Experiment 3: 

Line Tracing 

The line tracing experiment was the third of four experiments to be carried out. The line 

tracing task required subjects to move the tip of a pointer from a starting position to an end 

position while keeping the tip of the pointer as close to a line (shown on the display as a 

narrow cylinder) as possible. In the line tracing task subjects were free to reorient the pointer 

in any manner they might choose. 

6.1 Hypotheses 

The experimental hypotheses of this experiment are that display mode (monoscopic versus 

stereoscopic), head-tracking mode (fixed viewpoint versus head-tracked viewpoint), target 

position ( ± 1 0 c m along one of the X , Y or Z axes from a fixed starting location) and block 

(four levels, representing the successive blocks of trials within a particular session) have 

an effect upon performance in a line tracing task. To evaluate the effect of the independent 

variables upon the task several different dependent measures were gathered. 
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The following six dependent measures were analyzed in this experiment: trial com

pletion time, final position error, final position axis error, R M S error, R M S axis error and 

path length. A detailed description of these measures appears in Section 3.1. R M S error is 

the root mean square of the distance from the tip of the pointer to the closest point on the 

ideal path. For this experiment the ideal path used to compute the R M S error is considered 

to be the straight line from the starting position to the target position. 

For statistical testing, an a level of 0.05 was used to determine whether or not the 

independent variables had a significant effect. 

6.2 Participants 

Subjects were recruited as specified in Chapter 3. One potential subject was excluded be

cause he could not fuse the stereo pairs in the stereo screening test. Eight subjects were 

accepted into the experiment, none of whom had participated in the earlier experiments. 

6.3 Equipment 

The standard equipment described earlier in Section 3.3 was used, including the head-tracker. 

Figure 3.1 shows the hardware used in this experiment. 

A long narrow cylinder was used to connect the start and end points rather than a 

single pixel straight line. In order to make the lighting more natural a white light source 

was used to illuminate the cylinder. Because of the lighting a small amount of green may 

appear on the display. To mask potential bleeding a dark gray background was used rather 

than the black background used in earlier experiments. Figure 6.1 shows an image of the 

screen from one of the trials of this experiment. 
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Figure 6.1: An image of the screen during a trial of the line tracing experiment. The 

cylinder representing the line to be t raced is visible wi th the trial target at the right-

end and the pointer moving along the line from the left-end. The large shaded ob

jects toward the top of the image are a part of the vect ion background. 

6.4 Procedure 

Subjects were required to perform a line tracing task in a 3D environment. The pointer had 

six degrees of freedom, but to accomplish the task, only the position of the tip of the pointer 

was important. The pointer and target in this task were identical tetrahedron-like objects, in 

which the height (1.73cm) was twice the width (0.87cm) and one face was perpendicular to 

the base. The difference in size along one dimension allows one vertex to be easily identi

fied as the tip and one face to be identified as the base. This is the same pointer used in the 

docking experiment, and only differs from the pointer in the point location experiment in 

terms of colouration as described in Section 3.3. 

In the default orientation the tip points upward along the positive Y-axis, the base 
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was parallel to the X Z plane and the perpendicular face was to the back and parallel to the 

X Y plane. The base was half intensity magenta, the back face was full intensity magenta and 

the two front faces used both full intensity red and full intensity blue. The two front faces 

had a different colour in their top and bottom halves. The top half of one face was red and 

the bottom half of the same face was blue. The opposite face had the reverse colouration. 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the appearance of the pointer and target in different orientations. 

Subjects manipulated the pointer via the Polhemus input device using the dominant 

right hand, and used the middle mouse button with the mouse held in the left hand to advance 

through the experiment trials. A trial consisted of two phases, an initial homing phase and 

a tracing phase. 

During the homing phase the subject had to move the tip of the pointer to the tip of 

the homing target. The homing target was located at a fixed centre point and was always in 

the default orientation. Subjects received feedback in the form of a red box that appeared 

around the tip of the homing target when the tip of the pointer was within 0.5cm of the hom

ing target. When the red box appeared subjects could click the middle mouse button using 

the left hand to advance to the tracing phase; the homing target was removed and the trial 

target was displayed at one of the six positions. A narrow cylinder was drawn from the start 

position (the tip of the homing target) to the tip of the trial target. Subjects could not advance 

to the docking phase if the homing tolerance was not met. The pointer was not required to 

be in any specific orientation for the homing phase. 

During the tracing phase subjects were instructed to move the pointer to the trial tar

get while keeping the tip of the pointer as close to the line (cylinder) as possible. No feed

back regarding proximity to either the line or trial target was given during the tracing phase. 

Subjects had to make their own determination of proximity using the visual cues available 

within the particular experiment condition. Subjects middle clicked with the mouse when 
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they were satisfied with their performance. After a short delay the system advanced to the 

next trial. 

Small viewing shifts in the spirit of Phillips et al. [75] to the left or right were used 

for the two Z-axis target positions (the z-near and z-far positions) when the viewpoint was 

fixed. The direction of the shift to the left or right was chosen at random. Without these view 

shifts the cylinder would appear as a small round circle in the two Z-axis target positions. 

A n additional change to the display was to introduce a vection background similar 

to the one used by Arthur et al. [6]. The goal was to increase the perceived motion parallax 

in the head-tracked viewing conditions. 

6.5 Design 

The experimental design consisted of four within-subject independent variables: display 

mode, head-tracking mode, target position and session block. For compatibility between the 

stereoscopic and monoscopic conditions all target positions in the virtual environment were 

behind the screen surface and were displayed at a size appropriate to a perspective projection 

based on a nominal viewing position of 40cm in front ofthe screen surface in the fixed view

point condition. To mitigate the effects of the apparatus, subjects wore the stereo glasses and 

head-tracker in all conditions. The receiver of the Polhemus was encased in modeling ma

terial that was shaped and coloured to resemble the pointer in the virtual environment. The 

physical pointer is shown in Figure 3.2. 

A n experiment session was comprised of one of the four combinations of display 

and head-tracking modes. After each session, subjects completed a short questionnaire deal

ing only with that session. Each subject performed four sessions, thereby covering all four 

combinations of display and head-tracking modes. The combinations of display mode and 

head-tracking mode were counterbalanced across subjects according to a latin square where 
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each condition was performed first, second, third or fourth an equal number of times. After 

the final session, each subject completed a longer questionnaire about all the conditions. 

Each subject completed four consecutive sessions, one for each display condition. 

Each session was divided into five blocks, a training block followed by four experiment 

blocks. Each experiment block contained 30 trials consisting of five repetitions of each tar

get position presented in random order. The training block was an abbreviation of an exper

iment block consisting of 20 trials. During the first 10 trials of the training block subjects 

were given feedback telling them when they were within 1cm of the line or trial target. No 

feedback was given for the remaining 10 trials of the training block. To minimize fatigue 

subjects were given a one minute break after each block. 

Each subject performed a total of 480 experiment trials. Each subject spent approxi

mately 90 minutes performing the experiment including time for breaks and time to complete 

the questionnaires, but not including the time spent on the screening tasks. 

6.6 Training 

Subjects were trained using the following script. The script served as a basis for the exper

imenter, but was not read directly. 

"Your task is to move your pointer from the starting point to the 

ending point as quickly and as accurately as possible while at

tempting to keep the tip of your pointer as close as possible to the 

line. The starting point is located at the tip of the stationary object 

on the screen. Move your pointer to the starting point now. Notice 

that when the tip of your pointer is close to the tip of the starting 

target a red box appears around the tip of the target." 
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[Experimenter waits while subject moves pointer to start target.] 

"The red box must be present for you to be able to start a trial. To 

start a trial click the middle mouse button with your left hand." 

[Experimenter waits for subject to click with the middle button.] 

"The starting target has disappeared and another target has ap

peared somewhere in the virtual environment along with a line that 

goes from where the starting target was to the tip of the target now 

visible. Move your pointer to the target while trying to keep the tip 

of your pointer as close to the line as you can." 

"If you find that you have moved away from the line, try to move 

the pointer closer to the line. Don't move the pointer back to the 

start of the line." 

[Experimenter waits for subject to move pointer to target.] 

"When you are satisfied that you have reached the target with your 

pointer click the middle mouse button with your left hand. This will 

end the trial. The orientation of the pointer with respect to the line 

or target does not matter. You can have the pointer in any orien

tation you choose. All that matters is that you get the tip of the 

pointer as close as possible to the tip of the target while following 

the line." 

"Please try to perform the task as quickly and as accurately as 

possible." 

"Do you have any questions?" 
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The experimenter answered any questions that would not bias the subject's perfor

mance in any of the visual modes. Typical questions were, "Does the orientation of the 

pointer matter?" and "Does it matter what side of the pointer I have facing forward?" The 

answer to these questions was always no. 

No instruction as to what was fast enough, or what was accurate enough was given, 

but the enforced accuracy requirement for the homing phase may have given subjects some 

guidance. If subjects asked whether they were to favour speed over accuracy or vice-versa 

they were told that they would have to decide for themselves how quickly or accurately they 

should perform the task. 

The experimenter observed the subject during the training trials. When the train

ing trials were over the experimenter asked for and answered any questions using the same 

guideline stated previously. The experimenter then told the subject that he would be on his 

own during the actual trials. The experimenter then reminded the subject to perform the tri

als as quickly and as accurately as possible, left the room and started the first experiment 

block. The experimenter re-entered the room after each block to check on the subject and 

tell the subject to rest his arm for at least a minute. After waiting for a minute the subject 

was asked if he was ready to proceed. If the subject responded in the affirmative then the 

experimenter left the room and initiated the next experiment block. 

6.7 Results 

The dependent variables stated earlier were gathered for each trial. Across all eight subjects 

a total of 3840 individual trials were completed. 
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Preliminary Screening 

In an attempt to remove invalid trials, screening tests for outliers were performed. One trial 

had a trial completion time below 0.5s and a path length below 1cm. This trial was consid

ered to be an erroneous click by the subject. There were no trials requiring more than 30s 

and only 11 trials required more than 20s. One trial had a path length over 60cm (81.46cm). 

Based on the results of the point location experiment all these trials were considered valid 

and only the trial with the erroneous click was excluded. The remainder of the analysis is 

based upon the 3839 remaining trials. 

The experiment is a 2 (display mode) x 2 (head-tracking mode) X 6 (target posi

tion) x 4 (session block) design with repeated measures on all factors. For the remaining 

analysis, the repetitions of each target position performed by a subject within a single block 

are averaged together to yield a single score. The result is a series of 768 measures, one for 

each subject in each of the conditions. 

Residual Analysis and Degree of Freedom Adjustments 

Residuals were analysed for homogeneity of variance as described in Chapter 3 and demon

strated in Chapter 4. A log transform was applied to each dependent variable to make the 

variance more uniform and suitable for analysis. To account for violations of the sphericity 

assumption, the Huynh-Feldt adjusted degrees of freedom are used to test for significance. 

Tr ia l Completion Time 

The repeated measures A N O V A for trial completion time revealed significant main effects 

for target position F H F(3.4,23.5) = 32.21, p < 0.0001 and block F H F(2.5,17.2) = 7.15, p = 

0.0038 as well as a significant head-tracking mode x target position interaction FHF(5,35) 

= 3.10, p = 0.0201. Full results of the A N O V A appear in Table 6.16 located at the end of the 
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Figure 6.2: Mean of trial complet ion t ime in seconds for each target posit ion in the 

two head-tracking modes. 

chapter. 

The effect for block indicates that there is a significant improvement in trial com

pletion time for the task averaged over the other conditions. The average movement time 

for the first block is 6.22 seconds, dropping to 6.03s in the second block, 5.68s in the third 

block and 5.60s in the final block. 

The significant effect for target position is considered together with the effect of 

head-tracking mode because of the significant interaction. Table 6.1 shows the trial comple

tion time in each of the target positions for both head-tracking modes and Figure 6.2 illus

trates the relationship between these factors. Many conditions show almost no difference 

between the head-tracked and fixed viewpoint conditions, however, there is a decrease in 

trial completion time for the head-tracked condition for the x-right target position and an 

increase in trial completion time for the z-near target position. 
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Figure 6.3: Mean position error in centimetres for each of the target positions in all 
the display mode and head-tracking mode combinations. 

Final Position E r r o r 

The repeated measures A N O V A for final position error shows a significant main effect for 

target position FHF(5,35) = 5.90, p = 0.0005, a significant two-way interaction for display 

mode x head-tracking mode F H F O J ) = 12.11, p = 0.0103 and a significant three-way in

teraction for display mode X head-tracking mode x target position FHF(5,35) = 4.09, p = 

0.0050. Full results of the A N O V A appear in Table 6.17 located at the end of the chapter. 

Pos. Fixed Head-tracked Overal l 

x-left 4.77 4.62 4.69 
x-right 5.03 4.69 4.86 

y-bottom 5.07 5.08 5.08 

y-top 5.06 5.11 5.08 

z-far 8.05 8.02 8.03 

z-near 7.28 7.85 7.57 

Table 6.1: Mean trial completion time in seconds for the target positions in both 
head-tracking modes and overall. 
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Due to the significant three-way interaction the display mode, head-tracking mode 

and target position factors are considered together. Table 6.2 gives the mean final position 

error for these factors and Figure 6.3 illustrates these factors. We can see that in the mono

scopic conditions, head-tracking generally results in higher final position error, especially in 

the x-right target position. In the stereoscopic display mode head-tracked and fixed view

point performance is roughly equivalent except for the x-right target position that shows a 

marked improvement in the head-tracked condition and the z-far target position that shows 

a degradation in the head-tracked condition. 

Final Position Axis Error 

The repeated measures A N O V A for final position axis error reveals significant main effects 

for position F H F (5 ,35) = 4.50, p = 0.0028 and axis F H F O .5,10.4) = 36.50, p < 0.0001. 

Significant two-way effects were found for display mode x head-tracking mode FHF0>7) 

= 9.39, p = 0.0182, display mode X axis F H F ( 1 .2,8.3) = 9.57, p = 0.0121 and position x 

axis FHF(10,70) = 8.15, p < 0.0001. A significant three-way interaction was found for dis

play mode x head-tracking mode X target position FHF(5,35) = 4.51, p = 0.0028. Because 

Mono Stereo 
Pos. Fixed HT Fixed HT All 
x-left 0.43 0.39 0.34 0.42 0.39 
x-right 0.57 0.94 0.58 0.39 0.62 

y-bottom 0.51 0.77 0.43 0.48 0.55 

y-top 0.38 0.63 0.41 0.43 0.46 
z-far 0.45 0.54 0.48 0.63 0.53 

z-near 0.30 0.49 0.37 0.42 0.39 

all 0.44 0.63 0.43 0.46 

Table 6.2: Mean of final position error in centimetres for each target position in both 
head-tracking modes and both display modes. The column labeled all provides the 
mean position error for each target position over all other factors and the row labeled 
all provides the mean final position error for the specific viewing condition. 
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the purpose of this analysis is to discover the possible effects of axis, only main effects or 

interactions involving the axis factor will be examined in detail. Full results of the A N O V A 

appear in Table 6.18 located at the end of the chapter. 

Table 6.3 shows the final position error along each axis and Table 6.4 provides the 

final position error for each display mode along each axis. In each case the Z-axis error is 

clearly much higher than the X - and Y-axis errors which are roughly equivalent. From the 

display mode x axis interaction it is evident that the Z-axis error shows an improvement in 

the stereoscopic display mode, while there is almost no change in the X - and Y-axis errors. 

Axis X Y Z 

E r r o r 0.12 0.14 0.41 

Table 6.3: Mean of final posit ion error along the X, Y and Z axes. 

Display M o d e X Y Z 

mono 

stereo 

0.12 0.13 0.46 

0.12 0.15 0.35 

Table 6.4: Mean of final posit ion error in cent imetres along the X, Y and Z axes for 

both display modes. 

Table 6.5 provides the final position error for each position along each axis and the 

relationship between these factors is illustrated in Figure 6.4. The Z-axis error is clearly 

greater than the X - and Y-axis errors in every case. Interestingly, while the x-left target po-

Pos. X Y Z 

x-left 0.12 0.11 0.32 

x-right 0.16 0.12 0.54 

y-bottom 0.10 0.20 0.44 

y-top 0.09 0.17 0.44 

z-far 0.14 0.13 0.45 

z-near 0.13 0.11 0.38 

Table 6.5: Mean of final posit ion error in centimetres along the X, Y and Z axes for 

each of the target posit ions. 
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Figure 6.4: Mean of final position axis error in centimetres for each axis across all 
target positions. 

sition has the least amount of Z-axis error, the x-right target position has the most Z-axis 

error. It is also evident while the amount of X - and Y-axis error appears roughly for the X -

and Z-axis targets, the two Y-axis targets (y-bottom and y-top) exhibit a larger amount of 

Y-axis error. 

Path Length 

The repeated measures A N O V A for path length reveal significant main effects for target po

sition FHF(4.5,31.5) = 23.87, p < 0.0001 and block F H F (3 ,21) = 13.87, p < 0.0001 as 

well as a significant head-tracking mode x target position interaction FHF(5,35) = 5.90, p 

= 0.0005. Full results of the A N O V A appear in Table 6.19 located at the end of the chapter. 

The significant main effect for block indicates a significant decrease in path length 

across the blocks. Table 6.6 shows the mean path length in each of the blocks. 

The significant target position and head-tracking mode x target position interaction 
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Block 1 2 3 4 

Path Length 14.62 14.29 13.96 13.84 

Table 6 

20 

6: Mean path length in centimetres in each of the session blocks. 
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Figure 6.5: Mean path length in centimetres for each of the target positions in the 
two head-tracking modes. 

are considered together. Table 6.7 provides the mean path length for each target position in 

both head-tracking modes and Figure 6.5 illustrates these values. We can see that the path 

length for the z-near and z-far target positions is higher than for the other target positions. 

In the head-tracked mode the path lengths for the z-near and z-far target positions increases 

dramatically, while remaining essentially unchanged for the other target positions. 

RMS Error 

The repeated measures A N O V A for R M S error indicates significant main effects for head-

tracking mode F H F ( l , 7 ) = 7.62,p = 0.0281 and target position F H F (5 ,35) = 3.44, p = 0.0124 

as well as a significant display mode x head-tracking mode interaction FHF(1,7) = 10.20, p 
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= 0.0152 . Full results of the A N O V A appear in Table 6.20 located at the end of the chapter. 

The main effect for head-tracking mode and the display mode x head tracking mode 

interaction are considered together. Table 6.8 gives the R M S error for each combination of 

display and head-tracking modes. From the table it is evident that the R M S error in the two 

fixed viewpoint modes is essentially equivalent. R M S error is larger in both head-tracked 

conditions than in the corresponding fixed viewpoint conditions. The interaction is a result 

of the smaller increase in R M S error for head-tracking in the stereoscopic display mode as 

compared to the monoscopic display mode. 

Table 6.9 gives the R M S error in each of the target positions. From the table it is 

evident that the x-right target position has a much higher R M S error than any of the other 

target positions. 

R M S Axis E r r o r 

The repeated measures A N O V A for R M S error along the axes reveals significant main ef

fects for head-tracking mode F H F ( 1 J ) = 5.59, p = 0.0500, target position F HF(4.4,30.5) = 

16.00, p < 0.0001 and axis F H F0-2 ,8 .1 ) = 91.24, p < 0.0001. Significant two-way interac

tions were found for display mode x head-tracking mode F H F ( I J ) = 5.72, p = 0.0481, dis

play mode x axis FHF(1-4,9.9) = 8.15,p = 0.0116and target position x axis FHF(7.9,55.3) 

Pos. Fixed H T A l l 

x-left 12.77 12.84 12.80 

x-right 12.88 12.92 12.90 
y-bottom 12.50 12.93 12.72 

y-top 13.11 13.25 13.18 
z-far 16.50 17.60 17.05 

z-near 15.03 17.82 16.42 

Table 6.7: Mean path length in centimetres for each target position in both the head-
tracked and fixed viewpoint conditions. The column labeled all provides the mean 
for each target position averaged over the other conditions. 
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Head-tracking M o d e M o n o Stereo 

Fixed 

Head-tracked 

0.54 0.55 

0.77 0.62 

Table 6.8: Mean RMS error in centimetres for all combinations of display mode and 
head-tracking mode. 

Pos. R M S error 

x-left 0.59 

x-right 0.77 

y-bottom 0.58 

y-top 0.61 

z-far 0.58 
z-near 0.60 

Table 6.9: Mean RMS error in centimetres for each of the target positions. 

= 110.64, p < 0.0001. Because the purpose of this analysis is to detect how the R M S error 

differs across the axes, only the axis factor and its interactions will be examined in detail. 

Full results of the A N O V A appear in Table 6.21 located at the end of the chapter. 

Table 6.10 gives the R M S error along each axis. The R M S error along the Z-axis is 

clearly much higher than along either the X - or Y-axes. 

Axis X Y Z 

R M S E r r o r 0.19 0.20 0.48 

Table 6.10: Means of RMS error in centimetres along the X, Y and Z axes. 

Table 6.11 gives the R M S error along each axis in both display modes. Stereoscopic 

viewing does not significantly change the R M S error for the X - and Y-axes. Stereoscopic 

viewing does reduce the R M S error along the Z-axis. 

Table 6.12 gives the R M S error along each axis for all the target positions and Fig

ure 6.6 illustrates the relationship of these factors. It is evident that for targets positions on a 

particular axis, the error along that axis is reduced. Thus there is a lower R M S error for the 

x-left and x-right target positions along the X-axis, the y-bottom and y-top target positions 
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Display Mode X Y Z 

mono 

stereo 

0.18 0.19 0.53 

0.20 0.21 0.43 

Table 6.11: Mean of RMS error in centimetres along the X, Y and Z axes for both 
display modes. 

x-left x-right y-bottom y-top z-far z-near 
Target Position 

Figure 6.6: Mean of RMS axis error in centimetres for each of the axes across all 
the target positions. 

along the Y-axis and the z-near and z-far targets along the Z-axis. For the two Z-axis targets, 

the X , Y and Z R M S error levels appear roughly equivalent. The x-right target position ex

hibits a Z-axis R M S error that is higher than any of the other target positions. 

Questionnaires 

At the end of each session subjects were required to answer a series of questions about differ

ent aspects of the task. Four questions required the subject to rate the difficulty of different 

components of the task. They were asked to indicate the difficulty of determining the posi

tion of the target and the line. They were also asked to indicate the difficulty of matching 
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the target position and tracing the line. Each of these questions was answered on a 5 point 

scale where 1 is "easy" and 5 is "hard." Four additional questions asked subjects to indi

cate if they found any target positions easier or harder to match, or whether they found any 

lines easier or harder to trace. If a subject indicated that a component was easier or harder, a 

free form answer was used to describe the particular conditions. A copy of the post-session 

questionnaire is located in Appendix A.5 . 

At the end of the experiment, subjects were asked to score all the display and head-

tracking mode combinations according to task difficulty and ease of use. Additionally, at 

the end of the experiment subjects were asked to conduct three rankings of the four different 

viewing conditions. Subjects were asked to rank the viewing modes based on their prefer

ence, ease of use and their performance. Low rankings were best and high rankings were 

worst. A copy of the post-experiment questionnaire can be found in Appendix A.7 . 

Friedman rank tests failed to find any significant differences between the subjects' 

scores for any of the viewing conditions. Looking at the scores themselves for any possible 

trends, subjects indicated almost no difference between head-tracked and fixed viewpoint 

monoscopic conditions in the target related elements of the task, but indicated that head-

tracking made the line related aspects of the task easier. This was also the case to a somewhat 

lesser degree in the stereoscopic conditions. Table 6.13 gives the mean scores for the post 

Pos. X Y Z 
x-left 0.05 0.25 0.51 

x-right 0.04 0.24 0.70 

y-bottom 0.18 0.04 0.54 

y-top 0.18 0.08 0.55 
z-far 0.33 0.27 0.32 

z-near 0.35 0.31 0.28 

Table 6.12: Mean of RMS error in centimetres along the X, Y and Z axes for each 
of the target positions. 
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Fixed Head-tracked 

Question M o n o Stereo M o n o Stereo Fr iedman P 

det. target pos. 2.4 2.1 2.4 2.0 2.36 0.501 

match target pos. 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.5 1.61 0.657 

det. line pos. 3.3 2.9 2.6 2.3 3.15 0.369 
trace line 3.8 3.3 3.0 3.0 2.74 0.434 

task difficulty 3.3 2.9 2.8 2.4 2.36 0.501 
mode usefulness 3.1 2.8 2.1 2.3 1.99 0.575 

Table 6.13: Means of subjects' responses to the subjective quest ions regarding dis

play mode and head tracking mode condit ions. The first four quest ions were an

swered immediately after a particular condit ion, and the last two quest ions were an

swered after all condit ions had been completed. All quest ions were answered on a 

scale of 1 to 5 where 1 indicated easy or useful and 5 indicated hard or not useful. 

session and post experiment questions. 

For the post-experiment questions subjects indicated that the task was easiest in the 

head-tracked stereoscopic condition and hardest in the fixed viewpoint monoscopic. In terms 

of the usefulness of the display mode, subjects found the fixed viewpoint stereoscopic con

dition to be slightly more useful than the head-tracked stereoscopic condition. 

The post-experiment rankings were generally inconclusive. Friedman's rank test did 

not indicate significance for any of the rankings. The counts for preference, ease of use and 

performance do not clearly indicate any clear bias for or against any of the viewing condi

tions. The strongest response was that five subjects felt that their performance was worst in 

the fixed viewpoint monoscopic viewing condition. Four subjects felt that their performance 

was best in the head-tracked stereoscopic viewing condition. Figure 6.7 provides summary 

information for subjects rankings. 

Subjects' free form answers to the questions about the type of targets and lines were 

classified into general categories. Subjects tended to indicate that the targets in the plane 

parallel to the screen ( X Y plane) tended to be easier. Both targets and lines along the Z-axis 

were considered to be harder. The categorized summaries of subjects' answers can be found 
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Easier 

Target L ine 

Fixed Head-tracked Fixed Head-tracked 

Response M o n o Stereo M o n o Stereo M o n o Stereo M o n o Stereo 

none 
X Y plane 
X-axis 
Y-axis 
Z-axis 

2 3 2 3 4 5 4 5 

4 2 3 3 3 1 2 1 

1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 2 1 1 1 

1 1 

Table 6.14: Coded summary of subjects' responses to the questions about which 
targets and lines were easier to match the position of or trace. 

Harder 

Target L ine 

Fixed Head-tracked Fixed Head-tracked 

Response M o n o Stereo M o n o Stereo M o n o Stereo M o n o Stereo 

none 2 4 2 3 2 3 4 4 

X Y plane 1 

X-axis 1 

Y-axis 
Z-axis 5 3 5 3 6 5 4 3 

z-far 1 2 

z-near 1 

Table 6.15: Coded summary of subjects' responses to the questions about which 
targets and lines were harder to match the position of or trace. 

in Tables 6.14 and 6.15. 

6.8 Discussion 

In contrast with the point location and docking studies, this study failed to show a strong 

effect for stereoscopic viewing. Rather than a task where head-tracking would be beneficial, 

a task that had little benefit from stereoscopic viewing was found. 
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Figure 6.7: Rankings of subjects' preference, perceived ease of use and perceived 
performance for each of the viewing conditions. The height of a bar indicates the 
number of times a particular rank was assigned by a subject. 
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6.8.1 Speed 

Z-axis target positions had slower performance 

The results for trial completion time shows a strong difference for target position with the 

z-near and z-far targets clearly standing out as the poorer performers. 

Display mode had no effect upon trial completion time 

The surprising thing is the lack of an effect for display mode. One possible explanation is 

the presence of the line in the display. The line allows a subject to obtain occlusion based 

depth information throughout the task. The occlusion cue is a strong source of relative depth 

information. According to Wickens, [106] the occlusion cue is stronger than the stereoscopic 

depth cue. 

Small effect for head-tracking was mixed 

There is a small influence for head-tracking in the interaction of the head-tracking factor with 

target position. For the majority of target positions head-tracking provides no advantage or 

disadvantage. In the x-right target position head-tracking provides a slight benefit, but in the 

z-near target position head-tracking appears to be detrimental. 

6.8.2 Accuracy 

Faster performance for the x-right target may have come at the expense of accuracy 

Final position error provides some additional insight here. The x-right target position in the 

head-tracked monoscopic condition has a much higher final position error. The implication 

is that there is not really much benefit provided by head-tracking for the x-right target posi

tion. With the only source of potential improvement for head-tracking eliminated the con-
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elusion seems to be that head-tracking is either neutral or detrimental to the performance of 

the task. 

Head-tracking impaired monoscopic accuracy, stereoscopic accuracy remained unchanged 

Examination of the display mode x head-tracking mode interaction upon final position error 

shows that head-tracking is clearly detrimental in the monoscopic display mode and essen

tially neutral in the stereoscopic display mode. The positive outlook is that if stereoscopic 

viewing is used and subjects consider head-tracking to be beneficial then it can be used with

out degrading performance. 

X-right target position showed higher Z-axis error 

When axis is considered, it is clear that the Z-axis is the source of the majority of the position 

error. The stereoscopic display mode has a significant effect in reducing the amount of Z -

axis error. A n interesting anomaly is the high Z-axis error in the x-right target position. The 

x-right target position also had a higher Z-axis R M S error. 

Head-tracking made it harder to stay close to the line 

The results for R M S error support the findings of the other variables. Head-tracking is detri

mental in both display modes. In the stereoscopic display mode the gap between the head-

tracked and fixed viewpoint conditions was decreased, but head-tracking still increased R M S 

error. The x-right target position has a higher R M S error than the other target positions. Once 

again this target position stands out as being more difficult than the others. 
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X-right target position showed higher Z-axis RMS error 

Examination of the axis R M S errors shows that the stereoscopic display mode reduces the 

R M S error along the Z-axis. In addition we can see that the x-right target position in the 

monoscopic condition stands out with much more Z-axis R M S error than the other target 

positions. Some property of moving to the x-right target position made it harder to control 

Z-axis movement in contrast to the x-left, y-bottom and y-top target positions. 

6.8.3 Conciseness 

A s in earlier experiments path length indicates the increased difficulty of the z-near and z-far 

target positions. Head-tracking significantly degrades performance for these two positions. 

Head-tracking hinders performance 

The results from several dependent variables clearly indicate that head-tracking is generally 

detrimental to performance. This is the opposite of findings by Sollenberger & Milgram [89] 

and Arthur et al. [6]. Sollenberger and Milgram found a rotational display to be beneficial 

and the combination of stereoscopic viewing and rotational display to be even more bene

ficial. Arthur et al. duplicated these results but used head-tracking in place of a rotational 

display. 

There are two principal differences between this work and the earlier work of these 

other researchers. One is the complexity of the display. The displays in this work are rela

tively simple with only a few objects (the pointer, the line to trace and the target) appearing in 

the display. The other difference is that in the earlier work subjects only had to view stimuli 

on the display and draw a conclusion. In this work subjects have to move a pointer around 

within the virtual environment in addition to visualizing the stimuli. One difficulty that sub

jects tend to have in this setting is keeping their hand steady while changing their view. In 
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general, a fairly large head movement is needed in order to noticeably change the view. This 

causes a sizeable movement of a subject's shoulders and requires subjects to counteract this 

movement in order to keep the pointer steady. Both of these possibilities hold potential for 

future research. One avenue of inquiry would be to investigate what level of scene complex

ity is needed to make head-tracking either essential or beneficial. A n alternative course of 

action would be to investigate at what level of scene complexity (if any) the benefit provided 

by head-tracking can overcome the need to coordinate head and hand movements. 

6.8.4 Felicity 

In contrast with the findings of Experiments one and two, none of the scores or rankings 

in this experiment were found to be significant. The scores and rankings focused upon the 

display and head-tracking modes. It is not too surprising that the subjective measures did 

not indicated a clear bias in light of the other results which showed little or no effect for the 

independent variables involved. 

Examination of the scores in Table 6.13 shows a very slight bias towards the head-

tracked stereoscopic condition. It seems likely that subjects exhibited some sort of bias to

wards the head-tracked viewpoint and stereoscopic display mode because of their novelty. 

If this was indeed the case then it indicates that subjects were able to determine during the 

course of the experiment that head-tracking and stereoscopic viewing provided little benefit. 

6.9 Conclusion 

One inevitable conclusion based upon several of the dependent measures is that head-tracking 

is more often detrimental to the performance of the line tracing task than it is beneficial. 

While the effect upon trial completion time is minimal, the effect on several of the error 

measures is significant. 
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Stereoscopic viewing had been expected to improve task performance for all the de

pendent measures, but based on the results, stereoscopic viewing is mostly effective at re

ducing the error level for the path related dependent measures. 

The x-right target position appears to have been more difficult in this task than in 

the pointing and docking tasks studied earlier, although there were certain trends indicating 

weakness for this target position. This is an unusual finding and might indicate a task related 

weakness for the x-right target position. To verify this finding it would be useful to conduct 

a single experiment that focuses specifically upon task differences. 
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Source SS df MS F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
display 2.709 1 2.709 4.10 0.0825 

Error 4.625 7 0.661 

head-track 0.019 1 0.019 0.01 0.9116 
Error 9.880 7 1.411 

d x h 0.114 1 0.114 0.25 0.6340 
Error 3.218 7 0.460 

position 33.326 5 6.665 32.21 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.67 

Error 7.242 35 0.207 

d x p 0.307 5 0.061 0.77 0.5788 0.4774 0.38 
Error 2.796 35 0.080 

h x p 0.444 5 0.089 3.10 0.0201 0.0201 1.00 

Error 1.002 35 0.029 

d x h x p 0.156 5 0.031 1.27 0.2978 0.2986 0.98 
Error 0.860 35 0.025 

block 1.279 3 0.426 7.15 0.0017 0.0038 0.82 

Error 1.252 21 0.060 

d x b 0.216 3 0.072 1.38 0.2774 0.2837 0.73 
Error 1.101 21 0.052 

h x b 0.195 3 0.065 1.02 0.4049 0.4032 0.96 
Error 1.340 21 0.064 

d x h x b 0.059 3 0.020 0.25 0.8638 0.7903 0.68 

Error 1.673 21 0.080 

p x b 0.273 15 0.018 1.42 0.1517 0.1930 0.64 

Error 1.347 105 0.013 

d x p x b 0.077 15 0.005 0.43 0.9675 0.9291 0.67 

Error 1.265 105 0.012 

h x p x b 0.232 15 0.016 1.30 0.2143 0.2620 0.53 

Error 1.250 105 0.012 

d x h x p x b 0.156 15 0.010 1.09 0.3755 0.3755 1.00 

Error 1.004 105 0.010 

Total 105.771 

Table 6.16: Experiment 3 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of trial completion 
time. 
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Source SS df MS F conv. p adj. p H - F e 

display 3.497 1 3.497 1.89 0.2113 

Error 12.931 7 1.847 

head-track 2.634 1 2.634 1.53 0.2559 
Error 12.046 7 1.721 

d x h 2.684 1 2.684 12.11 0.0103 
Error 1.551 7 0.222 

position 18.787 5 3.757 5.90 0.0005 0.0005 1.00 

Error 22.305 35 0.637 

d x p 3.496 5 0.699 1.92 0.1157 0.1617 0.56 
Error 12.742 35 0.364 

h x p 0.802 5 0.160 0.41 0.8378 0.8378 1.00 

Error 13.652 35 0.390 

d x h x p 3.235 5 0.647 4.09 0.0050 0.0050 1.00 

Error 5.543 35 0.158 

block 0.704 3 0.235 0.87 0.4715 0.4280 0.58 

Error 5.652 21 0.269 

d x b 0.890 3 0.297 1.35 0.2858 0.2906 0.75 

Error 4.624 21 0.220 

h x b 1.023 3 0.341 1.67 0.2033 0.2033 1.00 
Error 4.280 21 0.204 

d x h x b 0.306 3 0.102 0.74 0.5378 0.5057 0.75 

Error 2.876 21 0.137 

p x b 1.809 15 0.121 1.02 0.4384 0.4310 0.56 

Error 12.381 105 0.118 

d x p x b 1.993 15 0.133 0.96 0.4989 0.4849 0.70 

Error 14.488 105 0.138 

h x p x b 2.456 15 0.164 1.26 0.2405 0.2849 0.51 

Error 13.641 105 0.130 

d x h x p x b 0.880 15 0.059 0.45 0.9597 0.8728 0.49 
Error 13.717 105 0.131 

Total 338.773 

Table 6.17: Experiment 3 - Repeated measures ANOVA table for log of final position 
error. 
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Source SS df M S ' F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
display 1.166 1 1.166 0.45 0.5220 
Error 17.961 7 2.566 
head-track 7.272 1 7.272 2.00 . 0.2003 
Error 25.469 7 3.638 
dxh 3.031 1 3.031 9.39 0.0182 
Error 2.258 7 0.323 
position 30.211 5 6.042 4.50 0.0028 0.0028 1.00 
Error 46.990 35 1.343 
dxp 4.130 5 0.826 1.47 0.2235 0.2239 0.99 
Error 19.626 35 0.561 
hxp 1.672 5 0.334 0.39 0.8503 0.7979 0.74 
Error 29.789 35 0.851 
dxhxp 7.874 5 1.575 4.51 0.0028 0.0028 1.00 
Error 12.219 35 0.349 
block 0.792 3 0.264 0.51 0.6771 0.5848 0.58 
Error 10.783 21 0.513 
dxb 0.936 3 0.312 0.89 0.4633 0.4451 0.78 
Error 7.372 21 0.351 
hxb 1.945 3 0.648 1.43 0.2627 0.2627 1.00 
Error 9.536 21 0.454 
dxhxb 0.180 3 0.060 0.19 0.9027 0.8901 0.92 
Error 6.679 21 0.318 
pxb 3.980 15 0.265 0.88 0.5868 0.5696 0.81 
Error 31.626 105 0.301 
d x p x b 3.991 15 0.266 0.93 0.5321 0.5321 1.00 
Error 29.984 105 0.286 
hxpxb 4.310 15 0.287 1.05 0.4099 0.4104 0.63 
Error 28.679 105 0.273 
d x h x p x b 2.631 15 0.175 0.59 0.8794 0.7947 0.57 
Error 31.396 105 0.299 

Table 6.18: Experiment 3 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of final position error 
along axes (continued on next page) 
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Source SS df MS F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
axis 494.703 2 247.352 36.50 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.74 
Error 94.873 14 6.777 
dxa 11.509 2 5.754 9.57 0.0024 0.0121 0.59 
Error 8.421 14 0.601 
hxa 1.945 2 0.973 1.61 0.2346 0.2355 0.97 
Error 8.453 14 0.604 
dxhxa 1.096 2 0.548 1.51 0.2546 0.2570 0.89 
Error 5.079 14 0.363 
pxa 43.420 10 4.342 8.15 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 1.00 
Error 37.313 70 0.533 
dxpxa 4.810 10 0.481 1.49 0.1614 0.1896 0.73 
Error 22.591 70 0.323 
hxpxa 3.752 10 0.375 1.37 0.2137 0.2137 1.00 
Error 19.212 70 0.274 
dxhxpxa 1.969 10 0.197 0.97 0.4781 0.4781 1.00 
Error 14.225 70 0.203 
bxa 0.748 6 0.125 0.63 0.7047 0.7047 1.00 
Error 8.305 42 0.198 
dxbxa 1.000 6 0.167 0.85 0.5425 0.5425 1.00 
Error 8.280 42 0.197 
hxbxa 1.112 6 0.185 0.81 0.5663 0.5523 0.86 
Error 9.578 42 0.228 
dxhxbxa 0.704 6 0.117 0.62 0.7158 0.7158 1.00 
Error 7.992 42 0.190 
pxbxa 3.939 30 0.131 0.92 0.5837 0.5837 1.00 
Error 29.820 210 0.142 
dxpxbxa 4.977 30 0.166 1.08 0.3598 0.3598 1.00 
Error 32.179 210 0.153 
hxpxbxa 4.599 30 0.153 0.98 0.4961 0.4926 0.88 
Error 32.728 210 0.156 
dxhxpxbxa 3.083 30 0.103 0.72 0.8526 0.8526 1.00 
Error 29.774 210 0.142 
Total 1612.315 

Table 6.18: Experiment 3 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of final position error 
along axes (continued from previous page) 
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Source SS df M S F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
display 0.375 1 0.375 5.00 0.0605 
Error 0.525 7 0.075 
head-track 0.300 1 0.300 2.04 0.1960 
Error 1.027 7 0.147 
dxh 0.026 1 0.026 0.33 0.5849 
Error 0.561 7 0.080 
position 10.528 5 2.106 23.87 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.90 
Error 3.088 35 0.088 
dxp 0.043 5 0.009 0.35 0.8811 0.7245 0.42 
Error 0.863 35 0.025 
hxp 0.509 5 0.102 5.90 0.0005 0.0005 1.00 
Error 0.604 35 0.017 
dxhxp 0.071 5 0.014 0.99 0.4396 0.4256 0.71 
Error 0.504 35 0.014 
block 0.272 3 0.091 13.87 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 1.00 
Error 0.137 21 0.007 
dxb 0.096 •• 3 0.032 2.04 0.1388 0.1388 1.00 
Error 0.328 21 0.016 
hxb 0.013 3 0.004 0.17 0.9172 0.8209 0.58 
Error 0.539 21 0.026 
dxhxb 0.030 3 0.010 0.44 0.7296 0.7026 0.86 
Error 0.486 21 0.023 
pxb 0.198 15 0.013 1.39 0.1639 0.2179 0.54 
Error 0.993 105 0.009 
dxpxb 0.090 15 0.006 0.77 0.7109 0.6386 0.56 
Error 0.821 105 0.008 
hxpxb 0.163 15 0.011 1.02 0.4378 0.4255 0.43 
Error 1.118 105 0.011 
dxhxpxb 0.134 15 0.009 0.95 0.5140 0.4797 0.48 
Error 0.985 105 0.009 
Total 31.270 

Table 6.19: Experiment 3 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of path length. 
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Source SS df MS F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
display 1.957 1 1.957 3.91 0.0886 

Error 3.507 7 0.501 

head-track 5.345 1 5.345 7.62 0.0281 

Error 4.908 7 0.701 

d x h 2.366 1 2.366 10.20 0.0152 

Error 1.624 7 0.232 

position 7.555 5 1.511 3.44 0.0124 0.0124 1.00 

Error 15.365 35 0.439 

d x p 3.505 5 0.701 2.85 0.0290 0.0552 0.66 
Error 8.597 35 0.246 

h x p 1.916 5 0.383 1.38 0.2539 0.2539 1.00 

Error 9.689 35 0.277 

d x h x p 0.358 5 0.072 0.54 0.7466 0.7273 0.89 
Error 4.660 35 0.133 

block 0.586 3 0.195 1.39 0.2747 0.2829 0.49 

Error 2.959 21 0.141 

d x b 0.355 3 0.118 1.82 0.1747 0.1946 0.72 
Error 1.368 21 0.065 

h x b 0.201 3 0.067 1.10 0.3717 0.3698 0.92 

Error 1.280 21 0.061 

d x h x b 4 0.037 3 0.012 0.12 0.9463 0.9463 1.00 

Error 2.147 21 0.102 

p x b 0.575 15 0.038 0.65 0.8305 0.7312 0.52 

Error 6.236 105 0.059 

d x p x b 0.739 15 0.049 0.96 0.5006 0.4835 0.65 

Error 5.382 105 0.051 

h x p x b 1.549 15 0.103 1.61 0.0820 0.1210 0.66 

Error 6.713 105 0.064 

d x h x p x b 0.808 15 0.054 0.86 0.6046 0.5494 0.52 

Error 6.538 105 0.062 

Total 140.166 

Table 6.20: Experiment 3 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of RMS error. 
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Source SS df MS F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
display 0.260 1 0.260 0.29 0.6074 

Error 6.300 7 0.900 

head-track 9.955 1 9.955 5.59 0.0500 
Error 12.460 7 1.780 

d x h 4.874 1 4.874 5.72 0.0481 
Error 5.967 7 0.852 

position 137.724 5 27.545 16.00 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.87 

Error 60.273 35 1.722 

d x p 2.195 5 0.439 1.27 0.2980 0.3032 0.84 

Error 12.084 35 0.345 

h x p 5.562 5 1.112 1.62 0.1810 0.1810 1.00 
Error 24.062 35 0.687 

d x h x p 1.463 5 0.293 1.18 0.3380 0.3382 0.99 
Error 8.668 35 0.248 

block 0.654 3 0.218 0.77 0.5256 0.4537 0.50 

Error 5.976 21 0.285 

d x b 0.834 3 0.278 1.15 0.3512 0.3512 1.00 
Error 5.064 21 0.241 

h x b 0.491 3 0.164 0.54 0.6619 0.6464 0.91 

Error 6.395 21 0.305 

d x h x b 0.783 3 0.261 0.83 0.4906 0.4878 0.97 

Error 6.580 21 0.313 

p x b 1.606 15 0.107 0.67 0.8066 0.8066 1.00 

Error 16.739 105 0.159 

d x p x b 1.153 15 0.077 0.51 0.9293 0.9293 1.00 

Error 15.768 105 0.150 

a h x p x b 4.140 15 0.276 1.34 0.1912 0.2200 0.72 

Error 21.604 105 0.206 

d x h x p x b 1.781 15 0.119 0.62 0.8536 0.7961 0.68 

Error 20.142 105 0.192 

Table 6.21: Experiment 3 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of RMS axis error 
(continued on next page) 
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Source SS df MS F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
axis 564.585 2 282.293 91.24 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.58 
Error 43.316 14 3.094 
dxa 8.656 2 4.328 8.17 0.0044 0.0116 0.71 
Error 7.412 14 0.529 
hxa 3.420 2 1.710 3.46 0.0601 0.0601 1.00 
Error 6.916 14 0.494 
dxhxa 0.690 2 0.345 1.87 0.1909 0.2015 0.79 
Error 2.587 14 0.185 
pxa 1226.584 10 122.658 110.64 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.79 
Error 77.603 70 1.109 
dxpxa 7.194 10 0.719 2.42 0.0153 0.0864 0.33 
Error 20.777 70 0.297 
hxpxa 3.339 10 0.334 1.12 0.3596 0.3596 1.00 
Error 20.855 70 0.298 
dxhxpxa 0.876 10 0.088 0.48 0.8950 0.8282 0.64 
Error 12.668 70 0.181 
bxa 0.370 6 0.062 0.52 0.7872 0.7156 0.65 
Error 4.946 42 0.118 
dxbxa 1.032 6 0.172 1.26 0.2978 0.2978 1.00 
Error 5.749 42 0.137 
hxbxa 0.332 6 0.055 0.40 0.8773 0.8747 0.98 
Error 5.862 42 0.140 
dxhxbxa 0.312 6 0.052 0.49 0.8119 0.7660 0.76 
Error 4.460 42 0.106 
pxbxa 2.819 30 0.094 1.00 0.4669 0.4651 0.86 
Error 19.655 210 0.094 
dxpxbxa 2.583 30 0.086 0.84 0.7056 0.6704 0.73 
Error 21.485 210 0.102 
hxpxbxa 4.602 30 0.153 1.48 0.0587 0.0989 0.65 
Error 21.710 210 0.103 
dxhxpxbxa 2.299 30 0.077 0.75 0.8290 0.6840 0.35 
Error 21.570 210 0.103 
Total 2569.153 

Table 6.21: Experiment 3 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of RMS axis error 
(continued from previous page) 
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Chapter 7 

Experiment 4: 

Curve Tracing 

The curve tracing experiment was the last of four experiments to be carried out to investigate 

the effects of display mode, head-tracking and target position on a 3D interactive task. The 

curve tracing task required subjects to move the tip of a pointer from a starting position to 

an end position while keeping the tip of the pointer as close to a two dimensional planar 

curve as possible. The curve was always a single wavelength of a sine curve. The curve 

was approximated for rendering purposes by a series of connected cylindrical segments. In 

the curve tracing task as in the line tracing task subjects were free to reorient the pointer. 

7.1 Hypotheses 

The experimental hypotheses of this experiment are that display mode (monoscopic versus 

stereoscopic), head-tracking mode (fixed viewpoint versus head-tracked viewpoint), target 

position ( ± 1 0 c m along one of the X , Y or Z axes from a fixed starting location) and block 

(four levels, representing the successive blocks of trials within a particular session) have an 
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effect upon performance in a curve tracing task. To evaluate the effect of the independent 

variables upon the task several different dependent measures were gathered. 

The following six dependent measures were analyzed in this experiment: trial com

pletion time, final position error, final position axis error, R M S error, R M S axis error and 

path length. A detailed description of these measures appears in Section 3.1. R M S error is 

the root mean square of the distance from the tip of the pointer to the closest point on the 

ideal path. For this experiment the ideal path used to compute the R M S error is considered 

to be the sine wave from the starting position to the target position. 

For statistical testing, an a level of 0.05 was used to determine whether or not the 

independent variables had a significant effect. 

7.2 Participants 

Subjects were recruited as specified in Chapter 3. One potential subject was excluded for 

failing the handedness screening. A second potential subject had to be replaced because of 

a fire alarm that occurred part way through a session. A third potential subject had to be 

replaced because of a data loss. Eight subjects were accepted into the experiment, none of 

whom participated in any of the earlier experiments. 

7.3 Equipment 

The standard equipment described earlier in Section 3.3 was used, including the head-tracker. 

Figure 3.1 shows the hardware used in this experiment. 

A sine wave composed of 12 narrow cylindrical segments was used to connect the 

start and end points rather than a single pixel curve. In order to make the lighting more nat

ural a white light source was used to illuminate the curve. Because of the lighting a small 
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Figure 7.1: An image of the screen during a trial of the curve tracing experiment. 
The sine curve is visible with the trial target at the left-end and the pointer moving 
along the curve from the right-end. The large shaded objects toward the top of the 
image are a part of the vection background. 

amount of green may appear on the display. To mask potential bleeding a dark gray back

ground was used rather than the black background used in earlier experiments. Figure 7.1 

is an image of the screen during a trial of this experiment. 

7.4 Procedure 

Subjects were required to perform a curve tracing task in a 3D environment. The pointer had 

six degrees of freedom, but to accomplish the task, only the position of the tip of the pointer 

was important. The pointer and target in this task were identical tetrahedron-like objects, in 

which the height (1.73cm) was twice the width (0.87cm) and one face was perpendicular to 

the base. The difference in size along one dimension allows one vertex to be easily identi-
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tied as the tip and one face to be identified as the base. This is the same pointer used in the 

docking and line tracing experiments. 

In the default orientation the tip points upward along the positive Y-axis, the base 

was parallel to the X Z plane and the perpendicular face was to the back and parallel to the 

X Y plane. The base was half intensity magenta, the back face was full intensity magenta and 

the two front faces used both full intensity red and full intensity blue. The two front faces 

had a different colour in their top and bottom halves. The top half of one face was red and 

the bottom half of the same face was blue. The opposite face had the reverse colouration. 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the appearance of the pointer and target in different orientations. 

Subjects manipulated the pointer via the Polhemus input device using the dominant 

right hand, and used the middle mouse button with the mouse held in the left hand to advance 

through the experiment trials. A trial consisted of two phases, an initial homing phase and 

a tracing phase. 

During the homing phase the subject had to move the tip of the pointer to the tip of 

the homing target. The homing target was located at a fixed centre point and was always in 

the default orientation. Subjects received feedback in the form of a red box that appeared 

around the tip of the homing target when the tip of the pointer was within 0.5cm of the hom

ing target. When the red box appeared subjects could click the middle mouse button using 

the left hand to advance to the tracing phase; the homing target was removed and the trial 

target was displayed at one of the six positions. A single wavelength of a sine curve with an 

amplitude of 2cm was drawn from the start position (the tip of the homing target) to the tip 

of the trial target. Subjects could not advance to the docking phase if the homing tolerance 

was not met. The pointer was not required to be in any specific orientation for the homing 

phase. j 

During the tracing phase subjects were instructed to move the pointer to the trial tar-
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get while keeping the tip of the pointer as close to the sine curve (composed of a series of 

small cylindrical segments) as possible. No feedback regarding proximity to either the curve 

or trial target was given during the tracing phase. Subjects had to make their own determina

tion of proximity using the visual cues available within the particular experiment condition. 

Subjects middle clicked with the mouse when they were satisfied with their performance. A 

score was displayed to give subjects some rough feedback about their performance during 

the trial. After a short delay the system advanced to the next trial. 

The score was intended to give subjects some rough idea of how well they performed 

on the just completed trial. The score was computed by adding the mean error for the tracing 

to 1/10 of the final position error. 

When drawing a planar curve in 3D the question of which plane to draw the curve on 

arises. For the X-axis target positions the best case is to draw the curve on the X Y plane. In 

this situation the curve travels left or right and up and down according to the sine function. 

Both degrees of freedom for the curve are easily visible. The worst case alternative is to 

draw the curve on the X Z plane. The left or right movement of the curve is easily visible 

as before, but the sine function now moves the curve in and out along the Z-axis. Based the 

earlier experiments the Z-axis was known to be the most difficult to visualize. To balance for 

this effect, half the trials have the curve drawn in the best case orientation and half the trials 

have the curve drawn in the worst case orientation. In the case of the Z-axis target positions, 

two similar orientations are used, one on the Y Z plane and one on the X Z plane. 

Small random viewing shifts to the left, right, up or down were used for the situations 

in which the sine curve was drawn on the Y Z or X Z planes. Without these view shifts the 

curve would appear as a straight line. 

A vection background identical to the one used in the line tracing experiment was 

also used. The goal was to increase the perceived motion parallax in the head-tracked view-
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ing conditions. 

7.5 Design 

The experimental design consisted of four within-subject independent variables: display 

mode, head-tracking mode, target position and session block. For compatibility between the 

stereoscopic and monoscopic conditions all target positions in the virtual environment were 

behind the screen surface and were displayed at a size appropriate to a perspective projec

tion based on a nominal viewing position of 40cm in front of the screen surface. To mitigate 

the effects of the apparatus, subjects wore the stereo glasses and head-tracker in all condi

tions. The receiver of the Polhemus was encased in modeling material that was shaped and 

coloured to resemble the pointer in the virtual environment. The physical pointer is shown 

in Figure 3.2. 

A n experiment session comprised one of the four combinations of display and head-

tracking modes. After each session, subjects completed a short questionnaire dealing only 

with that session. Each subject performed four sessions, thereby covering all four combi

nations of display and head-tracking modes. The combinations of display mode and head-

tracking mode were counterbalanced across subjects according to a latin square where each 

condition was performed first, second, third or fourth an equal number of times. After the 

final session, each subject completed a longer questionnaire about all the conditions. 

Each subject participated in four sessions, one for each viewing condition, split across 

two separate days. Two sessions were conducted the first day and two sessions were con

ducted on the second day. Each session was divided into five blocks, a training block fol

lowed by four experiment blocks. Each experiment block contained 36 trials consisting of 

six repetitions of each target position - three in the best case orientation and three in the 

worst case orientation - presented in random order. The training block was an abbreviation 
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of an experiment block consisting of 20 trials. During the first 10 trials of the training block 

subjects were given feedback telling them when they were within 1 cm of the line or trial tar

get. No feedback was given for the remaining 10 trials of the training block. To minimize 

fatigue subjects were given a one minute break after each block. 

Each subject performed a total of 576 experiment trials. Each subject spent between 

120 and 150 minutes performing the experiment including time for breaks and time to com

plete the questionnaires, but not including the time spent on the screening tasks. 

7.6 Training 

Subjects were trained using the following script. The script was a basis for the experimenter, 

but was not read directly. 

"Your task is to move your pointer from the starting point to the 

ending point as quickly and as accurately as possible while at

tempting to keep the tip of your pointer as close as possible to 

the curve. The starting point is located at the tip of the stationary 

object on the screen. Move your pointer to the starting point now. 

Notice that when the tip of your pointer is close to the tip of the 

starting target a red box appears around the tip of the target." 

[Experimenter waits while subject moves pointer to start target.] 

'The red box must be present for you to be able to start a trial. To 

start a trial click the middle mouse button with your left hand. " 

[Experimenter waits for subject to click with the middle button.] 

'The starting target has disappeared and another target has ap

peared somewhere in the virtual environment along with a curve 
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that goes from where the starting target was to the tip of the target 

now visible. Move your pointer to the target while trying to keep 

the tip of your pointer as close to the curve as you can. The ori

entation of the pointer with respect to the curve or target does not 

matter. You can have the pointer in any orientation you choose. 

All that matters is that you get the tip of the pointer as close as pos

sible to the tip of the target while following the curve as closely as 

possible." 

"If you find that you have moved away from the curve, try to move 

the pointer closer to the curve. Try not to move the pointer back 

to the beginning of the curve." 

[Experimenter waits for subject to move pointer to target.] 

"When you are satisfied that you have reached the target with your 

pointer click the middle mouse button with your left hand. This will 

end the trial." 

[Experimenter waits for subject to complete trial.] 

"You are now given a score that is a rough indication of how well 

you did the trial. Lower scores are better. Your goal should be to 

try to keep your score consistent rather than focusing on getting 

the lowest possible score." 

"Please try to perform the task as quickly and as accurately as 

possible." 

"Do you have any questions?" 
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The experimenter answered any questions that would not bias the subject's perfor

mance in any of the visual modes. Typical questions were, "Does the orientation of the 

pointer matter?" and "Does it matter what side of the pointer I have facing forward?" The 

answer to these questions was always no. 

No instruction as to what was fast enough, or what was accurate enough was given, 

but the enforced accuracy requirement for the homing phase may have given subjects some 

guidance. If subjects asked whether they were to favour speed over accuracy or vice-versa 

they were told that they would have to decide for themselves how quickly or accurately they 

should perform the task. 

The experimenter observed the subject during the training trials. When the train

ing trials were over the experimenter asked for and answered any questions using the same 

guideline stated previously. The experimenter then told the subject that he would be on his 

own during the actual trials. The experimenter then reminded the subject to perform the tri

als as quickly and as accurately as possible, left the room and started the first experiment 

block. The experimenter re-entered the room after each block to check on the subject and 

tell the subject to rest his arm for at least a minute. After waiting for a minute the subject 

was asked if he was ready to proceed. If the subject responded in the affirmative then the 

experimenter left the room and initiated the next experiment block. 

7.7 Results 

The dependent variables stated earlier were gathered for each trial. Across all eight subjects 

a total of 4608 trials were completed. 
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Preliminary Screening 

The data was screened for potential outliers. There were many trials requiring more than 

20 seconds to complete, but only one trial requiring more than 30 seconds. Two trials had 

path lengths above 100cm. Using the same approach as in the point location and line trac

ing experiments these trials were considered to be valid and within the range of reasonable 

variation. Thus, no trials were eliminated and all trials were used in the analysis. 

The experiment is a 2 (display mode) x 2 (head-tracking mode) x 6 (target posi

tion) x 4 (session block) design with repeated measures on all factors. For the remaining 

analysis, the repetitions of each target position performed by a subject within a single block 

are averaged together to yield a single score. The result is a series of 768 measures, one for 

each subject in each of the conditions. 

Residual Analysis and Degree of Freedom Adjustments 

Residuals were analysed for homogeneity of variance as described in Chapter 3 and demon

strated in Chapter 4. A log transform was applied to each dependent variable to make the 

variance more uniform and suitable for analysis. To account for violations of the sphericity 

assumption, the Huynh-Feldt adjusted degrees of freedom are used to test for significance. 

Trial Completion Time 

The repeated measures A N O V A for trial completion time yielded significant main effects for 

target position F H F (5 ,35) = 5.87, p = 0.0005 and block F HF(1-2,8.4) = 10.90, p = 0.0086. 

No significant interactions were found. Full results of the A N O V A are presented in Table 

7.17 located at the end of the chapter. 

Table 7.1 gives the trial completion time for each target position. We can see that the 

shortest trial completion time is for the x-left target position and the longest trial completion 
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time is for the z-near target position. Table 7.2 gives the trial completion time for each block. 

It is evident that trial completion time improves by 1.47s from the first block to the last block. 

Pos. Time 

x-left 8.46 

x-right 8.57 
y-bottom 8.91 
y-top 8.66 

z-far 8.92 

z-near 9.61 

Table 7.1: Mean trial completion time in seconds for each of the target positions. 

Block 1 2 3 4 

Time 9.73 8.92 8.50 8.26 

Table 7.2: Mean trial completion time in seconds in each of the session blocks. 

F ina l Position E r r o r 

The repeated measures A N O V A for final position error reveals significant main effects for 

display mode F ( l , 7 ) = 7.05, p = 0.0327, and target position F HF(3.4,23.5) = 5.45, p = 

0.0043. No significant interactions were found. Full results of the A N O V A appear in Ta

ble 7.18 located at the end of the chapter. 

Table 7.3 gives the final position error in both display modes. The stereoscopic dis

play mode has a significant reduction upon the final position error. Table 7.4 gives the final 

position error for all the target positions. The z-far target position has almost twice the error 

of the other target positions. 

Display mode Pos. error 

mono 

stereo 

1.15 

0.82 

Table 7.3: Mean of final position error in centimetres for each display mode averaged over 

the other conditions. 
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Pos. Pos. error 

x-left 0.68 

x-right 0.99 

y-bottom 0.81 

y-top 0.87 

z-far 1.79 

z-near 0.80 

Table 7.4: Mean of final position error in centimetres for each target position averaged over 

the other conditions. 

F ina l Position Axis E r r o r 

The repeated measures A N O V A for final position axis error reveals significant main effects 

for target position F H F(2.8,19.6) = 3.95, p = 0.0250 and axis F H F(1-3,8.8) = 48.85, p < 

0.0001. Significant two-way interactions were found for display mode x axis F H F O - 3 , 9 . 0 ) 

= 15.92, p = 0.0022, and target position x axis F H F(3.9,27.3) = 6.98, p = 0.0006. A sig

nificant three-way interaction of head-tracking mode x target position x axis FHF(10,70) 

= 2.15, p = 0.0312 was also found. Because the purpose of this analysis is detect how the 

error is distributed across axes, only the effect of axis or interactions with axis are examined 

in detail. Full results of the A N O V A appear in Table 5.22 at the end of the chapter. 

Table 7.5 gives the final position error along each of the axes. The Z-axis clearly 

stands out with almost four times the error of the X - or Y-axes. Table 7.6 gives the final posi

tion error along each ofthe axes for both display modes. The error along the X - and Y-axes is 

mostly unchanged between the display modes. The stereoscopic display mode significantly 

reduces the Z-axis final position error. 

The target position x axis and head-tracking mode x target position x axis inter-

Axis X Y Z 

E r r o r 0.20 0.22 0.86 

Table 7.5: Mean of final position error in centimetres along the X , Y and Z axes. 
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Display Mode X Y Z 
mono 

stereo 

0.21 0.22 1.09 

0.20 0.22 0.69 

Table 7.6: Mean of final position error in centimetres along the X , Y and Z axes for both 

display modes. 

x-left x-right y-bottom y-top z-far z-near 
Target Position 

Figure 7.2: Mean of final position error in centimetres across all target positions for all axes 

in the two head-tracking modes. 

actions are considered together. Table 7.7 gives the final position error broken down across 

head-tracking mode, target position and axis. The relationship between these factors is illus

trated in Figure 7.2. The large increase in Z-axis error in the z-far target position stands out 

in both the head-tracked and fixed viewpoint conditions. The scale compression in Figure 

7.2 makes it difficult to observe that the X - and Y-axis error also increase for the z-far target 

in the head-tracked mode. 
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Path Length 

The repeated measures A N O V A for path length reveals a significant main effect for block 

F H F(2.4,17.0) = 23.49, p < 0.0001, a significant display mode x target position F H F (3.9,27.0) 

= 3.39, p = 0.0240, two-way interaction and a significant display mode x head-tracking 

mode x target position FHF(3-4,23.8) = 3.24, p = 0.0352, three-way interaction. Full results 

of the A N O V A appear in Table 7.20 at the end of the chapter. 

Table 7.8 gives the path length in each of the session blocks. Path length decreases 

steadily over the blocks, dropping 1.68cm between the first and last blocks. 

Table 7.9 gives the path length in each of the target positions for both display modes 

and both head-tracking modes. Figure 7.3 illustrates the relationship between these vari

ables. The relationship remains relatively stable across the X - and Y-axis target positions. 

The fixed viewpoint stereoscopic condition had the shortest path lengths and the fixed view

point monoscopic condition had the longest path lengths. The path lengths of the two head-

tracked conditions generally falls between the two non-head tracked conditions. In the two 

Z-axis conditions this changes so that the fixed viewpoint stereoscopic condition still has the 

shortest path lengths, but now the two head-tracked conditions have the longer path lengths. 

The path length for the fixed viewpoint monoscopic condition has fallen and is just slightly 

Fixed Head-tracked 

Pos. X Y Z X Y Z 

x-left 0.20 0.18 0.54 0.25 0.18 0.51 

x-right 0.24 0.20 0.94 0.20 0.18 0.80 
y-bottom 0.15 0.24 0.72 0.18 0.17 0.66 

y-top 0.17 0.23 0.77 0.17 0.26 0.75 
z-far 0.18 0.24 1.70 0.30 0.31 1.69 

z-near 0.19 0.24 0.61 0.20 0.24 0.68 

Table 7.7: Mean of final position error in centimetres along the X , Y and Z axes for each 
target position in both head-tracking modes. 
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Block 1 2 3 4 

Path Length 19.00 18.20 17.64 17.32 

Table 7.8: Mean path length in centimetres in each of the session blocks. 

25 

20 

15 

£ 10 

stereo,head-tracked 
stereo.fixed 
mono, head-tracked " 
mono.fixed 

_L _L 
x-left x-right y-bottom y-top 

Target Position 
z-far z-near 

Figure 7.3: Mean of path length in centimetres vs. target position for all combinations of 

display mode and head-tracking mode. 

higher than the corresponding stereoscopic condition. 

Fixed Head-tracked 

Pos. mono stereo mono stereo 

x-left 19.02 16.29 18.48 17.76 

x-right 18.95 16.31 18.62 18.15 

y-bottom 18.86 16.05 18.71 17.47 

y-top 18.89 16.50 18.40 17.67 

z-far 17.19 16.60 18.85 18.35 
z-near 18.35 18.07 20.39 19.07 

Table 7.9: Mean path length in centimetres for each target position in both the head-tracked 

and fixed viewpoint conditions and both display modes. 
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x-left x-right y-bottom y-top 
Target Position 

z-far z-near 

Figure 7.4: Mean of R M S error in centimetres vs. target position for both display modes. 

R M S E r r o r 

The repeated measures A N O V A for R M S error showed significant main effects for display 

mode F( l ,7 ) = 13.33, p = 0.0082 and target position F H F(4.4,30.5) = 3.50, p = 0.0161, as 

well as a significant two-way interaction for display mode X target position FHF(5,35) = 

3.58, p = 0.0102. Full results of the A N O V A appear in Table 7.21 at the end of the chapter. 

The display mode and target position factors are examined together because of the 

significant interaction. Table 7.10 gives the R M S error for each of the target positions in 

Pos. M o n o Stereo 

x-left 0.73 0.58 

x-right 0.86 0.69 

y-bottom 0.78 0.54 

y-top 0.80 0.56 

z-far 0.91 0.69 

z-near 0.74 0.63 

Table 7.10: Mean R M S error in centimetres for each target position in both display modes. 
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both display modes. Figure 7.4 illustrates the relationship between these factors. The stereo

scopic display mode clearly reduces the R M S error across all target positions. As for target 

position, The z-near target is amongst the targets with the least R M S error in the monoscopic 

condition and the z-far target has the highest R M S error. In the stereoscopic condition the 

x-right target and the z-far target have the highest R M S error and the y-bottom target now 

has the least amount of R M S error. 

RMS Axis Error 

To gain some additional insight into the source of the R M S error, a repeated measures A N O V A 

is conducted for axis R M S error. The A N O V A revealed significant main effects for display 

mode F ( l ,7) = 12.32, p = 0.0099, target position F HF(3.9,27.0) = 6.81, P = 0.0007 and axis 

F H F O .4,9.5) = 42.00, p < 0.0001. Significant two-way interactions were found for display 

mode x axis FHF ( 2 ,14) = 11.45, p = 0.0011, head-tracking mode x axis F H F O -6,11.3) = 

4.92, p = 0.0344, and target position x axis F HF(2.8,19.6) = 21.61, p < 0.0001. Two signif

icant three-way interactions were found for display mode x head-tracking x target position 

F HF(4.0,28.0) = 3.55, p = 0.0183, and head-tracking mode x block x axis F H F (6 ,42) = 

3.04, p = 0.0146. Full results of the A N O V A appear in Table 7.22 located at the end of the 

chapter. Because the purpose of this analysis is to examine the effect of axis, only the effect 

of axis and its interactions are analyzed further. 

Table 7.11 gives the R M S error along the axes for both display modes. It is evident 

that the Z-axis R M S error is larger than the R M S error for the X - and Y-axes. Stereoscopic 

viewing reduced the R M S error along all the axes, but it had a much larger effect upon the 

Z-axis error. 

Table 7.12 gives the R M S error along the axes for each target position and the re

lationship amongst these factors is illustrated in Figure 7.5. The Z-axis error was always 
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Display Mode X Y Z 
mono 

stereo 

0.31 0.33 0.62 

0.26 0.29 0.44 

Table 7.11: Mean of R M S error in centimetres along the X , Y and Z axes in both display 

modes. 

X 
- - - - Y 

Z 

_ J I I I I I 
x-left x-right y-bottom y-top z-far z-near 

Target Position 

Figure 7.5: Mean of R M S error in centimetres along each of the axes vs. target position. 

larger than the error along the X - and Y-axes. However, in the z-near target position the Z -

axis R M S error was relatively close to the Y-axis R M S error whereas in the x-right target 

position the Z-axis R M S error was much larger than the X - and Y-axis R M S error. In fact 

the x-right target position had the highest Z-axis R M S error of all target positions. The z-

far target position exhibited the highest X - and Y-axis R M S error, but the Z-axis R M S error 

for the z-far target position was close to the Z-axis R M S error of several other target posi

tions. Interestingly, the z-near target position had the second highest R M S error for the X -

and Y-axes, but the lowest R M S error for the Z-axis. 

Finally, Table 7.13 gives the R M S error along the X , Y and Z axes for both head-

tracking modes across the four blocks and Figure 7.6 illustrates the relationship between 
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Figure 7.6: Mean of R M S error in centimetres along each of the axes vs. session block for 

both head-tracking modes. 

these factors. It is clear that the R M S error for the head-tracked modes was higher than for 

the fixed viewpoint modes. However, there is a steady improvement in the R M S error for the 

head-tracked mode, while in the fixed viewpoint mode the R M S error remained relatively 

stable across blocks. 

Pos. X Y Z 
x-left 0.28 0.26 0.49 

x-right 0.31 0.26 0.63 

y-bottom 0.22 0.28 0.52 

y-top 0.22 0.28 0.55 

z-far 0.37 0.40 0.55 

z-near 0.32 0.37 0.43 

Table 7.12: Mean of R M S error in centimetres along the X , Y and Z axes for each of the 

target positions. 
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Questionnaires 

At the end of each session subjects were required to answer a series of questions about dif

ferent aspects of the task. Four questions required the subject to rate the difficulty of dif

ferent components of the task. They were asked to indicate the difficulty of determining 

the position of the target and the curve. They were also asked to indicate the difficulty of 

matching the target position and tracing the curve. Each of these questions was answered 

on a five-point scale where 1 is "easy" and 5 is "hard." Four additional questions asked sub

jects to indicate if they found any target positions easier or harder to match, or whether they 

found any curves easier or harder to trace. If a subject indicated that a component was easier 

or harder a free form answer was used to describe the particular conditions. A copy of the 

post-session questionnaire is located in Appendix A.6 . 

At the end of the experiment, subjects were asked to score all the display and head-

tracking mode combinations according to task difficulty and ease of use. Additionally, at 

the end of the experiment subjects were asked to conduct three rankings of the four different 

viewing conditions. Subjects were asked to rank the viewing modes based on their prefer

ence, ease of use and their performance. L o w rankings were best and high rankings were 

worst. A copy of the post-experiment questionnaire can be found in Appendix A.7 . 

Friedman rank tests failed to find any significant effects for subjects' scores, how

ever, two of the questions achieved almost significant results. Subjects indicated that it was 

Fixed Head-tracked 

Block X Y Z X Y Z 

1 

2 

3 

4 

0.27 0.29 0.50 

0.28 0.31 0.50 

0.29 0.31 0.48 

0.27 0.29 0.48 

0.32 0.33 0.58 

0.31 0.33 0.60 

0.30 0.31 0.56 

0.28 0.30 0.53 

Table 7.13: Mean of R M S error in centimetres along the X , Y and Z axes for each target 

position across the four session blocks. 
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hardest to determine the position of the curve in the head-tracked monoscopic condition and 

easiest in the head-tracked stereoscopic condition. In terms of usefulness of a viewing mode, 

subjects felt that the fixed viewpoint stereoscopic condition was the most useful, while the 

fixed viewpoint monoscopic condition was the least useful. Determining the position of the 

curve in the head-tracked monoscopic condition seemed to be one of the hardest elements 

of the task. Table 7.14 gives the mean scores for the post session and post experiment ques

tions. 

In the post experiment questions, subjects indicted that the task was easiest in the 

two head-tracked conditions. However, they indicated that the fixed viewpoint stereoscopic 

condition was the most useful. 

The post-experiment rankings indicated that subjects had a reasonably strong, yet 

not significant, preference for the head-tracked stereoscopic viewing condition and they also 

considered their performance to have been best in this viewing condition. A Friedman rank 

test for ease of use was just barely significant (xp = 7.80 with 3 df, p = 0.05). Subjects 

indicated that the fixed viewpoint stereoscopic viewing condition was easiest to use, with 

the head-tracked stereoscopic condition being somewhat more difficult. The most difficult 

viewing condition was the fixed viewpoint monoscopic condition. Figure 7.7 provides sum

mary information for subjects' rankings. 

Subjects' free form answers to the questions about the type of targets and lines were 

classified into general categories. Few subjects indicated that any targets were easier or 

harder. Responses regarding which curves were easier to trace showed that more subjects 

felt that the curves on the X Y plane were easier in the monoscopic modes than in the stereo

scopic modes. The descriptions of which curves were harder to trace varied extensively with 

little apparent clustering of responses into particular categories. To some degree, curves on 

the X Z and Y Z plane were considered to be harder, however, subjects tended to isolate a 
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Fixed Head-tracked 

Question M o n o Stereo M o n o Stereo Fr iedman P 

det. target pos. 2.9 2.3 3.5 2.2 3.41 0.332 

match target pos. 2.6 2.3 2.9 2.6 1.09 0.780 

det. curve pos. 3.6 3.1 4.0 2.8 7.69 0.053 

trace curve 3.6 3.1 3.6 2.8 3.41 0.332 

task difficulty 3.6 2.6 3.1 2.5 4.99 0.173 
mode usefulness 3.5 1.6 2.4 2.3 7.39 0.061 

Table 7.14: Means of subjects' responses to the subjective questions regarding display mode 
and head tracking mode conditions. The first four questions were answered immediately 
after a particular condition, and the last two questions were answered after all conditions 
had been completed. A l l questions were answered on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 indicated 
easy or useful and 5 indicated hard or not useful. 

particular subset of these curves in their descriptions, for example curves on the X Z plane 

running to the x-right target position. The categorized summaries of subjects' answers can 

be found in Tables 7.15 and 7.16. 

Easier 

Target Curve 

Fixed Head-tracked Fixed Head-tracked 

Response M o n o Stereo M o n o Stereo M o n o Stereo M o n o Stereo 

none 5 6 6 8 2 3 1 2 

X Y plane 1 2 1 6 2 5 3 

X-axis 1 1 

Y-axis 1 

Z-axis 1 1 

z-near 2 1 

X Z + Y Z 1 1 
X Y , X 2 1 

X Y right 1 

Y Z top 1 

z-far 1 

Table 7.15: Coded summary of subjects' responses to the questions about which targets and 

curves were easier to match the position of or trace. Responses are categorized by visual 

feedback conditions, with M indicating the monoscopic display mode and S the stereoscopic 

display mode. Letter pairs refer to planes and single letters refer to axes. For example, X Y , 

X refers to the curves that lie on the X Y plane and run to target positions on the X-axis. 
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Figure 7.7: Rankings of subjects' preference, perceived ease of use and perceived 
performance for each of the viewing conditions. The height of a bar indicates the 
number of times a particular rank was assigned by a subject. 
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Harder 

Target Curve 

Fixed Head-tracked Fixed Head-tracked 

Response M o n o Stereo M o n o Stereo M o n o Stereo M o n o Stereo 

none 6 6 7 8 2 1 3 

X Y plane 1 

Z-axis 2 2 3 3 2 
z-near 1 
z-far 1 1 

X Z + Y Z 4 1 1 1 
X Z , X 1 1 3 

X Z , Z 1 

X Z f a r 1 

X Z right 1 

Y Z , Y 2 

Y Z bot. 1 

Table 7.16: Coded summary of subjects' responses to the questions about which targets and 

curves were harder to match the position of or trace. Responses are categorized by visual 

feedback conditions, with M indicating the monoscopic display mode and S the stereoscopic 

display mode. Letter pairs refer to planes and single letters refer to axes. For example, X Y , 

X refers to the curves that lie on the X Y plane and run to target positions on the X-axis. 

7.8 Discussion 

In contrast to earlier experiments where display mode and head-tracking mode had strong 

main effects, this experiment showed only small effects for these variables in only a few 

conditions. 

7.8.1 Speed 

Stereoscopic viewing does not improve trial completion time 

The results for trial completion time in this experiment were somewhat surprising, especially 

in contrast to earlier experiments. There were no significant main effects for either head-

tracking mode or display mode. Neither of the two factors that directly influenced viewing 

had any effect upon the time taken by subjects to complete the task. Earlier experiments and 
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other dependent variables suggest that stereoscopic viewing in particular has a very strong 

influence. It is puzzling then that no effect was found for this task. It may well be that stereo

scopic viewing is not as powerful when occlusion is available throughout the task to provide 

depth information. However, R M S error showed that stereoscopic viewing was better than 

monoscopic viewing. Considering trial completion time in conjunction with R M S error sug

gests that subjects seemed to prefer a particular movement pace and allowed their error level 

to vary rather than trial completion time. 

X-axis positions are fastest, z-near position slowest 

In this experiment target position translates into direction of movement as the sine curves 

were drawn from the starting position to the target positions. Performance seems to be best 

for targets along the X-axis. The worst performance was for the z-near target position. How-' 

ever, when final position error is also considered we see a much larger final position error for 

the z-far target position as compared with any of the other target positions. This would sug

gest that subjects were unable to accurately determine where the target was when it appeared 

in the z-far position. 

Later blocks were faster than earlier ones 

Block had a significant effect upon trial completion time and also upon path length. Sub

jects completed trials faster and with less overall movement in successive blocks. The lack 

of an effect for block with respect to R M S error indicates that subjects were no less accu

rate in successive blocks. In combination this suggests that subjects movements were more 

efficient in later blocks. 
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7.8.2 Accuracy 

Stereoscopic viewing reduces Z-axis error 

Stereoscopic viewing did reduce the amount of final position error for this task, however, it is 

important to keep in mind that final position error is less significant for this task, which was 

to have subjects trace the entire curve, not just the endpoints. Stereoscopic viewing had a 

fairly large effect upon the Z-axis final position error, reducing the Z-axis error from 1.04cm 

in the monoscopic condition to 0.69cm in the stereoscopic condition. 

Head-tracking reduced Z-axis error for the x-right target 

The head-tracking mode x target position x axis interaction draws attention to the reduced 

Z-axis error for the x-right target position in the head-tracked conditions. 

Z-far target had a much higher Z-axis error 

The target position x axis interaction highlights the large increase in Z-axis error for the 

z-far target position. While the Z-axis error was larger than the X - or Y-axis error across 

all target positions, the Z-axis error was much higher for the z-far target than for any of the 

other target positions. 

Stereoscopic viewing reduced RMS error 

R M S error had significant main effects for display mode and target position as well as a sig

nificant interaction between these factors. The R M S error was reduced for the stereoscopic 

display mode in each target position. However, due to the significant interaction it is evident 

that the effect of stereoscopic viewing was not uniform. The z-near target position had one 

of the lower R M S errors in the monoscopic conditions, but in the stereoscopic condition the 
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z-near target position has one of the larger R M S errors. Also of interest is the x-right tar

get position whose R M S error was close to the error for the z-far target in the monoscopic 

conditions and equal to the z-far target in the stereoscopic conditions. 

Higher Z-axis R M S error is reduced over blocks by head-tracking 

Across the X , Y, and Z axes, stereoscopic viewing reduced the amount of R M S error along 

the Z-axis. There was significantly more R M S error along the Z-axis in the head-tracked 

condition than in the fixed viewpoint condition. Interestingly, there was a reduction in the 

amount of Z-axis R M S error across blocks in the head-tracked condition, while in the fixed 

viewpoint condition the amount of R M S error remained relatively stable. In a positive sense 

this could indicate that subjects were able to make better use of head-tracking with practice. 

A more negative view for head-tracking might indicate that subjects used head-tracking less 

and less across blocks and thus their Z-axis R M S error began to converge to the fixed view

point level. 

7.8.3 Conciseness 

The results for path length would at first appear to suggest excellent performance for the z-

far target position. However, one must keep in mind that the z-far target position had a final 

position error that was almost twice that of the other target positions. The path length is low 

because subjects did not move all the way to the target. It is likely that had subjects moved 

all the way to the target the path length for the z-far target position would be much higher. 

The results did indicate a longer path length for the z-near target position. The path lengths 

for the X - and Y-axis targets do not vary significantly. 

Path length is one of the few dependent variables that showed any effect for head-

tracking mode. The X - and Y-axis target positions appear to have had slightly longer move-
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ment paths in the fixed viewpoint monoscopic condition as compared with the head-tracked 

monoscopic condition. However this situation reverses itself in the stereoscopic conditions 

with the fixed viewpoint condition having had shorter movement paths compared to the head-

tracked viewpoint condition. 

Care must be taken when considering path length for the Z-axis conditions because 

of the evidence that subjects did not move all the way to the target for the z-far target po

sition. Nonetheless, in both the monoscopic and stereoscopic head-tracked conditions, the 

movement paths were longer for the Z-axis target positions than in the fixed viewpoint con

ditions. Recall that the movement paths were shorter for the head-tracked conditions for 

targets along the X - and Y-axes. 

7.8.4 Felicity 

As in the line tracing experiment, many of the subjective scores failed to achieve signifi

cance, however, in contrast to that experiment there were much stronger trends. The head-

tracked stereoscopic condition was generally thought to be easier to use than the head-tracked 

monoscopic condition that subjects generally considered to be most difficult. Interestingly, 

in the post-experiment questionnaire where subjects were able to score conditions based 

upon experience with all of them, the fixed viewpoint stereoscopic condition was considered 

to be the most useful. It may be that subjects scored the head-tracked stereoscopic condi

tion highly at first because of its novelty, but upon later reflection they considered the fixed 

viewpoint stereoscopic condition to be most useful. 

Subjects' rankings of the visual feedback conditions indicated that they found the 

head-tracked monoscopic condition easiest to use. However, in ranking their preference and 

performance, the trend favoured the head-tracked stereoscopic condition. A n interesting ex

periment could be carried out to determine which visual feedback condition subjects would 
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select, if given the choice, both before and after some experience with each of the conditions. 

7.9 Conclusions 

As in earlier experiments the goal of this experiment was to determine the effects of display 

mode, head-tracking mode and target position upon the ability to perform a task. The task 

was to trace a planar sine wave drawn to one of six possible locations. 

Stereoscopic viewing did not reduce the amount of time required to perform the task, 

but it did reduce the amount of final position error and R M S error. Thus stereoscopic viewing 

did not allow subjects to perform the tracing task any faster, but it did improve the accuracy 

with which subjects could perform the task. 

Head-tracking was generally not beneficial in the monoscopic display mode, often 

degrading performance. In the stereoscopic condition head-tracking does not appear to have 

degraded performance and it may have improved performance for certain target positions. 

Nonetheless, the overall benefit from head-tracking is slim at best as it appears that head-

tracking degraded performance in more situations than it improved performance. 

Target position continues to be a factor with significant influence on performance. 

As expected, the z-near and z-far targets generally had poor performance, but the x-right 

target position also showed poor performance when compared with the x-left target position. 

Subjective feedback suggests that subjects may have initialy favoured the head-tracked 

stereoscopic viewing condition, but after some exposure to all the visual feedback condi

tions, the fixed viewpoint stereoscopic was considered to be easier to use. 
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Source SS df MS F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
display 2.185 1 2.185 1.26 0.2988 

Error 12.141 7 1.734 

head-track 0.261 1 0.261 0.14 0.7154 
Error 12.672 7 1.810 

d x h 3.106 1 3.106 1.02 0.3452 
Error 21.228 7 3.033 

position 1.201 5 0.240 5.87 0.0005 0.0005 1.00 

Error 1.432 35 0.041 

d x p 0.060 5 0.012 1.42 0.2427 0.2427 1.00 
Error 0.296 35 0.008 

h x p 0.017 5 0.003 0.33 0.8895 0.7932 0.57 

Error 0.354 35 0.010 

d x h x p 0.072 5 0.014 1.50 0.2162 0.2162 1.00 

Error 0.339 35 0.010 

block 2.885 3 0.962 10.90 0.0002 0.0086 0.40 

Error 1.853 21 0.088 

d x b 0.252 3 0.084 1.92 0.1570 0.1858 0.63 
Error 0.920 21 0.044 

h x b 0.027 3 0.009 0.24 0.8651 0.7905 0.68 
Error 0.789 21 0.038 

d x h x b 0.401 3 0.134 1.67 0.2044 0.2254 0.64 

Error 1.683 21 0.080 

p x b 0.130 15 0.009 1.71 0.0602 0.1378 0.42 

Error 0.532 105 0.005 

d x p x b 0.060 15 0.004 0.80 0.6788 0.6788 1.00 

Error 0.525 105 0.005 

h x p x b 0.077 15 0.005 1.10 0.3644 0.3644 1.00 

Error 0.489 105 0.005 

d x h x p x b 0.059 15 0.004 0.72 0.7586 0.6743 0.54 

Error 0.573 105 0.005 

Total 94.399 

Table 7.17: Experiment 4 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of trial completion 
time. 
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Source SS df M S F conv. p adj. p H - F e 

display 21.782 1 21.782 7.05 0.0327 

Error 21.627 7 3.090 

head-track 0.215 1 0.215 0.39 0.5504 

Error 3.832 7 0.547 

d x h 3.699 1 3.699 4.27 0.0777 
Error 6.070 7 0.867 

position 28.084 5 5.617 5.45 0.0008 0.0043 0.67 

Error 36.067 35 1.030 

d x p 1.490 5 0.298 1.11 0.3718 0.3643 0.54 
Error 9.376 35 0.268 

h x p 0.530 5 0.106 0.60 0.6993 0.6993 1.00 

Error 6.174 35 0.176 

d x h x p 1.620 5 0.324 1.96 0.1095 0.1405 0.69 
Error 5.790 35 0.165 

block 0.447 3 0.149 0.90 0.4589 0.4567 0.97 
Error 3.484 21 0.166 

d x b 0.184 3 0.061 0.35 0.7929 0.7929 1.00 

Error 3.729 21 0.178 

h x b 0.424 3 0.141 1.12 0.3651 0.3651 1.00 

Error 2.663 21 0.127 

d x h x b 0.192 3 0.064 0.46 0.7161 0.6781 0.81 

Error 2.954 21 0.141 

p x b 1.375 15 0.092 1.02 0.4420 0.4420 1.00 
Error 9.447 105 0.090 

d x p x b 0.898 15 0.060 0.66 0.8177 0.7497 0.63 

Error 9.526 105 0.091 

h x p x b 0.847 15 0.057 0.76 0.7225 0.7017 0.85 

Error 7.850 105 0.075 

d x h x p x b 0.875 15 0.058 0.68 0.7969 0.7455 0.70 

Error 8.977 105 0.085 

Total 511.039 

Table 7.18: Experiment 4 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of final position er
ror. 
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Source SS df MS F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
display 14.752 1 14.752 2.81 0.1373 

Error 36.690 7 5.241 

head-track 0.215 1 0.215 0.20 0.6647 

Error 7.344 7 1.049 

d x h 6.541 1 6.541 3.79 0.0925 

Error 12.069 7 1.724 

position 27.460 5 5.492 3.95 0.0060 0.0250 0.56 

Error 48.655 35 1.390 

d x p 1.112 5 0.222 0.60 0.7002 0.6366 0.66 

Error 12.969 35 0.371 

h x p 3.930 5 0.786 1.87 0.1257 0.1257 1.00 

Error 14.748 35 0.421 

d x h x p 2.459 5 0.492 1.52 0.2078 0.2078 1.00 

Error 11.300 35 0.323 

block 1.369 3 0.456 1.22 0.3257 0.3257 1.00 

Error 7.827 21 0.373 

d x b 0.203 3 0.068 0.16 0.9221 0.9221 1.00 

Error 8.901 21 0.424 

h x b 0.816 3 0.272 1.34 0.2890 0.2890 1.00 

Error 4.271 21 0.203 

d x h x b 0.528 3 0.176 1.00 0.4106 0.4045 0.87 

Error 3.683 21 0.175 

p x b 3.646 15 0.243 1.16 0.3178 0.3250 0.86 

Error 22.078 105 0.210 

d x p x b 1.280 15 0.085 0.40 0.9771 0.9736 0.95 

Error 22.530 105 0.215 

h x p x b 1.883 15 0.126 0.69 0.7875 0.7569 0.81 

Error 19.057 105 0.182 

d x h x p x b 2.444 15 0.163 0.90 0.5683 0.5515 0.79 

Error 19.051 105 0.181 

Table 7.19: Experiment 4 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of final position error 
along axes (continued on next page). 
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Source SS df MS F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
axis 586.025 2 293.013 48.85 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.63 

Error 83.970 14 5.998 

d x a 29.155 2 14.578 15.92 0.0002 0.0022 0.64 

Error 12.818 14 0.916 

h x a 1.662 2 0.831 1.86 0.1916 0.2002 0.83 

Error 6.242 14 0.446 

d x h x a 3.454 2 1.727 3.68 0.0519 0.0628 0.85 

Error 6.568 14 0.469 

p x a 38.975 10 3.898 6.98 < 0.0001 0.0006 0.39 
Error 39.089 70 0.558 

d x p x a 2.829 10 0.283 1.00 0.4522 0.4522 1.00 

Error 19.808 70 0.283 

h x p x a 4.357 10 0.436 .2.15 0.0312 0.0312 1.00 

Error 14.172 70 0.202 

d x h x p x a 1.914 10 0.191 0.93 0.5135 0.5135 1.00 

Error 14.443 70 0.206 

b x a 0.374 6 0.062 0.39 0.8787 0.8787 1.00 

Error 6.648 42 .0.158 
d x b x a 1.086 6 0.181 1.18 0.3331 0.3331 1.00 
Error 6.417 42 0.153 

h x b x a 1.454 6 0.242 1.60 0.1699 0.1699 1.00 

Error 6.345 42 0.151 

d x h x b x a 0.729 6 0.121 0.89 0.5119 0.5080 0.95 

Error 5.740 42 0.137 

p x b x a 2.725 30 0.091 1.04 0.4229 0.4229 1.00 

Error 18.425 210 0.088 

d x p x b x a 3.760 30 0.125 1.11 0.3241 0.3241 1.00 

Error 23.676 210 0.113 

h x p x b x a 2.888 30 0.096 0.87 0.6659 0.6644 0.99 
Error 23.262 210 0.111 

d x h x p x b x a 3.085 30 0.103 1.01 0.4547 0.4535 0.82 

Error 21.330 210 0.102 

Total 1895.449 

Table 7.19: Experiment 4 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of final position error 
along axes (continued from previous page). 
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Source SS df MS F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
display 0.753 1 0.753 2.46 0.1604 

Error 2.137 7 0.305 
head-track 0.382 1 0.382 0.55 0.4807 
Error 4.818 7 0.688 

d x h 0.230 1 0.230 0.39 0.5520 
Error 4.120 7 0.589 

position 0.288 5 0.058 1.21 0.3242 0.3289 0.75 
Error 1.662 35 0.047 

d x p 0.174 5 0.035 3.39 0.0134 0.0240 0.77 
Error 0.359 35 0.010 

h x p 0.116 5 0.023 1.73 0.1541 0.1960 0.56 
Error 0.469 35 0.013 

d x h x p 0.140 5 0.028 3.24 0.0165 0.0352 0.68 
Error 0.302 35 0.009 

block 0.894 3 0.298 23.49 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.81 
Error 0.266 21 0.013 
d x b 0.012 3 0.004 0.28 0.8425 0.7530 0.63 
Error 0.301 21 0.014 

h x b 0.046 3 0.015 1.01 0.4083 0.4069 0.97 
Error 0.316 21 0.015 

d x h x b 0.134 3 0.045 1.57 0.2256 0.2427 0.65 
Error 0.594 21 0.028 

p x b 0.096 15 0.006 0.86 0.6060 0.5381 0.45 
Error 0.781 105 0.007 

d x p x b 0.108 15 0.007 1.44 0.1433 0.2321 0.35 

Error 0.524 105 0.005 

h x p x b 0.141 15 0.009 1.97 0.0244 0.1114 0.32 
Error 0.503 105 0.005 

d x h x p x b 0.098 15 0.007 1.10 0.3647 0.3756 0.27 
Error 0.622 105 0.006 

Total 31.124 

Table 7.20: Experiment 4 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of path length. 
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Source SS df MS F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
display 13.369 1 13.369 13.33 0.0082 

Error 7.019 7 1.003 

head-track 1.471 1 1.471 3.78 0.0929 
Error 2.724 7 0.389 

d x h 1.951 1 1.951 2.01 0.1993 

Error 6.799 7 0.971 

position 2.574 5 0.515 3.50 0.0114 0.0161 0.87 
Error 5.145 35 0.147 

d x p 0.972 5 0.194 3.58 0.0102 0.0102 1.00 
Error 1.901 35 0.054 

h x p 0.249 5 0.050 0.79 0.5667 0.5355 0.74 

Error 2.218 35 0.063 

d x h x p 0.769 5 0.154 2.24 0.0717 0.1149 0.59 
Error 2.400 35 0.069 

block 0.558 3 0.186 2.42 0.0946 0.1267 0.65 

Error 1.614 21 0.077 

d x b 0.032 3 0.011 0.24 0.8700 0.8700 1.00 
Error 0.959 21 0.046 

h x b 0.154 3 0.051 0.70 0.5621 0.5262 0.75 

Error 1.536 21 0.073 

d x h x b 0.115 3 0.038 0.69 0.5711 0.5396 0.78 
Error 1.177 21 0.056 

p x b 0.455 15 0.030 0.89 0.5754 0.5162 0.44 
Error 3.569 105 0.034 

d x p x b 0.161 15 0.011 0.47 0.9506 0.8581 0.49 

Error 2.393 105 0.023 

h x p x b 0.586 15 0.039 1.29 0.2190 0.2616 0.57 

Error 3.169 105 0.030 

d x h x p x b 0.346 15 0.023 0.73 0.7453 0.6316 0.42 

Error 3.298 105 0.031 

Total 185.177 

Table 7.21: Experiment 4 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of RMS error. 
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Source SS df MS F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
display 25.948 1 25.948 12.32 0.0099 
Error 14.741 7 2.106 

head-track 3.785 1 3.785 3.02 0.1260 
Error 8.782 7 1.255 

d x h 4.236 1 4.236 2.36 0.1680 

Error 12.541 7 1.792 

position 14.167 5 2.833 6.81 0.0002 0.0007 0.77 
Error 14.561 35 0.416 

d x p 1.355 5 0.271 2.10 0.0890 0.0890 1.00 

Error 4.520 35 0.129 

h x p 0.753 5 0.151 1.34 0.2702 0.2702 1.00 
Error 3.933 35 0.112 

d x h x p 2.492 5 0.498 3.55 0.0106 0.0183 0.80 
Error 4.911 35 0.140 

block 1.808 3 0.603 3.75 0.0266 0.0547 0.62 

Error 3.374 21 0.161 

d x b 0.075 3 0.025 0.26 0.8542 0.8542 1.00 
Error 2.030 21 0.097 

h x b 0.454 3 0.151 1.06 0.3892 0.3686 0.59 

Error 3.011 21 0.143 

d x h x b 0.357 3 0.119 1.13 0.3600 0.3600 1.00 
Error 2.216 21 0.106 

p x b 0.852 15 0.057 0.71 0.7684 0.6141 0.32 

Error 8.382 105 0.080 

d x p x b 0.416 15 0.028 0.53 0.9163 0.8197 0.51 
Error 5.464 105 0.052 

h x p x b 1.217 15 0.081 1.14 0.3289 0.3548 0.41 

Error 7.455 105 0.071 

d x h x p x b 0.799 15 0.053 0.73 0.7511 0.6315 0.41 

Error 7.680 105 0.073 

Table 7.22: Experiment 4 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of RMS error 
axes (continued on next page). 
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Source SS df M S F conv. p adj. p H-Fe 
axis 124.151 2 62.076 42.00 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.68 

Error 20.690 14 1.478 

d x a 4.208 2 2.104 11.45 0.0011 0.0011 1.00 

Error 2.573 14 0.184 

h x a 0.453 2 0.227 4.92 0.0240 0.0344 0.81 

Error 0.644 14 0.046 

d x h x a 0.920 2 0.460 2.66 0.1052 0.1225 0.78 

Error 2.423 14 0.173 

p x a 32.578 10 3.258 21.61 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.28 

Error 10.554 70 0.151 

d x p x a 3.377 10 0.338 9.06 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.57 

Error 2.610 70 0.037 

h x p x a 0.303 10 0.030 0.53 0.8652 0.6593 0.28 

Error 4.027 70 0.058 

d x h x p x a 0.319 10 0.032 0.77 0.6580 0.6260 0.76 
Error 2.902 70 0.041 

b x a 0.126 6 0.021 1.00 0.4372 0.4372 1.00 

Error 0.883 42 0.021 

d x b x a 0.194 6 0.032 1.56 0.1836 0.2080 0.72 

Error 0.873 42 0.021 

h x b x a 0.403 6 0.067 3.04 0.0146 0.0146 1.00 

Error 0.928 42 0.022 

d x h x b x a 0.094 6 0.016 0.64 0.6991 0.6389 0.66 

Error 1.029 42 0.025 

p x b x a 0.724 30 0.024 1.52 0.0486 0.0940 0.60 

Error 3.338 210 0.016 

d x p x b x a 0.520 30 0.017 1.09 0.3510 0.3792 0.41 

Error 3.340 210 0.016 

h x p x b x a 0.508 30 0.017 0.97 0.5212 0.5093 0.73 

Error 3.682 210 0.018 

d x h x p x b x a 0.351 30 0.012 0.76 0.8160 0.8160 1.00 

Error 3.240 210 0.015 

Total 663.577 

Table 7.22: Experiment 4 - Repeated measures ANOVA for log of RMS error along 
axes (continued from previous page). 
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Chapter 8 

General Conclusions 

The goal of this research was to study the influence of visual feedback and spatial organi

zation upon a series of tasks in a three dimensional environment. The tasks were selected 

to be simple and thus potentially more generalizable than some of the other studies in the 

literature. Each task was meant to be only slightly different from one of the preceding tasks. 

The experiments were conducted using the same hardware and with only minor soft

ware differences. A general difficulty with comparing prior work is the variety of different 

systems used. Because researchers are still uncovering the factors that influence interactive 

3 D tasks, there is the potential that factors other than those under investigation are cause 

some of the observed effects. By examining a sequence of experiments conducted using 

essentially the same hardware and software it is more likely that differences across exper

iments can be attributed to the conditions under study rather than being artifacts of the ex

periment itself. In this manner confounding effects can be reduced. 

The point location experiment served as the direct basis for the docking and line trac

ing experiments. The line tracing experiment in turn served as the basis for the curve tracing 

experiment. There is an almost endless variety of similar experiments that could have been 
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conducted; some are considered in more detail in the chapter on Future Work that follows 

this one. 

In choosing how to alter the task under examination from one experiment to the next, 

more or less variation was possible. For example, an alternate successor experiment to the 

point location experiment having less variation would be one in which the orientation of the 

target changed, but only the position (rather than the position and the orientation) of the tar

get had to be matched. A successor to the line tracing experiment with more variation would 

be a curve tracing experiment where the curve varied simultaneously in all three dimensions. 

The group of experiments selected was meant to have reasonably small changes in complex

ity between them, while still allowing a fair amount of coverage of task complexity. 

A variety of different variables were used to measure performance across each of the 

tasks. It was evident at the outset of this work that considering only one or two dependent 

variables such as trial completion time or error would not provide a sufficiently complete 

sense of how the independent variables influenced task performance. Thus, a selection of 

objective and subjective measurements were used. Nonetheless, there are still many differ

ent potential objective and subjective measures that might have been employed. The final 

set used here was not meant to be exhaustive. These dependent measures were settled upon 

as being adequate to provide a reasonable understanding of how the independent variables 

influenced the tasks as well as demonstrating the importance of looking at a broad set of 

dependent measures. 

The subject pool imposes some limitations on the generalizability of the results. A l l 

subjects were right-handed male university students drawn from the fields of computer sci

ence and engineering. While it was not deliberately screened for, most participants had little 

experience with 3 D computer graphics, and none had experience with computerized 6 D O F 

interactive techniques. These results cannot be generalized to population groups with dif-
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ferent characteristics. 

8.1 Stereopsis 

Stereoscopic viewing provides significant benefits 

Stereoscopic viewing (binoculardisparity) proved to be significantly better than monoscopic 

viewing - as initialy expected - in the first two experiments. Subjects were able to complete 

the point location task and the docking task in less time when using a stereoscopic display 

than when using a monoscopic display. This finding is similar to that of most other research 

that has studied the use of binocular disparity in computer displays. 

The point location and docking tasks require a subject to make a determination of the 

location in space of the target. Ideally this determination should be made before movement 

is initiated. Binocular disparity improves a subject's ability to make this determination for 

targets at the same depth as the starting point as well as for targets at different depths. Had 

the experiments stopped at this point one might be led to conclude that stereoscopic viewing 

is likely to allow subjects to perform all tasks faster than with monoscopic viewing. 

Stereoscopic viewing not always beneficial 

The later experiments demonstrated, contrary to expectations, that stereoscopic viewing did 

not have a consistently powerful effect. Stereoscopic viewing affected most of the dependent 

variables fairly clearly in the point location experiment. In the docking experiment stereo

scopic viewing had a significant effect upon most of the measures associated with the trans

lational component of the task, but not on the rotational measures. In the line tracing and 

curve tracing experiments stereoscopic viewing had a more limited effect upon overall per

formance. Table 8.1 provides the trial completion time for the monoscopic and stereoscopic 
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Experiment Stereo M o n o % Increase P u2 

1 3.57 5.00 40.1 < 0.0001 0.2357 

2 6.81 8.48 24.5 0.0463 0.0792 

3 5.45 6.32 16.0 0.0825 0.0192 

4 8.29 9.42 13.6 0.2988 0.0047 

Table 8.1: Trial completion time in seconds for the monoscopic and stereoscopic 
conditions for each experiment. The column labeled increase is the increase in trial 
completion time for the monoscopic condition over the stereoscopic condition. The 
p column is the probability that the observed difference between overall means for 
the two conditions is due to chance and comes directly from the ANOVA table for 
trial completion time for each experiment. The column labeled OJ 2 indicates the mag
nitude of the experimental effect of display mode upon trial completion time in each 
of the experiments. 

display modes for each of the experiments. Even though stereoscopic viewing did improve 

performance in every experiment, the improvement was only significant in the first two ex

periments. 

It should be pointed out that the power of each experiment is limited by the number 

of subjects. The use of eight subjects in each experiment was a deliberate choice. These 

experiments were designed to detect large effects; the kind that would apply to almost all 

subjects and cause them to change their behaviour as a result. Had more subjects been tested 

for the tracing experiments, the observed differences might indeed have been significant. 

Table 8.1 provides the probabilities for the effect of display mode on trial completion time 

from the respective A N O V A tables for each experiment. The magnitude of the experimental 

effect {ui2 ) is computed from the appropriate sum of squares and mean squares that appear 

in the respective A N O V A tables. 

In the tracing experiments (Experiments 3 and 4), stereoscopic viewing significantly 

reduced only the amount of R M S error and the amount of position error along the Z-axis 

(recall that R M S error is the root mean square of the distance from the tip of the pointer to 

the ideal path at each movement step). Some care must be taken when drawing a conclu-
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Experiment Stereo M o n o % Increase P 

1 1.02 1.38 35.3 0.0046 0.0910 

2 1.03 1.59 54.4 0.0032 0.1003 

3 0.59 0.66 11.9 0.0886 0.0104 

4 0.62 0.80 29.0 0.0082 0.0664 

Table 8.2: Mean RMS error in centimetres for the monoscopic and stereoscopic 
conditions for each experiment. The column labeled % increase is the increase in 
RMS error for the monoscopic condition over the stereoscopic condition. The p col
umn is the probability that the observed difference between overall means for the 
two conditions is due to chance and comes directly from the ANOVA table for RMS 
error for each experiment. The column labeled w 2 indicates the magnitude of the 
experimental effect for display mode on RMS error in each of the experiments. 

sion based on the variables that were affected. One could argue that subjects were trading 

speed for accuracy, that is, subjects were keeping their trial completion time fairly constant 

while allowing their error level to increase as necessary. Had subjects strived to be more 

accurate in the monoscopic condition it might have taken them longer to perform the task. 

However, in the point location experiment, stereoscopic viewing reduced trial completion 

time, R M S error and position error along the Z-axis. In other words, in the point location 

and docking experiments stereoscopic viewing allowed subjects to increase both their speed 

and their accuracy. Table 8.2 contrasts R M S error across all experiments for the monoscopic 

and stereoscopic display modes. 

One possible reason for the subdued effect of stereoscopic viewing in the tracing 

tasks is the continuous availability of an occlusion cue in the display. Studies by Braunstein 

et al. [20] and Tittle et al. [94] have shown that occlusion is a more powerful depth cue 

than stereopsis. In the tracing tasks, the ability to make depth judgments via occlusion may 

have caused subjects to focus less attention upon the disparity-based depth cues. Nonethe

less, even when trial completion time was unaffected by stereoscopic viewing, R M S error 

along the Z-axis was significantly reduced in the stereoscopic display modes. Even though 

stereoscopic viewing did not reduce trial completion time, it did improve accuracy. 
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Stereoscopic viewing has little effect upon rotational tasks 

A comparison of the trial completion time for the point location and docking experiments 

(Table 8.3) shows similar increases between the monoscopic and stereoscopic conditions. 

This allows us to suggest that the added task complexity of the monoscopic and stereoscopic 

conditions is unchanged, implying that stereoscopic viewing does not have an effect upon 

rotation performance. To verify this finding it would be best to conduct a experiment that 

examined only orientation under the influence of display mode. 

Experiment Mono Stereo 
Point Location 

Docking 

5.00 3.57 

8.48 6.81 

Increase 3.48 3.24 

Table 8.3: Mean trial completion time in seconds for the monoscopic and stereo
scopic display modes in the point location and docking experiments. The row la
beled increase gives the change in trial completion time from the point location ex
periment to the docking experiment. 

8.2 Motion Parallax / Head-Tracking 

The change in what we see as our head moves in the environment is an essential component 

of the human perceptual system. Gibson [45] discusses this and other "natural" elements of 

perception in great detail. Most researchers in the virtual reality field consider the benefit of 

motion parallax via head-tracking to be a foregone conclusion. 

Head-tracking is an essential part of almost any virtual reality system. The definition 

of virtual reality that I chose focuses explicitly upon head-tracking as the key element of 

virtual reality. Virtual reality relies upon the ability of a viewer to look anywhere and have 

the display reflect the direction of their view. In most systems this requires explicit tracking 

of head position. 
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Sollenberger and Milgram [89] showed a strong effect for a rotational display in 

a task where subjects had to determine which of two visual networks contains a specified 

point. Several other researchers have shown strong benefits for head-tracking. Arthur et al. 

[6] replicated the results of Sollenberger and Milgram, using head-tracking instead of a rota

tional display and they found that the head-coupled stereoscopic viewing condition produced 

the shortest response times and the lowest error rates. Ware and Balakrishnan [101] make 

use of a head-coupled stereoscopic display in a volume location task. Their primary purpose 

was to investigate and model the effect of lag and frame rate in a fish-tank V R environment. 

They do not compare head-tracked interaction against fixed viewpoint interaction. 

The overall results for head-tracking have been quite surprising. M y initial expecta

tions were that head-tracking should have some effect, either positive or negative. I expected 

a positive effect would derive from an improvement in the ability of subjects to correctly per

ceive the stimuli. Negative effects could appear in the form of subjects taking more time to 

observe the stimuli prior to movement, or in the form of interference between head move

ment and hand movement. The general lack of effects suggests that subjects may not have 

made much use of the view point changes offered by head tracking, or that the beneficial 

and detrimental aspects of changing one's viewpoint somehow cancel each other out. 

Head-tracking has almost no effect on trial completion time 

Head-tracking often failed to show a significant effect in the experiments where it was present, 

Table 8.4 compares trial completion time in the fixed viewpoint and head-tracked viewpoint 

conditions in the three experiments where head-tracking was tested. It is evident from the ta

ble that not only did head-tracking not have a significant effect upon trial completion time, 

head-tracking made almost no difference at all upon trial completion time. The other ex

periments in the literature suggest that head-tracking should tend to reduce trial completion 
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Experiment Fixed Head-Tracked % Increase P u2 

1 4.22 4.35 3.1 0.5820 -0.0098 

3 5.88 5.90 0.0 0.9116 -0.0130 

4 8.84 8.87 0.0 0.7154 -0.0161 

Table 8.4: Trial completion time in seconds for the fixed and head-tracked viewpoint 
conditions in each of the experiments where head-tracking was tested. The column 
labeled increase is the increase in trial completion time for the head-tracked view
point condition over the fixed viewpoint condition. Small differences appear as 0.0 
due to rounding. The p column is the probability that the observed difference be
tween overall means for the two conditions is due to chance and comes directly from 
the ANOVA table for trial completion time for each experiment. The column labeled 
u>2 represents the magnitude of the experimental effect for head-tracking mode on 
trial completion time in each of the experiments. 

time. 

Head-tracking often detrimental 

Over all of the experiments where head-tracking was tested it exhibited a significant main 

effect in only two situations, R M S error and axis R M S error for the line tracing experiment. 

Table 8.5 provides a summary of the R M S error in all the experiments where head-tracking 

was tested. Although the head-tracking mode only had a significant effect on R M S error 

in the line tracing experiment (Experiment 3), the trend in all experiments was for head-

tracking to impair performance. 

In the situations where head tracking was an element of a significant interaction ef

fect, the result was generally to impair performance in some manner. In the curve tracing 

experiment head-tracking appears to have interfered with the block to block reduction in 

R M S error seen in the fixed viewpoint condition. 
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Experiment Fixed Head-Tracked % Increase P u2 

1 1.16 1.23 6.0 0.3216 0.0011 

3 0.55 0.70 27.3 0.0281 0.0330 

4 0.67 0.75 11.9 0.0929 0.0058 

Table 8.5: Mean RMS error in centimetres for the fixed and head-tracked viewpoint 
conditions in each of the experiments where head-tracking was tested. The column 
labeled % increase is the increase in RMS error for the head-tracked viewpoint con
dition over the fixed viewpoint condition. The p column is the probability that the 
observed difference between overall means for the two conditions is due to chance 
and comes directly from the ANOVA table for trial completion time for each experi
ment. The column labeled u2 indicates the magnitude of the experimental effect for 
head-tracking mode upon RMS error in each of the experiments. 

Benefits of head-tracking appear to be highly selective 

In the curve tracing experiment head-tracking appears to have provided a slight benefit in re

ducing the amount of R M S error along certain axes for specific target locations. Once again 

in the curve tracing experiment, the head-tracked monoscopic viewing condition appears to 

have produced shorter movement paths than the other viewing conditions, but this is only 

significant for a few of the target positions. 

In the experiments described here, head-tracking was part ofthe viewing condition, 

but the central task was to move a pointer located in the virtual environment using the hand. 

Most other studies where head-tracking or motion parallax was found to be beneficial em

ployed a task that involved only viewing of a three dimensional stimulus. In the experiments 

conducted here, head movements large enough to produce an appreciable amount of motion 

parallax tended to make it difficult for subjects to control the position of their hand and thus 

the pointer in the virtual environment. This added control difficulty may be what translated 

into the generally poorer performance for the head-tracked conditions. As subjects learned 

about the location and structure of the stimuli in the various experiments they may have less

ened their use of the head-tracker resulting in performance that converged to the level of the 
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fixed viewpoint conditions. 

Additional insight into the role of motion parallax via head-tracking is provided in a 

study of teleoperation by Ikehara, Cole and Merritt [56]. In their study subjects used a wand 

controlled by a telemanipulatorto touch points identified by lights located within a mass of 

twisted wire (wire maze). The task itself was structured to allow separate measures of the 

time required to spot the target versus the time required to touch the target. The structure 

of the wire maze is dense enough and complex enough to have provided a great deal of oc

clusion. They found that motion significantly improved performance for the sub-tasks that 

required perception only. They concluded that "motion's major benefit occurs because it im

proves the initial perception of the target. After the initial perception the benefit of motion 

is less clear. . ." 

The ability to change one's viewpoint via head-tracking is likely to have had some 

utility in the line tracing and curve tracing experiments. There are clearly viewing condi

tions that would have made the tasks extremely difficult to perform without some kind of 

viewpoint change. In the line and curve tracing experiments, small viewpoint shifts in the 

manner of [75] were added so that subjects would have some sense of the 3D structure of the 

stimulus in the fixed viewpoint monoscopic display mode. Without these shifts, a line along 

the Z-axis would have appeared as a point (small circle) and a curve would have appeared 

to be a straight line. Thus an a priori decision was made to provide alternate viewpoints in 

certain conditions. Recall that aside from enhancing the sense of realism, head-tracking is 

meant to allow for continuous change of viewpoint under user control. If all that is needed 

is an alternate fixed viewpoint, this can be provided without additional hardware, software 

and computational resources necessary to interface with this hardware. 

The general lack of an effect for head-tracking might also be explained by a tradeoff 

between task performance and viewpoint change. Subjects may have sacrificed movement 
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time in order to obtain a more favourable view of the stimuli in the environment. In other 

words, subjects may have been able to perform the task better after moving their head to 

obtain a new view of the stimuli, but this improved performance was at the cost of the time 

incurred during the head movement. The results so far indicate that even if this was the case, 

subjects were able to obtain an equivalent, and in most cases better, level of performance 

without head-tracking. 

It remains to be seen what type of interactive task benefits from head-tracking. Ear

lier work cited above identified the benefit of head-tracking in comprehending complex vi

sual networks. Perhaps head-tracking would be beneficial in an interactive tracing task that 

used stimuli similar to those of Sollenberger and Milgram. Nonetheless, occlusion is a pow

erful depth cue and the ability to interactively probe the depth of objects in the environment 

using the pointer may take precedence over the motion parallax cues. This is similar to the 

reduction in the strength of the disparity cues in the line tracing and curve tracing experi

ments. 

8.3 Target Position 

Target position generally had a significant effect upon many of the measures across all of the 

experiments that were conducted. Target position has a dual meaning when interpreting the 

experiments as the position in space indicates both a stimulus location and a movement end-

point. Because all the trials start from a fixed central location in the workspace, each target 

position also implies a specific movement direction. For example, the near target implies 

movement of the pointer toward the subject. 
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Targets along the Z-axis show poorer performance 

The overall results of the experiments show that the target positions that differed in depth 

from the starting point typically had poorer performance than those that were at the same 

depth, agreeing with initial expectations. However, contrary to expectations, under certain 

circumstances performance for the target positions along the Z-axis was improved to the 

level of the other targets. Notably, in the point location experiment the trial completion time 

for the near target in the stereoscopic display mode was roughly equal to the trial completion 

time of the targets at the same depth as the start position. While the trial completion time 

for the far target in the stereoscopic display mode also improved over its monoscopic level, 

it remained poorer than for the other targets. 

Earlier work by Zhai [109] and Massimino et al. [65] showed that the amount of 

error along the Z-axis would be higher than the error levels on the X and Y axes. Zhai also 

showed that stereoscopic viewing would reduce the error levels as compared to monoscopic 

viewing. However, their studies involved a tracking task making it difficult to identify any 

effects related to the spatial location of the target, or the organization of the task. 

Performance not uniform along axis 

In broad terms the left and right target positions along the X-axis tended to result in the best 

overall performance across tasks and dependent measures. One anomaly appears to be the 

amount of Z-axis error (both final position error and R M S error) for the right target position 

in the line tracing and curve tracing experiments. The cause of this increased amount of 

error is not immediately evident. One potential factor is visual interference from the line 

or curve coupled with some biomechanical factor. Strictly biomechanical factors are ruled 

out as this increase in error is not apparent in the point location and docking experiments. 

Strictly visual factors are ruled out because any potential visual interference should have 
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also occurred for the left target position. 

The Z-axis target positions tend to have the poorest performance, however, across 

most tasks there tends to be a distinct advantage for the near target. In many cases perfor

mance for the near target tends to match the performance for the targets in the same plane 

as the start target. Performance for the far target is almost always worse than for any of the 

other targets. 

Most other studies tend to group together all targets in the same direction or along the 

same axis. The differences in target positions that varied along the same axis have shown that 

such a grouping is too simplistic and is likely to disguise an important source of variation. 

8.4 Target Orientation 

Only the docking experiment directly investigated the effects of target orientation. Thus 

there is little in the way of cross experiment comparison that can be made. Nonetheless, 

a few of the conclusions from the docking experiment are worth reiterating. 

Translation performance may vary as a result of the target orientation 

The docking experiment demonstrated that measures associated primarily with translational 

performance (position error, path length and R M S error) showed interaction effects between 

the position of the target and the orientation. The lack of any consistent pattern of influ

ence for target position coupled with the large number of position and orientation condi

tions makes it difficult to reach any broad conclusion regarding the effect of target orien

tation upon these measures. The large number of conditions also increases the likelihood 

that essentially random variation is causing the significant interaction. More investigation 

is needed before any conclusion that can be held with confidence may be reached. 
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Rotation performance varies as a function of the target orientation 

The measures principally associated with rotational performance showed fairly clear and 

consistent effects for target orientation. The measures for final orientation error and rota

tion amount showed that the two Y-axis target orientations had poorer performance than the 

other target orientations. The combination of the poor orientation match coupled with the 

higher amount of pointer rotation in the Y-axis conditions suggests that subjects had diffi

culty determining when the orientation of the pointer matched the pointer of the target. More 

rotation of the pointer seems to indicate that subjects would continue to reorient the pointer 

until they arrived at a satisfactory visual match. 

Studies by Parsons [73] and Pani et al. [72] have indicated that people have a great 

deal of difficulty visualizing, comprehending and describing rotations that are not aligned 

with the world axe i s 1 or with principal axes of the object. In the docking experiment, all the 

target orientations were a result of 45°ro ta t ions about one of the world axes and in principal 

should not have been any more difficult to comprehend. 

The implication of these results is that the visual appearance of the target made it 

more difficult to match the orientation of the two 4 5 ° Y axis target orientation conditions. 

Interestingly, many researchers of mental rotation in psychology, when describing the se

lection of stimuli for their studies, indicate that orientations that resulted in self-occlusion 

or unusual perspective distortion were excluded (e.g. Shepard and Metzler [84], Shepard 

and Judd [83], and Parsons [73]). No further details of the excluded conditions are provided 

and thus the exclusion process seems to be subjective. 

The Cartesian axes are often not used as a basis for understanding or describing human cognition, 
being essentially a mathematical construct. Psychologists tend to describe the world coordinate axes 
as follows. The transverse horizontal axis runs left to right, The vertical axis runs up and down, and 
the line of sight axis runs toward and away from the viewer. In the experiments described here, these 
axes correspond directly to the X , Y and Z axes. 
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8.5 Occlusion 

Occlusion is a factor that was not manipulated in any of the experiments reported here. The 

displays in all the experiments made use of solid shaded objects and thus occlusion was 

available as a depth cue in all of the experiments. Many studies have demonstrated the im

portance of occlusion and the over-riding effect that occlusion cues have over disparity cues. 

I have hypothesized that the strength of the occlusion cue is what resulted in the apparent 

reduction of the disparity cues in the tracing experiments. However, there is an important 

distinction between this experiment and many of the other studies that is worth stressing. 

These experiments made use a solid shaded virtual pointer under user control, that 

could occlude or be occluded by other objects in the virtual environment. Many of the other 

studies have made use of wireframe objects [109] or they did not provide the user with a 

controllable pointer. This controllable pointer allows a user to interactively probe the depth 

of objects within the environment using one of the most powerful depth cues available. The 

availability of occlusion information throughout most of the tracing task may be what elim

inated the effect of disparity, an otherwise strong depth cue as well. While the objects were 

solid shaded, there was no attempt made to mimic other solid properties, especially the nor

mal impenetrability of solid objects. 

During the training phase for many of the tasks, I was able to observe the manner in 

which subjects performed the task. In the point location task some subjects would determine 

when the position of the pointer matched the position of the target by determining when 

part of a face of the pointer partially intersected a face of the target. This cue was so strong 

and valuable that subjects often commented that they felt they were somehow cheating by 

making use of this cue. In the tracing experiments subjects would position a face of the 

pointer so that it was partly occluded by the path. By observing changes in the visibility at 

this "occlusion interface" subjects were able to track the path. 
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Informally, it seems that subjects made use of depth cues other than occlusion (e.g. 

perspective, stereoscopic viewing) to determine the relative locations of objects when they 

were far apart and switched to using the occlusion cue when objects were close together. 

When objects were far apart occlusion provided a limited amount of information and made 

interaction harder. When objects were close together occlusion provided a simple, fast and 

accurate means of adjusting the depth of the pointer to match the depth of a target. 

The ability to completely or partially penetrate objects highlights a significant dis

tinction between the manipulation of virtual objects and teleoperation. Because teleopera-

tion makes uses of (real) solid objects, interpenetration is only possible as far as the materials 

of the objects allow and even then it may not be desirable. 

The interactive use of occlusion has serious implications for the design of interac

tive tasks in virtual reality. A frequent criticism of V R applications is the ability of one solid 

object to penetrate another solid object. User's of V R systems feel that solid objects such as 

walls and floors should be impenetrable. The reason for this shortcoming is the high compu

tational cost of collision detection algorithms that determine when one object has intersected 

some other object in the environment. But if the computational power were available, com

plete elimination of the ability for some objects to interpenetrate others might still be unde

sirable as it would eliminate a valuable depth sensing technique, one that is only available 

in virtual environments. 

8.6 Summary Guidelines 

One of the goals of this research was to identify guidelines for the use of the depth cues 

that were studied. This section presents design guidelines based upon the conclusions in the 

preceding sections. 
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Stereopsis 

Stereopsis is a powerful depth cue that functions well in the absence of any occlusion cue. 

The presence of occlusion cues may reduce the benefit that may be provided by stereopsis. 

Under some circumstances stereopsis can eliminate the performance degradation for move

ments along the depth axis, especially those that are near the viewer. 

Motion Parallax 

Contrary to initial expectations, motion parallax did not prove to be a strong depth cue for the 

tasks that were investigated here. Designers would be advised to carefully consider whether 

their task has a sufficiently strong perceptual requirement that would benefit from the avail

ability of a motion parallax cue. It appears that many of the benefits of head-tracking can 

be derived through the use of less expensive (both computationally and monetarily) means 

such as alternative or multiple views. 

Target Position 

The position of objects within the workspace can have a significant impact upon task per

formance. Performance when working with objects far from the user is likely to be worse 

than when working with objects at the same depth. In the absence of stereopsis any change 

of depth across objects is likely to result in poorer performance. The presence of stereopsis 

can bring performance for objects nearer to the viewer to the level of objects without any 

depth change. 

Target Orientation 

The ability to achieve certain orientations using a 6DOF pointer was not uniform across the 

target orientations that were tested. Some target orientations were much more difficult to 
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match than others. While it may be practical to restrict the working volume as necessary to 

achieve a certain performance level, it is unlikely that the full range of orientations can be 

restricted in a similar fashion. a guideline suggesting that certain orientations be avoided 

is impractical because it would probably result in an unusable system. These findings are 

probably most important to the research community. They indicate that orientations require 

careful advance screening before being used because certain orientations are likely to over

state overall task difficulty if all orientations are grouped together. 
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Chapter 9 

Future Work 

The experiments conducted so far have suggested a wide variety of future analyses and ex

periments that could be performed. 

9.1 Additional results from captured data 

A l l tracking data for the head-tracker and pointer were captured in every experiment. At the 

time the experiments were conducted, only information on trial completion time and final er

ror (position and orientation) had been extracted from the raw data and was readily available. 

The initial results based on these measures for the point location experiment were presented 

and published at the A C M Symposium on Virtual Reality Software and Technology ( V R S T ) 

'97 [16]. The initial results for the docking experiment were presented at the I E E E Virtual 

Reality Annual International Symposium (VRAIS) '98 [18]. 

The full set of descriptive statistics used for the analyses presented in earlier chapters 

was extracted after all the experiments had been completed. The full availability of a tempo

ral record of the exact actions of the subjects opens the possibility of conducting additional 

analysis on the already completed experiments. Another dependent measure that might pro-
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vide additional insight into the subjects' operation during a task could be extracted. For ex

ample, in the docking experiment it might be interesting to know whether subjects tended 

to bring the pointer close to the default orientation at the beginning of the task even though 

this was not required. 

There is an almost endless variety of additional variables that could be examined. 

Two stand out as providing the most interesting additional analyses. One is to develop a 

best path analysis and compute error metrics against this best path. The other is to perform 

an analysis of the captured head motion in search of interesting properties. 

Current error metrics are evaluated against the best line or distance from the dis

played line or curve. A n alternative would be to process the captured data and develop a 

model of the "ideal" movement path. The error metric for each trial could then be com

puted against this ideal movement path. In one approach, all movements are "averaged" 

together to yield the ideal movement path. A somewhat more advanced approach assumes 

that the best path is still the one displayed. However, rather than computing the error metric 

as the distance from the pointer to the curve, the curve is parameterized so as to have an ideal 

position on the curve for each pointer position within the movement. 

Head-movement has not been extensively analyzed in the preceding chapters. In the 

analysis that was done, head-tracking is either available or unavailable to subjects, but no 

analysis has been done to determine how much head movement subjects actually make. The 

availability of the original data makes it possible to extract information about the amount of 

head movement used. It may be possible to determine whether subjects were able to im

prove their performance while continuing to make use of head-tracking in later blocks of an 

experiment, or whether they simply discontinued their use of head-tracking. 

The virtual environment research community generally feels that head-tracking pro

vides important benefits. This belief is somewhat contrary to the findings reported here where 
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head-tracking was generally detrimental, if it had any effect at all. It may be that the tasks 

studied here do not require head-tracking. 

9.2 Head Movement Analysis 

To gain some additional insight into the role of head-tracking in these experiments, a brief 

analysis was conducted. Total head movement is defined as the amount of head movement 

in centimetres between the start click and end click of a trial and is computed as the sum of 

the Euclidean distance of consecutive head positions. The total head movement was com

puted for Experiment 1 and Experiment 3. Recall that these two studies differed only by the 

addition of a line connecting the start and end positions. Repeated measures ANOVAS were 

computed using the same independent variables as in those experiments. 

For Experiment 1, significant main effects were found for display mode F(l,7) = 

38.40, p = 0.0004, target position F R F O ,7) = 7.59, p = 0.0001, and block FHF(3,21) = 3.08, 

p = 0.0495. A significant two-way interaction of display mode x target position FHF(5,35) 

= 5.57, p = 0.0007, was also found. 

For Experiment 3, a significant main effect for target position FHF(2. 1,14.7) = 25.55, 

p < 0.0001 was found. A significant two-way interaction was found for head-tracking mode 

x target position F H F ( 2 . 1,14.5) = 10.67, p = 0.0013. 

The results for Experiment 1 showed that across all target positions, head movement 

increased from 4.51cm in the stereoscopic display mode to 6.33cm in the monoscopic dis

play mode. This might indicate that subjects attempted to make use of some motion parallax 

information in the monoscopic display mode, however, it is not clear that the small amount 

of head movement in either of these conditions is a result of intentional movement on the 

part of the subject. The larger amount of head movement may be a result of the longer trial 

completion time. Across all display mode and target position conditions, the y-top target 
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Block Head Movement 
1 5.73 

2 5.17 

3 5.48 

4 5.30 

Table 9.1: Mean amount of head movement in centimetres for each block of Exper
iment 1. 

Position Fixed Head-tracked 
x-left 4.79 5.09 

x-right 5.27 4.89 
y-bottom 4.97 5.58 

y-top 5.91 6.46 

z-far 8.74 17.34 

z-near 7.61 17.34 

Table 9.2: Mean head movement in centimetres for each of the target positions in 
both head-tracking modes for Experiment 3. 

position in the monoscopic condition showed the most head movement at 7.55cm and the 

z-near target in the stereoscopic condition showed the least amount of head movement with 

3.70cm. 

Table 9.1 shows the amount of head movement across blocks of the experiment. 

There is a downward trend in the average amount of head movement from 5.73cm in the 

first block to 5.30cm in the fourth block. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis that 

subjects reduced their head-movement over time. However, once again, it is not clear that 

the amount of the reduction in absolute terms is sufficient to be the result of intentional dif

ferences on the part of the subject. 

The results of Experiment 3 are more illuminating. Table 9.2 shows the amount of 

head movement for each target position in both head-tracking modes. It is immediately ev

ident that there is a large increase for the two Z-axis target positions over the X - and Y-axis 

target positions in the head-tracked condition. While there is also an increase in the amount 
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of head movement for the two Z-axis target positions over the X - and Y-axis target positions 

in the fixed viewpoint condition, it is much smaller than the increase in the head-tracked 

condition. Head movement of the magnitude obtained for the Z-axis target positions in the 

head-tracked condition produce large changes in the appearance of the stimuli on the display. 

Some amount of head movement occurred regardless of the experimental condition. 

The amount of head movement in the X - and Y-axis target positions where head-tracking 

provided little benefit may serve as a baseline from which to draw further conclusions. The 

average head movement of the X - and Y-axis target positions in both head-tracking modes 

was 5.73cm. In the fixed viewpoint condition, head movement in the two Z-axis target po

sitions goes above this baseline level. This would seem to indicate that when head-tracking 

was not enabled, subjects moved their heads in order to obtain a better view, but soon real

ized that their head movements had no effect upon the display. 

The difference in the amount of head movement between Experiments 1 and 3, es

pecially for the Z-axis target positions, demonstrated that subjects made greater use of head 

movement when the result of that movement was potentially useful. In Experiment 1, the 

parallax shifts changed the position of the target on the display, but did little to improve per

ception. In Experiment 3, the line to be traced extended over a large depth and the parallax 

shifts were able to markedly improve the perception of the Z-axis targets. 

The head movement results indicate that subjects made use of the head-tracking mech

anism in the conditions where a viewpoint change was most beneficial. However, this head 

movement failed to translate into improved performance as currently measured in the exper

iments. If there is some tradeoff between task performance and viewpoint change it may be 

possible to detect this tradeoff though further analysis of the captured tracking data. 
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Can hand movement tasks benefit from head-tracking? 

A potential challenge for future work would be to find hand movement tasks that benefit 

from head-tracking. The evidence from the experiments here suggests that the tasks would 

have to involve a substantial perceptual component in order to benefit. One possibility is a 

lengthy complex task composed of simpler components where several view changes are re

quired. It may be that each component task gains very little from the availability of motion 

parallax, but when the components are assembled, head-tracking allows viewing changes 

that are essential to the performance of the compound task. The question of whether con

tinuous head-tracking is required or just a selection of alternate fixed views is an interesting 

one with important implications about the kind of hardware necessary for desktop or "fish 

tank" virtual environments. 

9.3 Future Experiments 

There are a variety of future experiments that might be conducted as as result of the work 

reported here. Several opportunities for further study have already been mentioned in ear

lier chapters during the discussion of the results. This section highlights some of the most 

interesting potential future studies. 

Increased path complexity 

There are many variations on the two primary tasks (pointing and tracing) that one might 

study. One obvious follow-on to the experiments described in earlier chapters would be to 

test performance in a curve tracing task where all three dimensions are allowed to vary simul

taneously. Another alternative is to investigate a curve tracing task where different curves 

are dynamically generated for each trial. In the curve tracing task described in Chapter 7, 
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the same basic curve, a single sine wavelength with an amplitude of 2cm, was used for all 

trials. Subjects may have developed muscle memory for the curve, causing them to rely less 

upon the visual information that was presented. 

Investigation of target position and target orientation 

The interaction between position and orientation factors in the docking experiment suggested 

a complex relationship between the position and orientation factors. The results suggest that 

different pointer orientations might have an effect upon the ability to locate points in space 

or that different locations in space might have an effect upon the ability to match orienta

tion. The large number of factors involved coupled with the lack of any clear overall pattern 

make it difficult to make definite statements about how position and orientation factors may 

influence each other. Further experiments could be conducted to determine whether position 

and orientation do indeed influence each other or whether there are additional confounding 

factors that produced the results reported here. 

The influence of auxiliary feedback cues 

None of the experiments that were conducted provided any feedback to subjects beyond the 

initial requirement to match the position of the start target. When feedback was present dur

ing the training trials subjects relied heavily upon the feedback to guide them through the 

task. Experiments similar to those described here could be conducted to see how large an 

effect the presence of feedback has upon task performance. 

Point location versus volume location 

Some earlier studies that made use of a volume location task did not report any differences 

in task difficulty based on the position of the target in the environment. Volume location is 
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a useful operation in virtual environments where objects are selected and manipulated by 

moving the pointer into the volume of the object. However, most graphics applications rely 

upon the ability to select and manipulate small objects such as the handles of an object or 

the control vertices of a spline curve. A direct comparison of a point location and volume 

location task would be useful. Is there a fundamental difference between these two tasks, or 

is the point location task just more sensitive because of its increased accuracy requirement? 

Interactive selection of depth cues 

Reinhart [80] [79] conducted several studies of depth cues and found that the availability 

of a single depth cue resulted in a large performance improvement. Additional depth cues 

resulted in additional performance gains, but the benefits diminished as each cue was added. 

His findings highlight the general belief that the best performance will be obtained by adding 

additional depth cues to the display until all the depth cues available in the real world are also 

available in the virtual world. 

The results of the experiments reported here have shown that in some cases the mech

anism for providing a motion parallax depth cue can impair performance. The results also 

showed that the availability of a occlusion depth cue reduced the effectiveness of the stereo

scopic depth cue. The nature of the occlusion cue whereby subjects could make interactive 

depth probes suggests a potential alternative avenue for further study. The goal of these stud

ies would be to determine what influence the ability to interactively activate and deactivate 

different depth cues would have on virtual environment interaction. Would all the available 

depth cues be used? Would some depth cues be used selectively? Would some depth cues 

not be used because they do not provide sufficient benefit? 
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Investigation of additional depth cues in an interactive environment 

Wanger et al. [100] have studied factors that affect the ability to perceive spatial relation

ships in static 3D images such as shadows, rendering quality and lighting. There are a wide 

variety of additional depth cues such as these that could be tested to determine if they have 

any influence upon performance in an interactive task. The results here have shown that the 

ability to interact with the environment and probe depth produces different results than tasks 

involving only perception. The implication is that our understanding of depth cues in non-

interactive settings needs to be more thoroughly investigated for interactive environments. 
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Name: 

This is a questionnaire to discover which hand you use in the following manual tasks. 
Circle L if you perform the task with your left hand; circle R if you perform the task with 
your right hand; circle B if you perform the task equally well with both hands. 

Some of the tasks require both hands. In these cases the part of the task, or object, for 
which hand preference is wanted is indicated in brackets. Please try to answer all the 
questions, and only leave blank any tasks for which you have no experience. 

1. Writing '• L R B 
2. Drawing L R B 
3. Throwing L R B 
4. Scissors L R B 
5. Comb L R B 
6. Toothbrush '. L R !B 
7. Knife (without fork).... L R B 
8. Spoon L R B 
9. Hammer L R B 

10. Screwdriver L R B 
11. Tennis Racket L R B 
12. Knife (with fork) L R B 
13. Baseball bat (upper hand) L R B 
14. Golf Club (lower hand) L R B 
15. Broom (upper hand) L R B 
16. Rake (upper hand) L . R B 
17. Striking match (match) L R B 
18. Opening box (lid) L R B 
19. Dealing cards (card being dealt) L R B 
20. Threading needle (needle or thread according to which is moved) L R B 
21. Moving mouse L R B 
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Questionnaire A 

The following questions are about the set of trials that you just completed. 

Please answer the questions below on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is easy and 5 is hard by 
circling the number corresponding to your answer. 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of determining the position ofthe target? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of matching the position of a target? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of determining the orientation of the target? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of matching the orientation ofthe target? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Did you find that it was easier to match the position of some targets? Yes No 
If yes, how would you describe the position of these targets? 

Did you feel that it was harder to match the position of some targets? Yes No 
If yes, how would you describe the position of these targets? 

Did you feel that it was easier to match the orientation of some targets? Yes No 
If yes, how would you describe the orientation of these targets? 

Did you feel that it was harder to match the orientation of some targets? Yes No 
If yes, how would you describe the orientation of these targets? 
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Questionnaire A 

The following questions are about the set of trials that you just completed. 

Please answer the questions below on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is easy and 5 is hard by 
circling the number corresponding to your answer. 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of determining the position ofthe target? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of matching the position of a target? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of determining the orientation of the target? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of matching the orientation ofthe target? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Did you find that it was easier to match the position of some targets? Yes No 
If yes, how would you describe the position of these targets? 

Did you feel that it was harder to match the position of some targets? Yes No 
If yes, how would you describe the position of these targets? 

Did you feel that it was easier to match the orientation of some targets? Yes No 
If yes, how would you describe the orientation of these targets? 

Did you feel that it was harder to match the orientation of some targets? Yes No 
If yes, how would you describe the orientation of these targets? 
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Questionnaire A 

The following questions are about the set of trials that you just completed. 

Please answer the questions below on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is easy and 5 is hard by 
circling the number corresponding to your answer. 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of detenriining the position of the target? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of matching the position of a target? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of determining the position of the line? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of tracing the lines? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Did you find that it was easier to match the position of some targets? Yes No 
If yes, how would you describe the position of these targets? 

Did you feel that it was harder to match the position of some targets? Yes No 
If yes, how would you describe the position of these targets? 

Did you feel that it was easier to trace some of the lines? Yes No 
If yes, how would you describe these lines? 

Did you feel that it was harder to trace some of the lines? Yes No 
If yes, how would you describe these lines? 

-1-
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Questionnaire A 

The following questions are about the set of trials that you just completed. 

Please answer the questions below on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is easy and 5 is hard by 
circling the number corresponding to your answer. 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of determining the position of the target? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of matching the position of a target? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of determining a position on the curve? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of tracing the curve? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Did you find that it was easier to match the position of some targets? Yes No 
If yes, how would you describe the position of these targets? 

Did you feel that it was harder to match the position of some targets? Yes No 
If yes, how would you describe the position of these targets? 

Did you feel that it was easier to trace some of the curves? Yes No 
If yes, how would you describe these curves? 

Did you feel that it was harder to trace some of the curves? Yes No 
If yes, how would you describe these curves? 

-1-
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Questionnaire B 

The following questions deal with the entire experiment session. 

Please answer the questions below on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is easy and 5 is hard. 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of using the pointing device? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of using the head tracker? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of using the L C D glasses? 

1 2 3 4 5 

How would you rate the difficulty of the task when the display was monoscopic and did 
not change as you moved your head. 

1 2 3 4 5 , 

How would you rate the difficulty of the task when the display was monoscopic and did 
change as you moved your head. 

1 2 3 4 5 

How would you rate the difficulty of the task when the display was stereoscopic and did 
not change as you moved your head. 

1 2 3 4 5 

How would you rate the difficulty of the task when the display was stereoscopic and did 
change as you moved your head. 

1 2 3 4 5 

How would you rate the difficulty of the task when the display was monoscopic and did 
not change as you moved your head. 

1 2 3 4 5 
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The following questions ask you to rank the different visual feedback modes that were 
presented during the study. 

Please rank the visual feedback modes, based upon your preference, where 1 is most 
preferred and 4 is least preferred. 

perspective only 
head coupled perspective 
stereo perspective 
head coupled stereo perspective 

Please rank the visual feedback modes, based upon ease of use, where 1 is easiest to use 
and 4 is hardest to use. 

perspective only 
head coupled perspective 
stereo perspective 
head coupled stereo perspective 

Please rank the visual feedback modes, based upon your level of performance, where 1 
indicates best performance and 4 indicates worst performance. 

perspective only 
head coupled perspective 
stereo perspective 
head coupled stereo perspective 
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Please answer the following questions on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is very useful and 5 is 
not useful at all. 

How useful was it to have a monoscopic display that did not change as your head moved? 

1 2 3 4 5 

How useful was it to have a monoscopic display that changed as a result of your head 
movement? 

1 2 3 4 5 

How useful was it to have a stereoscopic display that changed as a result of your head 
movement? 

1 2 3 4 5 

How useful was it to have a stereoscopic display that did not change as a result of your 
head movement? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how useful was it to have a display that changed as a result of your head 
movement versus a display that did not change as a result of your head movement? 

. 1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how useful was it to have a stereoscopic display as opposed to a monoscopic 
display? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Do you have any other comments regarding the experiment or the apparatus? 
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Ethics Submission 

B.l Initial Submission 290 
B.2 Amendment One .306 
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16 SUMMARY OF METHODOLOGY ANO PROCEDURES. NOTE: IF YOUR STUDY INVOLVES DECEPTION. YOU MUST ALSO'COMPLETE PAGE 
7. THE DECEPTION FORM': 

See attachment. 

DESCRIPTION OF POPULATION 
HOW MANY SUBJECTS WILL BE USED? 4g HOW MANY H THE CONTROL GROUP? 

18. WHO IS BEING RECRUITED. AND WHAT ARE THE CRITERIA FOR THEIR SELECTION? 
male university students at the undergraduate or graduate level with some computer experience, right-handed, 
normal colour vision and normal stereo vision 

i. WHAT SUBJECTS WILL BE EXCLUDED FROM PARTICIPATION ~ 

Individuals that have experience working in a computer simulated three dimensional environment, females, 
left-handed males, those with a colour vision deficiency, those with poor stereo acuity. 

io. HflW ABE THE SUBJECTS BEIKI6 BECBUntB? IF THE INITIAL CONTACT IS BV LETTER OB IF A BECBUITHENT NOTICE IS TO BE 
POSTED. ATTACH A COPY. NOTE THAT UBC POLICY DISCOURAGES INITIAL CONTACT BY TELEPHONE HOWEVER, SURVEYS WHICH 
USE RANDOM DIGIT DIALING MAY BE ALLOWED. IF YOUR STUDY INVOLVES SUCH CONTACT, YOU MUST ALSO COMPLETE PAGE S, THE 
ITELEPHONE CONTACT FORM. 

Postings to local Usenet newsgroups and/or class presentations 

|21. IF A CONTROL GROUP IS INVOLVEO, AND IF THEIR SELECTION AND/OR RECRUITMENT DIFFERS FROM THE ABOVE. PROVIDE DETAILS: 

N / A 
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PROJECT DETAILS 

\u. WHERE WILL rue PROJECT BE CONDUCTED? IROOU OR AREA) 

Imager Laboratory in the Dept. of Computer Science (CICSR/CS Building), Room 146 
|23. W H O WILL A C T U A L L Y C O N D U C T T H E STUDY A N D WHAT ARE T H E I R Q U A L I F I C A T I O N S ? 

James Boritz. Mr. Boritz is currently a Ph. D. candidate in computer science and has conducted human factors 
studies for his Masters degree at the University of Waterloo. 

,24. WILL T H E G R O U P O F S U B J E C T S HAVE A N Y PROBLEMS GIVING I N F O R M E D C O N S E N T O N THEIR O W N B E H A L F ? C O N S I D E R PHYSICAL 
|OR MENTAL C O N D I T I O N . A G E . L A N G U A G E . A N D O T H E R BARRIERS. 

No 

|25. IF T H E S U B J E C T S A R E N O T C O M P E T E N T TO GIVE FULLY INFORMED C O N S E N T , W H O W I L L C O N S E N T O N TH EI R B E H A L F ? 

N/A 

126. W H A T I S K N O W N A B O U T T H E RISKS A N D BENEFITS OF T H E P R O P O S E D R E S E A R C H ? D O Y O U HAVE ADDIT IONAL O P I N I O N S O N THIS 
I ISSUE? 

Virtual reality systems can sometimes cause individuals to become disoriented because of the lag between the 
input devices and display refresh, and poor correspondence between the real world and the virtual world. We 
expect response lag not to be a factor in these studies because extremely low lag input devices are being used. 
The correspondence problem is minimal because the virtual world has a one-to-one mapping with the real world 
and subjects always see the real world because the virtual environment is not immersive. 

27. W H A T D I S C O M F O R T O R INCAPACITY A R E T H E SUBJECTS U K E L V T O E N D U R E A S A RESULT O F T H E EXPERIMENTAL P R O C E D U R E S ? 

A subject's arm is likely to become slightly fatigued during the experiment because the control device requires a 
subject to move and hold his arm in space. To reduce fatigue, experiment trial blocks will be short with rest 
opportunities in between blocks. The questionaire between visual feedback modes will also serve as an enforced 
rest break. 

|28. IF MONETARY C O M P E N S A T I O N IS TO BE OFFERED TO THE S U B J E C T S . P R O V I D E DETAILS OF A M O U N T S A N D P A Y M E N T S C H E D U L E S : 

Subjects will be paid $10 for each hour of participation at the end of the session. All trials for a study will be 
completed in a single session. 
Subjects will perform the screening tests first. If a subject fails the screening tests he will be paid $5. If a subject 
passes the screening test he will proceed with the rest of the study. At the end of the session the subject will be 
paid SI5. 

|29. H O W M U C H T I M E W I L L A S U B J E C T HAVE TO DEDICATE TO T H E P R O J E C T ? 

5-2 hours 
(30. HOW M U C H T I M E W I L L A M E M B E R O F THE CONTROL GROUP. IF ANY, H A V E T O OEDICATE TO T H E PROJECT? 

N/A 
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DATA 

31. WHO WILL HAVE ACCESS TO THE 0ATA7 "1 

James Boritz and members of his supervisory committee 

32. HOW WILL THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF THE DATA BE MAINTAINED? 

Subjects will be identified by number or initials in any written reports or publications. 

33. WHAT ARE THE PLANS FOR THE FUTURE USE OF THE RAW OATA BEYOND THAT DESCRIBED IN THIS PROTOCOL? HOW AND WHEN 
WILL THE DATA BE DESTROYED? 

The raw data, referenced by subject number will be maintained indefinitely to allow future analysis in light of 
new techniques or performance models. 

34. WILL ANV 6ATA WHICU IDENTIFIES INDIVIDUALS BE AVAILABLE TO PERSONS flft A6ENCIE4 OUTSIDE THE UNIVERSITY: 

N O 

35. ARE THERE ANY PLANS FOR FEEDBACK TO THE SUBJECT? 

No 

36 WILL YOUR PROJECT USE: 

g QUESTIONNAIRES (SUBMIT A COPY); 

Q WTERV1EWS (SUBMIT A SAMPLE OF QUESTONS); 

• OBSERVATIONS (SUBMIT A BRIEF DESCRIPTION); 

g TESTS (SUBMIT A 8RIEF DESCRIPTION). 
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37. FUNDING INFORMATION 

AGENCY / SOURCE OF FUNDS: O INTERNAL EXTERNAL 

NSERC STATUS: (§) AWARDED o PENDING 

FUNDS ADMINISTERED BY: 

® U8C O VHHSC O S P H O S C W H O B C C H 

UBC OR HOSPITAL ACCOUNT NUMBER: 

O BCCA 
PEER REVIEW: 

START DATE: 

® YES 

1996/04/01 

o NO 

5-81014 FINISH DATE: 2001/03/31 

INFORMED CONSENT 

|38. WHO WILL CONSENT? 

^ SUBJECT. 

• PARENT OR GUARDIAN. (WRITTEN PARENTAL CONSENT IS ALWAYS REQUIRED FOR RESEARCH IN THE SCHOOLS AND AN 
OPPORTUNITY MUST BE PRESENTED EITHER VERBALLY OR IN WRITING TO THE STUOENTS TO REFUSE TO PARTICIPATE OR 1 

WITHDRAW A COPY OF WHAT IS WRITTEN OR SAID TO THE STUDENTS SHOULD BE PROVIDED FOR REVIEW BY THE COMMITTEE.) 

• AGENCY OFFICIAL(S). 

39 IN THE CASE OF PROJECTS CARRIED OUT AT OTHER INSTITUTIONS. THE COMMITTEE REQUIRES WRITTEN PROOF THAT AGENCY 
CONSENT HAS BEEN RECEIVED. PLEASE SPECIFY BELOW: 

[—j RESEARCH CARRIED OUT IN A HOSPITAL • APPROVAL OF HOSPITAL RESEARCH OR ETHICS COMMITTEE. 

• 
RESEARCH CARRIED OUT IN A SCHOOL - APPROVAL OF SCHOOL BOARD ANLVOR PRINCIPAL. EXACT REQUIREMENTS DEPEND ON 
INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL BOARDS; CHECK WITH FACULTY OF EDUCATION COMMITTEE MEMBERS FOR DETAILS. 

| — | RESEARCH CARRIED OUT IN A PROVINCIAL HEALTH AGENCY • APPROVAL OF DEPUTY MINISTER. 

p - [ OTHER. SPECIFY: 

QUESTIONNAIRES (COMPLETED BY SUBJECTS) 
40 QUESTIONNAIRES SHOULD CONTAIN AN INTRODUCTORY PARAGRAPH OR COVERING LETTER WHICH INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING 
INFORMATION. PLEASE CHECK EACH ITEM IN THE FOLLOWING LIST BEFORE SUBMISSION OF THIS FORM TO INSURE THAT THE 
INSTRUCTION CONTAINS ALL NECESSARY ITEMS: 

UBC LETTERHEAD. 

TITLE OF PROJECT. 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INVESTIGATORS. INCLUDING A TELEPHONE NUMBER. 

A BRIEF SUMMARY THAT INDICATES THE PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT. 

THE BENEFITS TO BE DERIVED. 

A FULL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURES TO BE CARRIED OUT IN WHICH THE SUBJECTS ARE INVOLVED. 

A STATEMENT OF THE SUBJECTS RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PARTICIPATE OR WITHDRAW AT ANY TIME WITHOUT JEOPARDIZING 
FURTHER TREATMENT. MEOICAL CARE OR CLASS STANDING AS APPLICABLE. NOTE: THIS STATEMENT MUST ALSO APPEAR ON 
EXPLANATORY LETTERS INVOLVING QUESTIONNAIRES. 

THE AMOUNT OF TIME REQUIRED OF THE SUBJECT MUST BE STATED. 

THE STATEMENT THAT IF THE QUESTIONNAIRE IS COMPLETED IT WILL BE ASSUMED THAT CONSENT HAS BEEN GIVEN. THIS IS 
SUFFICIENT IF THE RESEARCH IS LIMITED TO QUESTIONNAIRES; ANY OTHER PROCEDURES OR INTERVIEWS REQUIRE A 
CONSENT FORM SIGNED BY THE SUBJECT. 

AN EXPLANATION OF HOW TO RETURN THE QUESTIONNAIRE. 

ASSURANCE THAT THE IDENTITY OF THE SUBJECT WILL BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL AND A DESCRIPTION OF HOW THIS WILL BE 
ACCOMPLISHED: E.G. DONT PUT YOUR NAME ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

FOR SURVEYS CIRCULATED BY MAIL SUBMIT A COPY OF THE EXPLANATORY LETTER AS WELL AS A COPY OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE. 

S/8 
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CONSENT F O R M S 

i T T J B C POLICY HEOUIBES W H I H E N C O N S E N T I N ALL C A 5 E S O T H t H THAN IHOSfc U N I T E D r O QUbSTlONNAIHfcS W H I C H A H b 
COMPLETED BY THE SUBJECT. [SEE ITEM » 4 0 FOR CONSENT REQUIREMENTS. ) P L E A S E C H E C K EACH ITEM IN THE F O L L O W I N G LIST 
BEFORE SUBMISSION O F THIS F O R M TO ENSURE THAT THE WRITTEN C O N S E N T F O R M A T T A C H E D CONTAINS A L L N E C E S S A R Y ITEMS. 
IF Y O U R RESEARCH INVOLVES INITIAL C O N T A C T BY TELEPHONE. Y O U DO N O T N E E D T O FILL O U T THIS SECTION. 

jg THE C O N S E N T FORM M U S T BE O N UBC LETTERHEAD. 

TITLE OF PROJECT. 

( H I IDENTIFICATION O F INVESTIGATORS, INCLUDING A TELEPHONE N U M B E R . R E S E A R C H FOR A GRADUATE THESIS S H O U L D B E 
IS IDENTIFIED AS S U C H AND THE N A M E AND TELEPHONE NUMBER O F T H E F A C U L T Y A D V I S O R INCLUDED. 

I d BRIEF B U T COMPLETE DESCRIPTION IN LAY LANGUAGE O F THE P U R P O S E O F T H E P R O J E C T AND O F A L L P R O C E D U R E S T O B E 
121 CARRIED O U T IN W H I C H THE SUBJECTS ARE INVOLVED. INOICATE IF T H E P R O J E C T INVOLVES A N E W O R N O N - T R A D I T I O N A L 

P R O C E D U R E W H O S E EFFICACY HAS N O T BEEN PROVEN IN C O N T R O L L E D STUDIES. 

KX A S S U R A N C E T H A T THE IDENTITY O F THE S U B J E C T WILL BE KEPT C O N F I D E N T I A L A N D DESCRIPTION O F H O W THIS WILL B E 
IS A C C O M P L I S H E D . I.E. DESCRIBE H O W R E C O R D S IN THE PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR'S P O S S E S S I O N WILL B E C O D E D , K E P T IN A 

LOCKED R U N G CABINET, O R UNDER P A S S W O R D IF KEPT O N A C O M P U T E R H A R D DRIVE. 

S T A T E M E N T O F T H E T O T A L A M O U N T OF TIME T H A T WILL B E REQUIRED O F A S U B J E C T . 

^ DETAILS O F M O N E T A R Y C O M P E N S A T I O N , IF ANY. T O BE O F F E R E D T O S U B J E C T S . 

| G » A N O F F E R T O A N S W E R ANY INQUIRIES CONCERNING THE P R O C E D U R E S T O E N S U R E T H A T THEY ARE FULLY U N D E R S T O O D B Y 
IS THE SUBJECT ANO T O P R O V I D E DEBRIEFING. IF APPROPRIATE. 

K J I A S T A T E M E N T T H A T IF T H E Y H A V E ANY C O N C E R N S A B O U T THEIR R I G H T S O R T R E A T M E N T AS RESEARCH S U B J E C T S . T H E Y M A Y 
OS) C O N T A C T DH. R ICHARD SPRATLEY. D IRECTOR O F THE UBC OFFICE O F R E S E A R C H S E R V I C E S AND ADMINISTRATION, A T 922-8598. 

| O I A S T A T E M E N T O F T H E S U B J E C T S R I G H T T O REFUSE T O PARTICIPATE O R W I T H D R A W A T ANY T IME A N D A S T A T E M E N T T H A T 
IS W I T H D R A W A L O R REFUSAL T O PARTICIPATE WILL N O T JEOPARDIZE F U R T H E R T R E A T M E N T , MEDICAL C A R E O R I N F L U E N C E C L A S S 

STANDING A S APPLICABLE. N O T E ; THIS S T A T E M E N T M U S T ALSO A P P E A R O N L E T T E R S O F INITIAL CONTRACT. FOR R E S E A R C H 
DONE IN T H E S C H O O L S , INDICATE W H A T H A P P E N S TO C H I L D R E N W H O S E P A R E N T S D O N O T CONSENT. T H E P R O C E D U R E M A Y B E 
PART O F C L A S S R O O M W O R K B U T THE C O L L E C T I O N O F DATA M A Y B E P U R E L Y F O R R E S E A R C H . 

I O I A S T A T E M E N T A C K N O W L E D G I N G T H A T THE S U B J E C T HAS RECEIVED A C O P Y O F T H E C O N S E N T F O R M INCLUDING A U . 
IS A T T A C H M E N T S FOR T H E S U B J E C T S O W N R E C O R D S . 

| O I A PLACE F O R S I G N A T U R E O F S U B J E C T C O N S E N T N G T O PARTICIPATE IN T H E R E S E A R C H PROJECT. INVESTIGATION. O R S T U D Y 
IS AND A PLACE FOR T H E D A T E O F THE S IGNATURE. 

1—1 PARENTAL C O N S E N T FORMS M U S T CONTAIN A STATEMENT O F C H O I C E PROV1DWG A N O P T I O N FOR R E F U S A L T O P A R T I C I P A T E 
1 1 E G "1 CONSENT / 1 DO NOT C O N S E N T T O MY C H I L D S PARTICIPATION IN THIS S T U D Y . - ALSO, V E R B A L A S S E N T M U S T B E O B T A I N E D 

F R O M T H E CHILD, IF THE P A R E N T HAS C O N S E N T E D . 

IF T H E R E IS M O R E T H A N ONE P A G E . N U M B E R THE PAGES O F THE C O N S E N T . E G . P A G E 1 O F 3, 2 O F 3 . 3 O F 3. 

A T T A C H M E N T S 

42. CHECK ITEMS A T T A C H E D TO THIS SUBMISSION. IF APPLICABLE. I N C O M P L E T E S U B M I S S I O N S WILL N O T B E REVIEWED. 

Q LETTER O F I N m A L CONTACT. ( ITEM 20) 

g A D V E R T I S E M E N T FOR V O L U N T E E R SUBJECTS. (ITEM 20) 

SUBJECT C O N S E N T FORM. ( ITEM 41) 

[ - ] C O N T R O L GROUP C O N S E N T FORM. (IF OIFERENT FROM ABOVE) 

[ — | PARENT/GUARDIAN C O N S E N T FORM. (IF DIFFERENCT FROM ABOVE) 

Q A G E N C Y CONSENT. (ITEM 39) 

^ QUESTIONNAIRES. TESTS. INTERVIEWS. ETC. (ITEM 38) 

| — | EXPLANATORY LETTER WITH Q U E S T I O N N A I R E (ITEM 40) 

j — | DECEPTION FORM. ( INCLUDING A COPY OF TRANSCRIPT OF W R I T T E N O R V E R B A L DEBRIEFING) 

| — | TELEPHONE C O N T A C T FORM. 

| - | OTHER. SPECIFY; 

s /s 
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16. Summary of methodology and procedures. 

The study will require subjects to perform one of a variety of tasks using a 
commercial six degree of freedom input controller (Polhemus Fastrak) held in their 
hand. The six degree of freedom input controller senses position (three degrees of 
freedom) and orientation (three degrees of freedom) in free space. The position and 
orientation infonnation is used to control a cursor display on a computer monitor. 
During the experiment subjects will wear a head band that is part of a commercial 
mechanical head tracker (Shooting Star Technologies ADL-1) to allow estimation of 
eye position, and a pair of commercial liquid crystal glasses (Crystal Eyes) used to 
provide field sequential stereo images to the left and right eyes. Stereo presentation 
is simulated through the use of a pair of liquid crystal glasses that when 
synchronized with the computer monitor allow slightly different images to be 
presented to the left and right eyes. Visual stimuli will be presented on a computer 
monitor positioned about 20 cm in front of the subject Subjects will be seated 
throughout the experiment. 

Tasks will consist of point location, path tracing or object tracking. A point location 
task requires a subject to visually match the position and/or orientation of a target 
object using the cursor. A path tracing task requires a subject to visually match the 
position and/or orientation of a displayed path using the cursor. An object tracking 
task requires a subject to visually match the position and/or orientation of a moving 
target using the cursor. 

Study of each task will follow a within subjects repeated measures design where 
subjects perform experiment trials in all experiment conditions. Experiment 
conditions are: distance of target from the centre of the working volume, axis on 
which the target is located, orientation of the target and visual feedback mode. 
Visual feedback will consist of monocular perspective projection, stereo perspective 
projection, head-tracked monocular perspective and head-tracked stereo perspective 
projection. Trials varying distance axis and orientation will be varied randomly 
within separate blocks for each visual feedback mode. Following each visual 
feedback mode block, Questionaire A will be given to the subject 

After the computerized experiment blocks have been completed subjects will be 
asked to answer a series of questions (Questionaire B) regarding the input devices 
and three dimensional interaction. 

Prior to the experiment tasks subjects will be given sceening tests for handedness, 
colour vision and stereo perception. 
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Contact 
If I have any questions or desire further information with respect to this study, I may 
contact Dr. Kellogg Booth at 822-8193 or Mr. James Boritz at 822-5707. 

If I have any concerns about my treatment or rights as a research subject I may contract the 
Director of Research Services at the University of British Columbia, Dr. Richard Spratley 
at 822-8598. 

Consent 
I understand that my participation in this study is entirely voluntary and that I may refuse to 
participate or withdraw from the study at any time. 

I have received a copy of this consent form for my own records. 

I consent to participate in this study. 

Signature: 

Date: 

page 2 of 2 
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Questionaire A 

The following questions are about the set of trials that you just completed. 

Please answer the questions below on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is easy and 5 is hard by 
circling the number corresponding to your answer. 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of determining the position of the target? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of matching the position of a target? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of detentiining the orientation of the target? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of matching the orientation of the target? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Did you find that it was easier to match the position of some targets? Yes 
If yes, how would you describe the position of these targets? 

No 

Did you feel that it was harder to match the position of some targets? Yes 
If yes, how would you describe the position of these targets? 

No 

Did you feel that it was easier to match the orientation of some targets? 
If yes, how would you describe the orientation of these targets? 

Yes No 

Did you feel that it was harder to match the orientation of some targets? 
If yes, how would you describe the orientation of these targets? 

Yes No 

-1-
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Questionnaire B 
The following questions deal with the entire experiment session. 

Please answer the questions below on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is easy and 5 is hard. 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of using the pointing device? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of using the head tracker? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of using the LCD glasses? 

1 2 3 4 5 

How would you rate the difficulty of the task when the display was monoscopic and did 
not change as you moved your head. 

1 2 3 4 5 

How would you rate the difficulty of the task when the display was monoscopic and did 
change as you moved your head. 

1 2 3 4 5 

How would you rate the difficulty of the task when the display was stereoscopic and did 
not change as you moved your head. 

1 2 3 4 5 

How would you rate the difficulty of the task when the display was stereoscopic and did 
change as you moved your head. 

1 2 3 4 5 

How would you rate the difficulty of the task when the display was monoscopic and did 
not change as you moved your head. 

1 2 3 4 5 
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The following questions ask you to rank the different visual feedback modes that were 
presented during the study. 

Please rank the visual feedback modes, based upon your preference, where 1 is most 
preferred and 4 is least preferred. 

perspective only 
head coupled perspective 
stereo perspective 
head coupled stereo perspective 

Please rank the visual feedback modes, based upon ease of use, where 1 is easiest to use 
and 4 is hardest to use. 

perspective only 
head coupled perspective 
stereo perspective 
head coupled stereo perspective 

Please rank the visual feedback modes, based upon your level of performance, where 1 
indicates best performance and 4 indicates worst performance. 

perspective only 
head coupled perspective 
stereo perspective 
head coupled stereo perspective 

-2-
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Please answer the following questions on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is very useful and 5 is 
not useful at all. 

How useful was it to have a monoscopic display that did not change as your head moved? 

1 2 3 4 5 

How useful was it to have a monoscopic display that changed as a result of your head 
movement? 

1 2 3 4 5 

How useful was it to have a stereoscopic display that changed as a result of your head 
movement? 

1 2 3 4 5 

How useful was it to have a stereoscopic display that did not change as a result of your 
head movement? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how useful was it to have a display that changed as a result of your head 
movement versus a display that did hot change as a result of your head movement? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, how useful was it to have a stereoscopic display as opposed to a monoscopic 
display? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Do you have any other comments regarding the experiment or the apparatus? 
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Screening Test Descriptions 
Handedness Screening 

Subjects will be screened for handedness using a modified version of The Edinburgh 
Inventory. The standard Edinburgh Inventory is modified by the addition of question 21 
that asks which hand is used to move the mouse. The test takes about two minutes to 
complete. A copy of the test that will be used is included. 

Oldfield, R.C. The assessment and analysis of handedness: The Edinburgh Inventory. 
Neuropsychologic!, 9:97-113, 1971 

Colour Vision Screening 

Subjects will be screened for normal colour vision using a computerized version of The 
Farnsworth Dichotomous Test for Color Blindness Panel D-15. The test requires a subject 
to order a set of 15 colour caps starting with a given reference cap. The test is generally 
completed in under five minutes. 

Farnsworth, D. The Farnsworth Dichotomous Test for Color Blindness, The 
Psychological Corp., 1947 

Stereo Vision Screening 

Subjects will be screened for their ability to perceive binocular stereo displays similar in 
nature to the displays that will be presented in the study. A subject will be shown a set of 
objects having no monocular depth cues and asked to state which object appears closer or 
farther than the other objects in the display. 
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Name: 

This is a questionnaire to discover which hand you use in the following manual tasks. 
Circle L if you perform the task with your left hand; circle R if you perform the task with 
your right hand; circle B if you perform the task equally well with both hands. 

Some of the tasks require both hands. In these cases the part of the task, or object, for 
which hand preference is wanted is indicated in brackets. Please try to answer all the 
quesdons, and only leave blank any tasks for which you have no experience. 

1. Writing L . . . . R . . . . B 
2. Drawing L . . . . R . . . . B 
3. Throwing L . . . . R . . . . B 
4. Scissors L . . . . R . . . . B 
5. Comb L . . . . R . . . . B 
6. Toothbrush L . . . . R . . . . B 
7. Knife (without fork) L . . . . R . . . . B 
8. Spoon L . . . . R . . . . B 
9. Hammer. L . . . . R . . . . B 

10. Screwdriver L . . . . R . . . . B 
11. TennisRacket L . . . . R . . . . B 
12. Knife (with fork) L . . . . R . . . . B 
13. Baseball bat (upper hand) L . . . . R . . . . B 
14. Golf Club flower hand) L . . . . R . . . . B 
15. Broom (upper hand) L . . . . R . . . . B 
16. Rake (upper hand) L . . . . R . . . . B 
17. Striking match (match) L . . . . R . . . . B 
18. Opening box (lid) L . . . . R . . . . B 
19. Dealing cards (card being dealt) . L . . . . R . . . . B 
20. Threading needle (needle or thread according to which is moved) L . . . . R . . . . B 
21. Moving mouse L — R — B 
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11. B R I E F S U M M A R Y O F P R O G R E S S O P S T U O Y : — ~ 

The first study has been carried out and has been accepted for publication at VRST '97 (Virtual Reality Software 
and Technology). The time each subject required to complete the experiment session was at the upper end of 
our expectation and suggests that future studies will take slightly longer to complete. 

12. N U M B E R O F S U 8 J E C T S A D M I T T E D T O S T U O Y : N U M B E R O F N O R M A L S ' 

8 to date 24 to go 
i l DESCRIBE AW UNEXPECTED S I D E EFFECTS THAT UAV HAVE" BEEN OBSERVES: 

| C O N T K « S T W E C R E S E E A R C H D E S C ™ H M A T I O N 0 H C H A N G E S I N S C I E N T I F I C K N O W L E D G E T H A T M I G H T A L T E R T H E E T H I C A L B A S I S F O R 

5. A D D I T I O N A L INFORMATION: 

none 
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